
des Bundesrates Jenewein 
Kolleginnen und Kollegen 

ANFRAGE 

an den Bundesminister für Justiz 

betreffend Verfahren gegen Kurt Gartlehner und Verbindungen zu Microsoft 

Seit vielen Jahren beschäftigt sich die europäische Kommission mit der Machtfülle 
des IT -Giganten Microsoft. Microsoft wurde insgesamt vier Mal verurteilt und erst 
nach einer Zahlung von mehr als 3 Milliarden US-Dollar von der europäischen 
Kartellbehörde in Ruhe gelassen. 

Seit geraumer Zeit versucht jetzt Microsoft mittels massiver Lobbyingtätigkeit 
verlorenes Marktterrain gegenüber Mitbewerbern wieder gutzumachen. Wie die New 
York Times am 16. April 2015 berichtete, hat Microsoft dafür mehr Geld für 
Lobbyarbeit ausgegeben als jedes europäische Unternehmen und zusätzlich ein 
ganzes Netzwerk an Lobbygruppen gegründet. Die prominenteste Organisation 
daraus ist demnach die Initiative für einen wettbewerbsfähigen Online-Marktplatz -
genannt Icomp. Icomp führt, 11. New York Times, eine unerbittlichen PR-Kampagne 
gegen Google und veranstaltet dazu dazu Webseminare, Diskussionsrunden und 
Pressekonferenzen. Icomp führte sogar eigens eine Studie durch, die die von Google 
vorgeschlagenen Änderungen zur Beschwichtigung der Regulatoren als 
Augenwischerei entlarven sollte. Microsoft ist dem Bericht der New York Times 
zufolge ein Hauptsponsor von Icomp. 

Burson-Marsteller, ein PR-Unternehmen, hat lange für Microsoft und Icomp 
gearbeitet. Nachdem sich Herr Alan Watson, ein Mitglied von Großbritanniens 
Oberhaus, von Burson-Marsteller im Jahr 2007 zurückgezogen hat, hat er plötzlich 
eine neue Aufgabe gefunden. Herr Watson ist jetzt der Vorsitzende von Icomp. Herr 
Watson gibt was andere nur 
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Vor diesem Hintergrund stellen 
Justiz folgende 

Wie ist Status 

Anfrage 

gegen 

Warum Anklageerhebung gegen 
nicht, in Anbetracht sehr aktuellen Debatte 
wichtig Antworten zu bekommen? 

3. Bezüglich welcher Anklagepunkte wird gegen 
ermittelt? 

es 
Google in Europa, 

Gartlehner konkret 

4. Wird im Zusammenhang mit der Causa Gartlehner auch gegen andere 
Personen oder Unternehmen in diesem Fall z.B. Microsoft ermittelt? 

5. Ist dem Ministerium bewusst, dass durch die laufende Anklageverschleppung 
gegen Kurt Gartlehner, und die damit einhergehende Verhinderung der 
Aufklärung der Einflussnahme von Microsoft, die freie Presse massiven Druck 
ausgesetzt ist? 
( 

6. Ist ~Ihnen bekannt, dass Central European News(CEN), die ein Büro in 
Wien betreiben, von BuzzFeed beschuldigt worden ist Berichte zu fälschen, 
nachdem man dort erfahren hat, dass CEN über politische Verbindungen 
zwischen Kurt Gartlehner und Microsoft berichten wollte? (Details der CEN
BuzzFeed Auseinandersetzung und Dokumentation über die Verbindungen 
von Gartlehner/Microsoft sind in der Anlage enthalten.) 
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Gedruckt lIon: Martin Kratky 
Ti!ef: ParI. Anfrage GarUehner . hocheggar I com 

Von: /). t:ebruär 20081241:41 ~ 

Thema: Pari. Anfrage Gartletlnar 

An: .Thomas Lutz <ThOmas.lutl@microsoft.com> 

Attachments: LI anfrage google.pdf (46K) ['J antwort_0965BO.pdf(15K) 

Hallo Thomas. hier ist die parlamentarische Anfrage von Kurz Gartlehner und die eher lapidare 
Antwott des Bartenstein-Ressorts. 

Ig, Matt!n 

Mag. Mamo Kratky 

HocheggerjCom 
Tel.: +43 1 50547 01 - 33 
Fax: +43 1 50547 01 - 46 
m.kratkY@hochegger.cgm 
www.hochegger.com 
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Gea~ck! VO?" MlIl1in KraU,), 
Titel: Google I DoubleCIlek : hochegger i eoru 

Thema: 

• Marttn Kratky 

Google I DoubleClick 

.garliehner@fls.at 

Hf. 

DonnETstag, 30. 2007 13:54:2~ ::::~ 

Hier sind wie besprochen einige wichtige Argumente gegen den angekündigten Zusammenschluss von 
Google und DoublcClick. Vielerorts und auch in unserer Branche bestehen massive Bedenken gegen 
diesen Dea!, der die Rechte der Konsumenten auf Datenschutz ihres persönlichen Lebensbereiches 
ebenso gefahrdet wie die Marlctmechanismen fur kommerzielle Vennarktung von OnHne-Werbefiächen. 
Auch die üS-Vcrbraucherorganisationen haben bei der dortigen Wettbewerbs behörde ihre Bedenken 
deponiert. Die europäische Wettbewerbsbehörde (00 Comp) befasst sich dzt. ebenfalls mit der Causa. 
Für die EU sind folgende Personen wesentliche AnsprL'Chpartner: 

.. Neelic Kroes, Commissioner 
• franco Fraaini, Commissioner 
.. Viviane Reding, Commissioner 
• Juan Antonio Riviere Marti. Consumcr Liruson Officer, DG Competition 
.. Johannes Lucbking, DG Competition 
• Alain Brun. 00 Justice, placeCityLibcrty and Securhy 
• Perer Seon, DG Information Society 
• Pcter Schaar, Chainne:n of the Müde 29 Working Party 
• Peter Hustirur.. European Data ProLec:.ion Supen'isor 

Angekündigte Cbernanme VOll DoubleCHck durch Google 

Google (der weltweit größte Anbietcr \Ion OnHne-Suchlcchnologic) Ha: im Früh;ahr 2007 angekündigt, 
DoubleCHck (den weltweit größten Vermarkter von Onlinc-Werbeflächen) urn Mrd. liS-S zu 
übernehme!'!. Daraus ergibt sich eine Reibe schwer wiegender Bedenken: durch die WAU,,,,,,",",,,,,,,,, 

einer quasi-monopolistischen Struktur und die Außerkraftset7.ung wichtiger Marktsoocbanismen, 
Da1teD.!;chlJt2·,lntjereliSen der 
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GeoruCi(! 1101'.: Mal1in Kratky 
Tl!el: Google f Dm.IbleCUck : hochegger I com 

.. Negative impact on the selection of online content avaiJable to consumers and on privacy - see 
Commission Notice on Horizontal Mergers (01 2004 C 31, pp. 5--18, in particular paragraph 8). 
• Google wuld verticaIly-leverage (bundle/tie) its keyword search dommance with Dooblct,lick's 
leadership in online banner/video display advertising, and with its Google-YouTuhe dominance in video 
search, This venteal combination oould give Google-DoubJeClick dear dominance on the overall market 

advertisements provided to tbe websites ofthird parties. 
• After a merger of Google and OoubieClick., consumers will have no practieat ability to choose 
services other man those served by Google, 11 will be almost impossible for users to avoid aIi web sltes 
serving GooglelDoubleCiick ads. 01' 10 simp!y opt-out of sharing personal data Wlth Google. 

A web site wiU have to be part of the Google network: of coutent sites if they are to be viable and 
visible in the commerciaJ market. 
.. The Europcan Commission has atready laken into account the interests of consumers with regard 
to consumer choice even in cuJture~related markets, such as in 1t8 decision of 
dateMonth9Day20Yearl99520 September 1995 in case lVlM.553 - RTUVeronicaJEndemoL 

2) Privaey I Violation ar users' prlvacy fights 

• Both Google and DoubleClick employ sophisticated tec!mology to gather and mme data about 
consumers, and most consumers are not aware of when and how these teclmo!ogies are being used. 
80th oompanies coUect infonnation about users from different and, in tbe user's mind, unrelated web 
activities (such as mail and messaging. electronic paymem, user-generate<! video exchanges. etc.). 
• With the acquisition of DoubleC1ick,. Google will combine two largely complcmcnWy existing 
databases. Nevcr before has one single company had the market and' technological power to collect and 
exploit so mucb information abau! what a user does on the Internet. 
• It can build profiles of consumers from searches, mining da18 from them as they use web services 
and applications, and observing and tracking them as they visit sires across the web. 
• With DoubleCHck:'s cookie-trAcking techrlOlogies, and Google's breadth of onIine services (frolD 
Clail and messaging. w mapping, electronic payment, office applications. user-generated video ,md 
blogging spaces, ... ). a pat1icular user'!; online activities will be tractable on a much more continuoos and 
universal level than eve:r befare, 

Consumers who may have voluntarily agreed to private data 10 DoubleClick could not have 
.en'visaged that this da18 wouJd be transferred to Google·~ and vice versa 
" Googlc's own stated ambitions are to cstabHsh mtegrated on-Hne profiles ofinternet u.sers, to 

it to pro\'ide customized cootent, highly targeted advertising. and individualized 
recommendations ror new services and content. 
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Gedruckt von: Martin Kratky 
Titer: AW:. Googfe I DoublaClick : hochegger ! tom 

Von: .Haider G.nther Dr, <Guenther,haider@parlamentgv.at> Fr, 16, Nov 2007 10:40:01 ~ 
, 

Thema: AW Google DoobleCIlck 

An: .Mattin Kratky 

Attachments: Danfrage google.pdf (46K) 

Sehr geehrter Herr Mag, Kratky, zur Information Kurt Gartiehner hat eine Anfrage gestellt. 
M'rt flaundlichen Grüßen 
Günther Halder 
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- _ .. _ - -----------

Georuckt von: Martln Ktatky 
rite .. Fwd: R8(2); Googla I DoublaClick ; hochegger I com 

Von: • Martin Kratky Dienstag. 30. Oktober 2007 19:11:07 ~ 

Thema: Fwd: Re(2): Google / DoobleCl ick 

An: .gartlehner@r1s.at 

Attachments: g Guardian article_26.10.07.doc (381<) m 118cku2007e logo.pdf (7BK) 

Sehr geehrter Hr. Gartiehner. 

hier die versprochenen Informationen: 

• Das Wichtigste Ist, dass die EU-Wettbewerbsbehörde DG Comp die Begutachtungsfrist fOr 
den DoubleClick Deal um weitere zwei Wodlen verlängert hat. Dies ist als Zeichen dafür zu 
werten, dass die Kommission der Angelegenheit große Aufmerksamk.elt wromel Die 
Kommission ruft dorzeit alle Experten und politisch Verantworttichen zu Stellungnahmen in diesem 
ZUsammenhang aufs die bis ca. 10. November möglich .ind. Dias Ist 1m Moment die wichtigste 
Plattform, um etwas zu bewegen und das Interesse der Kommission zu sichern. 
htto;lleur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServlsite/en/oi/2007/c 2301c 23020071002enOO120012,pdf 

Im Zusammenhang damit interessant ist u.a. auch ein Brief an Neetie Kroes. den Thilo Weichert I 
Datenschutz Schleswig-Holstein veröffentlicht hat: 
hHos:Jlwww.datenschutzzentrum.delsuchmaschinenl20070926-doubleclick-google.hJmI 
Einen weiteren Beitrag aus dem Guardian sowie einen Brief der Europäischen 
Konsumentenschutzorganisation hänge ich Ihnen an. 

Weitere aktuelle Fak1en: 

• Oie World Federation of Advertisers hat die EU öffentlich aufgefordert. den OoubleClick Deal 
genau zu prüfen • siehe dazu 
http://www.guardian.co,uk!medja/2Q07/0ct/261g00glethemedja,digitalmedia 

• Diese Woche trifft EU·Kommissarin Neelie Kroes ihre US-Kollegen der Antitrust division zum 
haibjährlichen Treffen. Wir gehen davon aus. dass der OoubleCJick Deal auch hier ein Thema 
sein wird. 

Beste Grüße 
Martin Kratky 

Mag. Martin Kratky 

HocheggerlCom 
Tel.: +43 1 5054701 . 33 
Fax: +43 1 50547 01 - 46 
m,kratky@hochegoer.com 
l!\!:WW.hochegger .cof1'l 
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Buzz Bottom Feeders 

An Insider Look At How BuzzFeed 

Tried To Rival Business, 

By CEN Staff, 

Including interviews with Michael Leidig 
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Copyright © 2015 by Medusa Publishing, 

First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Medusa Publishing, 

This edition was published in 2015, 

The right of CEN to be identified as the owner of this work has been 

asserted by him in accordance wifh the Copyright, Designs and Patents 

Act 1988, 

A Medusa Publishing Book 

This book is a public document. A CIP catalogue re cord for this fitte is 

available from the British Ubrary, 

For editorial corrections, p/ease write to: IJ1§!QidJillJ'lYl~S1!LJE!Il~'!!1 
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Dedication. 

This book is dedicated to David 
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Chapter 1 

Viral News Goes Viral 

"It is a sad fact that offen the media do not check up their stories at 
beeause the stories are so erazy and that they really do not 

care If they are tme. at least are there to 
remind these joumalists that stories are about real 

their sometimes also their full names, in a fake 
then you eonviet them of aets of whieh may never 

have been " 
- Reporter Fi/ip Struharik. 

Siovak journalist Viktoria Mirajova had until very recently a job she 
was happy with. The 27-year-old was working as areporter for a Bntish 
news agency called Central European News, and she liked the work 
because it offered her the chance cover the stories she had 
wanted to do. 

She got to travel around the country tackling difficult issues ranging 
from the legacy of the country's Holocaust survivors for the UK Daily 
Mail, 1 through to a legal challenge by Siovakia to reclaim millions of 
pounds in unemployment benefit for Siovak nationals who once worked 
in the UK published in the Guardian. 2 

Because the agency she worked for had no advertising sponsors, and 
existed from selling news to other media, it meant she was free to 
follow whatever story she wanted, with the only cnteria being that the 
reports were interesting. 

It was rewarding for Viktoria because Siovak media has been under 
the spotlight recently over concerns about the way local oligarchs seem 
to be buying up titles, and interfering in what was being written. But 
working for the British agency CEN meant she had no such 
interferences. 

The problem is not one to be underestimated. In fact, in the Siovak 
media landscape this ownership is of such concern that the US 
Embassy in the Siovak capital Bratislava only recently warned that 

1 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2891431/Haunling-images-grave
Chilling-family-photographs-lreasured-possessions-Ieft-Jewish-family-sent-Nazi-
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freedom of the press in the country was endangered by the Increasing 
concentration of the media in the hands of those who might not always 
be interested in unbiased rc.Flnntnn 

The US press release even warned as such, saying: "We 
are concerned about consolidation in the media seclor, 
which has the potential to limit the of views expressed. In 
01,-,'val'da. a small number of major financial now contral 
many of the country's media outlets, which potentially threatens the 
continued development of a independent press" 

The said It was also worried about apparent attempts 
and other elites to intimidate the press 

threat of civil defamation suiis. It said: "The OSCE 
on Freedom of the Media, the Intemational Press 

and other observers have voiced concern that 
the sizable which have been awarded to litigants in such 
cases that could lead to media self-censorship. Political and other elites 
in Siovakia need to develop a greater appreciation for the critical 
watchdog role played by a free press in a democracy." 

There are of course still where independent journalism is 
nr"""fi.,,,,rt in Siovakia. One example is a newspaper set up by Matus 
Kostolny, former editor-in-chief of SME. Siovakia's leading daily. He 
walked away from the SME job taking more than two dozen journalists 
with him to publish an independent title, Dennik N, which promises to 
be free from the potential of interference fram a wealthy owner. 
Explaining his motivation for his new project Kostolny told the 
euobserver: 3 "These people simply cannot publish truly independent 
newspapers as they are in a clear confliet of interest" 

So It was a surprise to Viktoria to find Dennik N calling for a boycott of 
her agency and its conten!. The reporter that wrote it, Filip Struharik, 
knew her, although it is unelear whether he knew she worked for GEN, 
and even if he did not know she worked for GEN it would have been an 
easy matter for him to call GEN in Vienna, a eity which is a 30 minute 
drive away from the Siovak capital Bratislava. Instead, he had simply 
written the story that said most of her ageney's content eonsisted of 
fakes and lies, and was not to be trusted. And to prave the point of how 
insidiously the agency's viral lies had infected Siovak media, his article 
then named and posted links to those Siovak publications who had 
used GEN-sourced content to really drive the message home. 

When Viktoria read the story, she had logged onto Facebook where 
they shared friends and using her own name and Facebook profile 
bravely declared under the link to his artiele: "[ work at CEN, and you 
don't know what tafking about that work here can 
tell you how it really is." 
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Those were brave words for a young journalist starting out in her 
career prepared to put her name alongside a company that according to 
one of the most respected Siovak news publication was a for 
producing fake news and lies. 

The article 4 that was published on the newspapers online 
Dennikn.sk by Filip pointed out that the CEN stories were 'incredib/e 
and headline grabbing' for one reason - because they were 
fictitious'. He quoted as the source of his information an online repart 
published a few earfier by another site, BuzzFeed.com, which he 
said had analysed 41 articles fram Central Eurapean News. 

Filip faithfully wh at BuzzFeed said for his readers 
It into Siovak, and added that, incredible though it may 

seem, 11 of the stories that BuzzFeed looked at were 'comp/ete fakes', 
8 more were because they added extra detail that had not 
been reported in other online media, and 13 others could not be 
verified. In fact, he said, only nine were 'mostly true' 

Since it was founded in November 2014, Dennik N has published 
several stories about local and world media and in particular targeting 
the tabfoid media, branding for example in March 2015 the UK phone 
hacking scandal as an example of one of the worst excesses of tabloid 
journalism. 

So the story about CEN lifted from BuzzFeed was a classic story for 
Dennik N, which prides itself on quality joumalism. It pledges to be 'bez 
bulvaru', which means literally 'without tab/oicf or 'without gossip' 5 

The Siovaks of course were far fram alone in repeating claims from 
the BuzzFeed article, which was an investigation that influential 
onlinejoumalismblog.com described as 'one of the best examples of 
debunking yau're likely to see all year. And while Dennik N is 
Siovakian, it was not a story that was only reported in Siovakia. 

Acrass the border, for example, in the neighbouring Czech Republic, 
another quality publication, a weekly magazine that also has an online 
portal ca lied respekUhned.cz, repeated the Dennik N story, not 
apparently after reading the BuzzFeed original, but instead attributing 
much af what they had found to the report by Filip Struharik, 

Under a dramatic headline trumpeting how the sensational made up 
stories fram Central European News had even managed to be 
published in major Czech newspapers, they also took great delight in 

4 https:lldennikn.sk/114722/spravodajska-agentura-vydava-vymyslene-spravy
nachytali-sa-aj-slovenske-media/ 
5 Despite claiming to be without tabloid, in March 2015 the newspaper was 
criticized for its story revealing that the current Siovak PM's assistant posed 
naked for men's magazines past 
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listing those publications and providing links. Again, these were mostly 
tabloid rivals of respekt in the Czech newspaper marketplace. 

But the BuzzFeed article was not just being repeated in Eastern 
Europe, It also turned up in all the other corners of the globe. In Asia it 
was seen in local media and blogs like 
Beijingcream.com that wh at was written BuzzFeed to its 
readers in a more conversational form. 

Anonymous author RFH wrote: "If about China in 
the last couple of years that seemed tao good to be true that 
smelled, in facr, a lot more like horse manure - It probabfy came from 
the stables of Central News a Vienna-based 

called exhaustive 
Inv'estloi"tl\fe reporters. 

thefr offices and staff are in Austria, CEN's scope is 
worldwide, with stories from Russla, Argentina, In dia, Macedonia and 
the PRC, where it regularly elbows Xinhua (A Chinese news ;.,nt->nr\/l 

aside to publish the least likely version of events." 
RFH then repeats a lot of the BuzzFeed examples of the agency's 

viral 'fakes' before adding: Is run Michael joumalism's 
answer to Grant Shapps, an internet who's his own nr~''''Tl''"r 

online eheerleader, Like Shapps, has a 'frequently updated' 
Wtkipedia entry (sources include the Austria Times, owned by Leidig) 
and enthus/astically doctored edited by a user called Bylinebandit, who 
has the same handle as the Twitter account of one 'Michael Leidig' " 

The BuzzFeed story was not only repeated on blogs, newspapers and 
magazines, it also ended up on radio and television news. In Germany, 
a live radio broadcast also availabie for online consumption was 
streamed by dradiowissen.de together with a print version 7 reproduced 
in German of the BuzzFeed story. 

The company's own online science and technology expert Michael 
Gessat was happy to add extra details to put the story in context, telling 
listeners: "The German version of BuzzFeed may have only cheap 
tabloid news, but the American version (sic) 8 is different, it includes 
ser/ous news and also so-called 'big stortes', and these realfy are 
indeed good stories, with all the classicaf journalistic research you 
would want to see Included when they publish the finished works. 

"And this new 'big story' that they have now published under the titte 
The King of Bullsh*t News' (laughs) includes a fact-check of material. 

Gran! Shapps is a British Conservative Party politician. In 2012 The Guardian 
reported that Shapps' Wikipedia article had been edited from his office, to 
remove embarrassing information multiple limes and on one occasion to correct 

of BuzzFeed. 
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an agency that is weil known in the 
branch, it is successful, and called Gentral 
News, or GEN. In fact, even BuzzFeed was one of its customers in the 

Online expert Gessat continues: "The person is a c%urful 
character called Michael he was born in Vienna and has a very 

where he himself ' 
you can see that the is 

a success, as he in the money and he markets himself weil. After 
all, you can see he his stories fC>W'rI/llUn,nrp 

Those who were not in the GEN offices when the BuzzFeed 
story broke be to know that all this huge volume of 

of the BuzzFeed report, usually accompanied 
reminders that journal/sts check their stories, went ahead without any 
checks - or at least without any that involved GEN, Not did the checks 
involve GEN staff who were known the critics but not contacted for 
their side of the story. 

But thafs surely fair enough as, in the minds of most that read the 
BuzzFeed report, GEN had clearly been doing the same thing for years 
- either making up stories completely or stealing them fram others and 
passing them on without checking. 

So it would be naive to think that anybody really cared that none of 
the reporters in the examples outlined above that repeated the 
BuzzFeed claims, or indeed any of the many others that also rushed to 
recycle BuzzFeed's 'big story', asked GEN for their side. 

As any 'tabloid' journalist who finds themselves under the media 
spotlight knows, this is seen simply by most people as divine justice, It's 
a taste of their own medicine - a chance to see how they like it for a 
change, 

Across the globe the story was shared and spread, and more detail 
was added, somebody logged on to Michael Leidig's Wikipedia entry 
within an hour of the BuzzFeed story going online to point out that he 
had been accused of faking news, The French news website Atlantico 
10 added that after the market for quality news dried up, the agency and 
Leidig had switched successfully from working for the BBG to 
generating fake news. 

And all of this was happening with nobody picking up the phone to 
ask if it was true, Of all the many repeats of the BuzzFeed allegations, 
only the German radio report mentioned the much less interesting 

9 He is actually British and was born in London, 
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report in the British Press Gazette, a UK media trade publieation that 
had been published several hours before the BuzzFeed report went 
live, pointing out that Central European News staff feared that 
were going to be the of an attempt to diseredit them 
BuzzFeed. 

The Press Gazette report said a legal letter had been sent 
BuzzFeed. That letter had been areaction to a communication sent 
a BuzzFeed journalist to several of the UK's biggest news 
asking them if were aware that CEN fabricated stories, and 
examples. 

The letter fram the for CEN noted: "CEN is BuzzFeed's main 
COi7l0etltor for viral news content the UK market. Our elient not 
therefore prepared to engage with BuzzFeed about the detail of any of 
your questions as to do so would involve information about 
sources and praGtices to a ,. 

Those writing their follows ups could not have missed it, as in most of 
the Google search queries using combinations of the words 'Leidig', 
'CEN' its picture division and 'BuzzFeed'. the Press Gazette 
report was the top Item. 12 

But for those looking for a 'big story' lt seems the Press Gazette story 
was not what they wanted to hear. Like CEN's news output, apparently 
debunked by the BuzzFeed news team in their extensive analysis 
covering almost seven thousand words, was it really important that the 
BuzzFeed article was correet? It was a good headline, a great exclusive 
generating thousands of hits and of course further boosting BuzzFeed's 
reputation for its fledgling investigative news service. 

And if it is not true, who cares? The alternative is that you have two 
tabloid, gutter raking news teams battling it out, and if one or both 
vanish - the world will be a better place. won't it? 

In the world of social media of course, these do not need to be 
rhetorical questions. Looking thraugh the comments on the dozens of 
articles repeating the BuzzFeed allegation, both ean be answered. 

In the hundreds of remarks and comments under the articles 
published worldwide repeating the BuzzFeed allegations, there was not 
one in any language that CEN staft found that asked their loeal media 
the question: "Did you check yourselves?" 

Clearly those who feel good about reading a story on the exposure of 
a eorrupt tabloid news agency caught in the act of faking stories don'! 

http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/buzzfeed-investigation-emails-harm-business
competitor-online-news-provider 
'2 Only Google can explain why their algorithm that rates news would give a 
small trade publication based the UK more prominence than a news web site 
described as one of the 'white hot the marke!. And as they 
talk about how thai works, it will be answer 
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feel the need to ask themselves the question as to whether it's actually 
true or whether their own news had done any additional 

After all, the details were all there in the BuzzFeed report If it 
was a lie, then GEN should sue and prove it 

And jf it wasn't true, is there any from the 
to read the GEN side of the 

the Press V Cl'"-e,,,,", , 

at the comments under articles about the of the 
British tabloid newspapers in the now discredited 

"I<::»n,'v<> of into tabloid media, it offer an into what 
the public think, 

The UK force's looked 
into allegations of phone hacking in the now closed News of the World, 
Another Operation Elveden 11 ,3m 
investigation into allegations of on<:>""rr.r'rt 

those involved with phone hacking, and Operation 
was an investigation into alleged computer 

News of the World 
This year, one after another of the reporters charged and put on trial 

on allegations of corruption have been freed after juries that listened to 
the evidence repeatedly returned not guilty verdicts, But the comments 
under those pages gives you a sense of what people think about tabloid 
reporters or tabloid media when one or the other also ends up under 
their spotlight. 

Most comments were along the lines of online user Paul 0., who 
wrote under an article in the Press Gazette detailing former Sun 
managing editor Graham Dudman's 1, 176-day ordeaL Like many other 
tabloid newspaper staff Dudman was dragged from his bed at dawn in 
front of his wife and children and locked up as part of the probe into 
alleged abuses by the tabloid press. 

Gommentator Paul O. was initially sympathetic, writing: have 
absolute sympathy for this man. No ifs, no buts." 

But he then adds: "However, on a wider context, he represents an 
industry whieh revels in people being arrested, drawing as much 
attention to it as possible and seemingly attempting to humiliate at 
every turn In asense, the newspapers have had a taste of what many 
others have had to endure, namely their name being dragged through 
the mud for a eheap headline." 

So if what BuzzFeed claimed was true, GEN and its editorial dimetor 
and owner Michael Leidig have, according to the public, got wh at they 
deserved. And even if they wem not guilty, just by virtue of the fact that 
they are apparently producing tabloid news about green puppies and 

am fair game if end up in the headlines, 
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This month was the 20th anniversary of GEN, in fact the anniversary 
coincided with the publication of the BuzzFeed report. On that date 
back in 1995, two decades GEN had sold its first investigation as 
an exclusive to a quality UK newspaper about how far 
extremists wefe the Thule network, neo-Nazi 
group, to nrc,,,,nt",., 

But since, seem to count for 
to repeat the BuzzFeed allegations 

research, and them for their 

But what if one of those 
or online experts had CHAUdt'V sto!:'P€,d 

up the phone and asked to to GEN staff like Viktoria or 
Michael about the Of indeed GEN staff in or South 
America, or any of the other where it has full time reporters, 
what would have found out? Would it have 
applying a bit of journalism to wh at was known? 

Let us just for a moment assume that what should have happened - a 
call to check the facts - had actually taken Might they have 
found, like so many journalists who have attempted to dig deeper on 
any news items, that when you scratch the surface there are layers 
upon layers of complexity underneath, and things that seemed simple 
at the start have ahabit of getting very complicated very quickly. 

As the quote from the article by Filip Struharik from Siovakia goes: Hit 
is a sad fact that often the media do not check up thelr stories at alt, 
because the stodes are so crazy and funny that they realfy do not care 
If they are really true. BuzzFeed journalists at least are there to remind 
these journalists that storfes are always about real people, If you spread 
thelr plctures, sometimes also thelr full names, in a fake story, then you 
convlct them of acts of which they may never have been guilty." 

This then is the story that Filip might have had, if he had followed his 
own advice. 
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Chapter 2 

Debunking the Debunking 

for GEN, with news up the likes 
were to go wrong, So to save his 

company, transformed the news ageney, its news 
,,:>th~>rIr:lrt net from central to the Asian and Latin Ameriean 

market And GEN was a re/iable company, in its new 
,<!innifir:Plflt/llless so, Its checked 

the time are The same goes for 
the information with them whieh is, most of the 

exaggerated or made up, 
- French news portal 'atlantico' 

When a journalist or media group gets a complaint about a story, 
would be fair to say that much of the time It is a complaint made 
those who were featured in the article, or at the least those linked to 
them. They might feel that it was inaccurate, or biased - but the main 
point is that it is usually a complaint from those who the story was 
focused on. 

But the BuzzFeed story listing complaints about GEN material was not 
from those who the agency had written about, none of whom had 
complained to CEN. Instead, it was a complaint about CEN reports by a 
direct competitor in the marketplace for the provision of viral news. 

Under normal circumstances a complaint is investigated, and ruled 
valid or rejected. However, in any defence against the BuzzFeed 
allegations there is a problem that does not usually arise. 

The reason is that all complaints to media organs are treated 
seriously, and need to be answered in depth, and that involves 
revealing where material was gathered and how. And because the 
BuzzFeed allegations are so extensive and cover so many stories in so 
many geographical areas, any reply will end up giving BuzzFeed vital 
market research in how CEN, a rival for viral news, operates. It will let 
them know whether CEN has staff on the ground or simply co pies from 
the Internet, it will tell them wh at additional research is done on a story 
sourced from the internet, and give them an idea what sources are 
being used and from where, 

Answering the BuzzFeed allegations is done in detail below, there is 
no alternative if CEN is to continue to operate as a news provider, but 
comes at a news that 
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unique to the agency !tself. Every news gathering unit, whether It is a 
single freelancer with contacts small geographical area, or a 

editorial team on a Fleet Street newspaper will have their own 
sourees, their own contacts and their own way of doing At CEN 
where the agency has slowly over 20 years a 
daily news feed that at some has touched on most countries, the 
ways of operating and news are all and 
depending on the and the of the staff 
operating in the area. So every answer in defence of conte nt will 
end up helping a rival like BuzzFeed to copy wh at the agency does in 
gathering news, and to do It themselves. 

It also means reporters at risk who are often on the in 
countries where officials don't even know they are thefe, and where 
under local laws they need to be These countries do not 
appreciate negative stories whether lt's tabloid or 
and a look at just one of the stories by CEN that was hli"htcr! in 
the BuzzFeed article iIIustrates exactly that It was a carefully 
constructed relations stunt a group of Chinese businessmen, 
repeated in all mainstream Chinese TV and newspapers, and when 
officials found out wh at the men had done, they arrested them, and 
did not just fine them, they pulled the plug on the multi-million pound 
business the PR stunt had been designed to boost As far as the 
Chinese officials were concerned, the action had damaged the 
reputation of the country, and damaged the Chinese image abroad by 
Iying to the local and foreign media. 

And likewise in Russia, authorities have introduced laws so that even 
bloggers whose online presence draws more than 3,000 daily readers 
are required to register, disclose personal information and submit to the 
same regulations as mass media. 

Anyone who doubts that Russia is not using this law to clamp down 
on a free press only needs to look at the number of prominent 
independent online news web sites that have been blocked or closed 
since they went live. 

The Ukrainian conflict is a frequent subject for CEN, with stories from 
both sides of the fence from more than one contributor, but if a blogger 
with 3,000 readers is subject to censorship, then a correspondent for a 
global news feed would certainly need to be registered. 

Fleet Street is astreet in the City of London named after the River Fleet, 
London's larges! underground river. 1I was the home of British national 
news papers until Ihe 1980s even though the last major British news office, 
Reuters, left in 2005. The term Fleet Street conlinues 10 be used as a metonym 

the British national press. 
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And that would definitely be the ca se if it was realised that the tabloid 
feed is apart of the that GEN offers, 

The report to mention that thelr new head of 
Heidi had spent months with GEN on the 

trattir,IEir,n of children. It meant she was weil aware of the work 
BuzzFeed even referred to it in their 

the time the had been 
BuzzFeed reporter Alan 

Whlte, when he first contacted said that as weil as 
other stories were to be at the heart of the report. He said: 
"As I have mentioned understand that you are 
this viral content for sale in to fund your laudable inv'es,tio"fill'e 

such as your report info the issue of child fr:>ffir.kir,n 

and I am keen to reflect this fact in the article." 
BuzzFeed also failed to mention in thelr look at CEN's 'laudable 

Irn."m,rn that another major story was absent in their 
report, when it finally for the and that Heldi Blake had 
been offered a new from GEN on corruption involvlng Microsoft 

If that information were to be added to the equation, then however 
one views the BuzzFeed report, It can not be anything other than a 
mistake in priorities when BuzzFeed and its investigations team rejects 
what was already months of work on human traffieking on the one hand 
and corruption at a big multinational on the other, and instead starts a 
debate on whether teenagers were walking eabbages beeause they 
were lonely, or whether a pink kitten was still alive or not 

BuzzFeed may have not wanted either of the serious investigations 
for whatever reason, and is their choice to select their editorial 
direction, but their story on CEN has also decimated the chance for 
CEN to return to stories like the human trafficking investigation or big 
business corruption. 

It has forced the agency to drop those Items. Furthermore, this not 
only concerns trafficking and politieal eorruption, but also a probe into 
arms smuggling, an exclusive on a trade embargo being circumvented, 
areport on the funding for extremists, and abuse in children's homes 
that were all months of work and were due to be published this year. 

They are all effectively dead projects, and instead CEN's time and 
resources need to be devoted to answering the BuzzFeed allegations 
despite the unwelcome spotlight on agency reporters, 

This chapter therefore, although perhaps not interesting for anyone 
other than a media professional, explains how each of those stories 
came to be chosen by GEN, and published, 

Lonely Cabbages 
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One of the most repeated of the BuzzFeed allegations, among the 
many recyclers of its 'big on concems the lonely Cal)bclQe 
walkers of China. On 2 May, 2014, CEN wrote a story talking about how 
people had been spotted walking on a lead, and saying it 
was a way to get out and meet people. 

It was indeed one of the questions BuzzFeed story' reporter Alan 
White asked about in an email of questions to CEN, and then later 
repeated to the agency's clients. wrote: "In May 2014, 
:>nnA,qr"'r/ on sites and The Huffington 
eorrected) wh/eh claimed that Chinese were <:>nom" ... "n,-, 

al/eviate of loneliness for walks. 
The story included from 'Chinese psychiatrist Wen Chao' 

explaining how a on a lead can help reduce feelings of 
isolation, and from a 1 ealled Lu! Ja Chen, who SUjJpCIseaty 
said. feel can transfer my negative thoughts about myself to the 
cabbage, go for a walk with it and eome home feeling better about 
myself' 

'Ho we ver, It would transE?ire the teens were not walking cabbages 
because they were 1.; were as part of an 
art installation by Chinese artist Han Bing, who has been walking 
cabbages as part of his art for over a decade. How was CEN able to 
obtain quotes from multiple peopte about how walking the eabbages 
was a psychiatrie intervention when that doesn't appear to have been 
the ease?" 

When Alan White and his colleagues wrote their artiele about CEN the 
lonely cabbage walkers featured prominently as one of the alleged CEN 
fakes, and proud of not falling for it, the BuzzFeed team pointed out that 
the 'story was quickly debunked' by BuzzFeed 18 (and others). 

In fact BuzzFeed had been writing its 'quick' debunking story on 7 
May, so that was five days later, where BuzzFeed readers were able to 
'decide for themselves' wh at it was all about, although not going all the 
way as to say it was a hoax as they later claimed. 

Instead, under the headline: "Beijing Hipsters Walk Cabbages On 
Leashes, " they had merely added the sub headline: "Beijing 
performance art or Portlandia sketch? You decide. g 

http:// m elro. co. uk/20 14/05/021 ch in ese-teens-lak ing-cabbages-for -wa I ks-to-get
over-loneliness-4716551/ 
j6 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/02/cabbages-for
walks n 5254589.html 
17 httpJ/kotaku.com/no-chinas-depressed-youth-do-not-keep-cabbages-as-pets-
1571750423 

http://www.buzzfeed.com/kevintang/beijing-hipsters-walk-cabbages-on
leashes#. fq8pgomL5 
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It was not actually a 
own report on CEN fakes and the Cal)OElq€iS 
time reinvented as a 

may seem 
wrote: 

real-world 

overlooked, that BuzzFeed was one of the 
pulJllcatl<)ns to get traffic from the story without 

with thelr decide' article. 
invented CEN staff as claim? 

As far as the agency concerned, when at the web 
as a source of news, thefe is no in sending back out the 
same that has somewhere else. If CEN were 
its own news then yes, it might but as an agency 

content ,t needs exclusives otherwise clients 
as weil take thelr news from the web themselves. 

But that does not mean It up. To take a small ov',""","'o 
this week out of Asia. It was a small !tem that revealed that 

were looking for a Brltish man that had a It was a story 
not destined to go round the wond. But 'Brits abroad' stories are 
standard fare to a UK news agency based overseas, and so it is worth 
an extra call. That call revealed that the British man had been on the 
run for three months. Usually a 6ff British man might stand out in a 
country of much smaller Asians, but not so according to police, because 
'all European look the same to us' And that was the line, "Police chief 
says they can't catch on-the-run Brit because all whites look the same." 
It is an example of developing a story with journalism to create a story 
that would not make a paragraph without 11. And it is what CEN does all 
the time. 

In the Internet age where you can so easily search for material it is 
unlikely that anything published is not read at some stage by someone 
involved, so how realistic IS It to believe that it's possible to continually 
fake 25 percent of the story output and embellish another 50 percent for 
20 years wlthout anybody apart from BuzzFeed - noticing? 

In fact CEN stories on big UK media sites are offen reported back in 
the country of origin, translated into the local language and in turn 
becoming news there once again simply because the story has now 
gone international. If they were fake, surely someone would notice? 

But there is a big difference between going the extra mile to make a 
story work and making it up. BuzzFeed says CEN makes it up, CEN 
calls it good journalism, and as BuzzFeed would say: "You decideT 

The CEN story on the cabbage walkers started as folIows: "After 
vdiUUclUt::f Patch Kids came, - the teenagers 
China who feel life friends 
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taken to befriending the towty vegetables as the undemanding 
compan/ons. And the sight of them out 'walking' the cabbages in a bid 
to battfe toneliness is the latest way of someone new - as 

walkers use their weird way to start up 
conversations with each other. " 

When this story was first put forward in the news meeting 
CEN's desk however, it was little more than a 
there was no mention of the artist in what the CEN China office could 
find in local media, Of the artistic project that gave birth to 11. it 
was a story that had a and for research. 

That was carried out staft based in China, because 
London searches, even for someone that 
not the same results. What is seen in China online is 
not the same as what is allowed to be seen outside. 

CEN keeps log that shows wh at links were used to the basic 
story. The link that the story was one of the many 
that CEN staft saved as they researched the cabbage walking, and it 
clearly mentions the loneliness element from March 25, 2014. The CEN 
story about lonely cabbage walkers therefore actually appeared a full 
NINE days before CEN supposedly made it up, 

For those that don't speak Chinese, the report refers to the reasons 
for and the therapy of cabbage walking. All this in an article written weil 
before the CEN item. The Chinese report from March 25 says: 
"Accordlng to people, modem life is full of pressure, and there is no one 
to talk to, Peopfe are getting quite lonely. A person walking a cabbage 
is actually walking himsetf Such a person considers himself like a 
cabbage which is lonely, unnoticeable and is fikely to be discarded any 
time." 

In the middle of the second paragraph, the same Chinese author, 
agaln on the March 25 report, adds: "I looked up some information 
about the group of peopte walking cabbages - these young people 
walking cabbages in the eWes in the daytime, Most of them are under 
great psychological stress and don't have many frlends. They are lonely 
to a point where cabbages are their only companions. And the reason 
why choose cabbages is because these people feet that they're Just as 
ordinary as cabbages, which require no special care and can be 
discarded in the trash on their way home." 

That was information available with digging of course in China on 
soda I media platforms, and the March 25 report and the subsequent 
debate proves categorically that CEN did NOT invent the angle that 
teens were walking the cabbages as a way of tackling loneliness, In 
fact, it was already one of the ideas out there when the agency started 
to investigate. 
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Ves CEN were responsible for It going viral, yes, the CEN reporter 
was able to search the same sort of material that the Chinese 
author refers to online about and and 
put It but It was not made 
up. 

On the basis of that a 
had never heard of the trend, but 
links to forums and stories were 

nrrlv,rlA(i not 
but also the quotes from an expert. 

he 

But wh at about the BuzzFeed lIon<>tirm that the artist who ca me up 
with the idea of Han had 
that the project was about loneliness? Han was, after 
the man behind the at the Beijing music festival. He 
used to walk cabbages a decade ago, but not until the music festival 
was the 'art expression' he created by so many when the CEN 
story went round the world. 

He did not however reject that it was to do with loneliness as 
BuzzFeed claimed. What he actually said was that, as with all art 
works, his was open he had 
been dolng it for years although It was only after the music festival 
that It started to go viral when CEN reported one interpretation that was 
already out there - and put it on the global map. 

And did the artist really say that the cabbage walking was NOT about 
loneliness? The answer is no, he did 

Interviewed in the New York Times he said: "It's not me who should 
interpret the meaning of cabbage walking. I'm playing agame. I'm the 
player in this game, but I cannot control the game anymore. It's your job 
to interpret the meaning of it" 

And he added: have been walking cabbages for about 10 years. 
Many people ask me why, but I don't usually answer. At the beginning 
they treated me like a psychopath. Now the young people accept it 
Sometimes they even choose to walk cabbages themselves, They 
upload the cabbage walking pictures online and show them to me." 

Interviewed on China Real Time 21 on May 7 after the CEN story was 
published Han Bing was asked wh at his original intention was when he 
photographed himself with the cabbage back in 2000. 

He said: "Originally, I intended for walking the cabbage to have no 
meaning. I was only trying to encourage freedom, and to get people to 
question their daily activities. There's a knot in everyone's head, and 
want to untie that knot A lot of people come up to me asking what I'm 
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trying to accomplish, but when "m walking my cabbage, I don't want to 
talk, Just doing what I'm is enough, I've walked other too, 

turnips and bricks, doesn't matter wh at I'm walking, The 
is to to think about that action, I want thern to think 

about how to 
work and 

Asked what he 
ntornrota,ti the as a loneliness he said: 
"Some of their comments wem different than my but 
I'm not too concerned about that Each person can have their own 

+hir,uir,,' was the 
Chinese today, "More young 

than when I first started, 
not enough independent thought 

For agency boss Michael it was 
where journalism was used to make the story work, He said: "The 

is illustration of one we are 
fascinated with here and for which tabloid is the 

type of news, which is of the age, Stories 
like this are fantastic because open up the Internet for discussion 
on so many and indeed there were later dozens of rrll">\If'e:>T 

stories with more cabbages belng walked, as weil as other objects that 
were bizarrely taken around town on a leash, It was one of the hot 
subjeets of the summer and it was one that we correetly identified and 
put on the map for the world to see, 

"When our ageney looked at the story notes after the allegations it 
was a fake we found we had a copy there in blaek and white, ,t was 
already there in Chinese for anyone else to see with the initiative to 
develop the story, And even the artist agreed that the story was 
correet" 

Although a handful of Western media referred to quotes fram an 
article or interview with the artist that they said implied the story was not 
true, in China there was no similar debate beeause the story was 
regarded as eorreet It was one of the number-one discussions, being 
republished in hundreds of news websites and repeated on TV and 
radio reports, There were even surveys carried out on the street asking 
people what they feit about eabbage walking as a eure for loneliness, 
Not a single person mentioned it being fake. 

In follow-up stories female models were used to walk erabs outside a 
seafood restaurant, in Nanning city it was tomatoes in a similar stunt 22 

all inspired by the cabbage walkers, One of the asked why they 
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were walking tomatoes, and replied It was to "summon the working 
class, and whlte collar workers, to thelr social role and walk 
tomatoes to relieve stresso" 

If It was a one wonders in China did not know 
anything about It, or indeed walking was then one of the 
most popular of that summer on local sodal media. 

So fram from situation where the story was made up 
CEN, we come to a where the artist had 

to allow to it and had even 
mentioned loneliness, we then find that Chinese media had 
ihis and that CEN had this. It is clear that GEN 
was in the rale of a small local debate become 
but that does not mean that it was made up, or that the research was 
inventedo 

The notes attached to the in the GEN database show that all the 
checks one would expect were carried out Apart from GEN 
never had a complaint fram anybody about the story being untrue, 

the fact that it was debated on some western online siteso 
And as a footnote, there has been a lot of debate lately about the 

subject of plagiarism on the internet, websites have been accused of 
stealing fram other websites, but in reality attribution is almost 
impossible because It comes down to the question of where did the 
story really break first? As an example, one only needs to look at all the 
stories on BuzzFeed that originated with GEN who had sold them to 
other media, fram where they were copied by BuzzFeed. It would also 
be valid to take that a stage further, and ask where CEN got them. 

There were thousands of follow up stories to the cabbage report, 
BuzzFeed was among the news sites that attracted readers by getting 
in on the debate, but unlike the papers It critidsed for publishing wh at 
was clearly one of the hot topics of the year, they paid nothing towards 

Pink Kittens 

When BuzzFeed launched its attack on CEN they spoke a lot about 
the 'innocent' victims of the agency's lies. As mentioned above they 
also wrote: "Misleading stories built around a compelling image can 
have rea/-worfd consequences" The one case they found to illustrate 
this point was the story of a woman named Elena Lenina fram Russia, 
who dyed her kitten pink - allegedly causing the animal's death from 
blood poisoning. 

For those who have not heard of her Elena Lenina, she is a colourful 
character, often appearing in Russian news as a singer, model, actress 
and author who thrives controversy. She has nude 

refuses wear seatbelt because her breasts were 
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big, and is famous for her many hairstyles. She even reeently tumed 
up at Cannes with what was voted the most hairdo, 24 but it 
is not the first time that she has sought to the headlines. In her bid 
to push the fashion boundaries, she has also turned up with 

poisonous in a glass ball into hair. She also onee had 
a man as a pet slave on a leash, and after that her next fashion 
statement was to have a kitten to mateh her outfit And it was 
this story that put her on the international stage in this year 
when CEN that she had the kitten fashion 
aeeessory, and that as a result it had died of toxie shoek. 

Alan White summed up the BuzzFeed that the 
had real world eonsequenees in his 
covered out/ets such as The 
was not dead. Lenina was fact of it, very much alive, 
on social media. How did CEN come to the incorrect conclusion that It 
had died? Did CEN to do to restore the 
Lenina's 

He adds: "As per email, I'd like to reiterate how 
belleve It would be in your interest to submit to an interview and 
contribule to this story. We do not want to write a takedown of your 
agency, but a nuanced assessment of the realities of viral news 

It will be very difficult to do this without your 
And in the final artiele they later wrote Alan and his BuzzFeed 

colleagues had added: "As with the Sandoval case, this appears to be a 
situation where CEN sold a false (and potentlally defamalory) story 
aboul a real person with tiftle regard for the consequences that person 
would face when the story went viral. Nor has there been any apparent 
attempt to correct the story since was to be false . .. 

On the face of it, this is another damning indietment of the agency and 
its reekless treatment of the people it puts under the spotlight But 
again, is it true? 

Before answering, it's important to understand that agencies aet as 
news gatherers for the elients they serve. There is nothing unusual 
about an ageney story being republished by a media elient with little 
additional cheeking beeause the agency and the elient have a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=fW eDm3VuW9E 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbizlarticle-3083765/Elena-Lenina-sports

outlandish-rocks-oversized-mounds-hair-Irrational-Man-premiere-Cannes.html 
25 http://static.iton.tvlimages/iton/0937 -1.jpg 
26 
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relationship where the agency guarantees the quality of the work. If that 
wasn't the case, the agency would have no business. Reputation, as 

mentioned, is everything. There are examples of agencies who 
have this and have had embarrassing high-profile 
errors that resulted in their copy not used. As a result, 
when an agency gets request for a correction, treat very 

indeed. 
The main is that to issue a correction is 10 admit amistake 

was made, and that makes clients nervous. To iIIustrate the point with 
one of the ways CEN carries out investigations is by 

books, sometimes them to publishing houses and 
sometimes One of projects was a book about the 

Natasha Kampusch. It was sold to the 
mainstream publishing house Hodder and it was predicted to be 
million seiler. It was co-written Michael Leidig from CEN and the 
freelance journalist Allan Hall. The latter had arranged for a tour around 
Europe to promote i1. More than two dozen exclusive press interviews 
had been arranged, but all to be cancelled when news agency 
Associated Press ran a story to say that the book was based on 
made up interviews. A book that on the first day had climbed into the 
top hundred quickly vanished from sight on the Amazon ranks. 

Leidig said: "We published our story in 2006. and The Girl in the 
Cellar immediately hit the Amazon Top 40 list, before a libellous press 
release was sent out by Rupert Leulgeb, PR advisor to the girl's father, 
and was picked up by the international news agency the Associated 
Press. 

"The release, alleging thai the boa I< contained fake interviews with 
Natascha's father was then made available 10 AP's media subscribers 
across the world. It ended up being published in media as far afield as 
the International Herald Tribune in the US through to Pravda in Russia, 
on news databases like LexisNexis and Germany's most prominent 
news magazine Stern. I called them and asked for a correction but they 
refused. 

In order to take legal action against Associated Press and force a rare 
correction to its content, Leidig had to take the man that issued the 
press release to court. 

Leidig said: "Neither I or my publisher or my news agency ever had a 
single call to check the story. They (AP) dropped lt in the pond and the 
ripple went out. 

'The man who made the allegations was also an author, was planning 
his own book and simply wanted to ruin the chances that the one CEN 
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had written would be a success, Unfortunately, that is exactly what he 
did," 

Accepting the evidence of the taped interviews, the Austrian 
Court ruled in favour of after a battle 
ordered the PR advisor to fund the cost of 
the publications that carried the untrue 
declared himself bankrupL 

AP however avoided the of libel because the case needed to 
be brought within a year of the article's which elapsed while 

was to clear his name in the Austrian court, to 
many the repeats of the Associated Press story are 

still live and online, 
The underscored for CEN first-hand the ,m,')()rt"'r,rp 

getting the story and not publishing something without 
Even if only tackled in terms of self-preservation, no agency that makes 
up stories about people poisoning kittens is gOlng to last very long, 

So without knowing anything about the kitten story, does It 
seem as if Central European News would open up clients who are 
among the biggest online publishers in the world to a libel action with 
story that was not true and about a Russian celebrity with the 
money to take the matter to court? The answer to anyone in the 
business is no, It just is not worth It, considering wh at It might cost 

So when the story was sent, it was clearly one that was not made up 
by the agency and was believed to be true according to all the checks 
that were made, and was also widely reported as true in local Russian 
media 30 31 32 33 34 35 

In fact there wem over 50 major news providers in Russia with news 
about the dead pink kitten - so not just something that CEN had 
invented, 

However, the fact it was already being widely reported in local media 
was not the only check, As usual and in particular because it was a 
potentially libellous story, calls were made to animal rights 
organisations and some local media contacts which confirmed it was 
correct, and an attempt was made to contact the woman involved, 

http://supeuu/news/113355 - published prior to the CEN story 
http://www.vestLru/doc.html?id=2384476 - this is web of Russian state TV 
channel and news program, 
31 http://www.mk.ru/social/20 15/02/26/lene-leninoy-vmenyayut-v-vinu-sm ert
pOkrashennogo-v-rozovyy-cvet-kotenka.html 
32 http://www.wday.ru/stil-zhizny/novosty/perekrashennyiy-v-rozovyiy-tsvet
kotenok-Ieninoy-umer/ 
33 http://rusnovQstLru/postsi365288 

http://www.ruscur.ru/themes/O/OO/67/6745.shtml 
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The result on May 27 was the CEN story in Pink Kitten Dies 
from Toxic Shock", 

The here in full was as folIows: 

is under from animal 
before It died of toxie nn.i",r.nir,r. 

c%ur had the 

was rr",,,,t,:mfll/ 

"She was eritieised for 
that she had been fold 

She said The 
and also <>Tron,rtfh,<>n 

benefieial addition him' 

was 
the cars halr, 

beneficial, 
chosen for fts 

vet fold me it was a 

"Buf as soon as the media fuss died down she lost interest in 
the and eontinued to liek at Its 

from 
activists say it later died 

'The vet that examined the when was laken iII and where it later 
died already reported that the eat had died from being poisoned a 
toxie substanee, Among those that criticised her was artist Yuri 
Kuklaehev who described the stunt as pointless and unnecessarlly 
ewel. 

"And there is now an online petition demanding the loeal govemor 
police to investigate the right anima! cruelty charges, The petition 
gathered several thousand signatures but at the moment there has not 
been an official response from the local govemment" 

For Elena Lenina, who wove live spiders into her hair and walked 
naked men on a leash, the story was starting to get out of control, there 
was growing pressure demanding not only an investigation, but caUs for 
her to go to jai!. She admitted that she was horrified after realising that 
30,000 people had signed the petition demanding just that, and was 
foreed into a response, threatening to sue the organisers of the petition 
and claiming the aUegations were unfounded, But was that just PR? 

She claims that she tracked down the cat which she had given away 
after using it as a fashion accessory, and had then posted the pictures 
on Twitter 36 showing it was alive and weiL 
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Her spokesman said: "We hope that everybody who published the 
original false allegation is to be happy now to publish my clients 
claim that it is in fact alive and weil and pretty healthy in pink." 

Because CEN have staff on the the agency 
the star's denials, with the CEN desk 
n{)jipnti",1 problem. 

So wh at In their 
BuzzFeecfs Alan White wrote: to 
restore the to Lenina's 

The the question is that it assumes, as a that the 
story was wrang, and that CEN have not tried to 
correct its order hide the fact But that not agencies 
work. In it is quite the If a story that was sent to 
group a freelancer or agency is 
other media, was made up 
content, and checks were made, there 
be kept secret 

And in this ca se it is not even a correction, all that is that 
the woman who is accused is that the cat is alive, which 
makes it a follow up. Thai means that it is classified as a second 
that can be sold on, and adds new twist to the story 
dominating sodal media feeds. 

This was therefore the story that CEN se nt out on 4 March that was 
headlined: "Pretty In Pink Kitten Is Still Alive Claims Star" 

It then went on: 

"Russian author Lena Lenina has aeeused animal-rights aetivists of 
organising against her claiming that the eat they said she had 
poisoned is actually alive and weil. 

'The aetivists said that the eat that Lena had died pink as a fashion 
aceessory and displayed during a party in September last year had later 
died of toxic shock from licking the pink dye on fts fur. 

"Eyewitnesses told loeal media that the animal, wh ich at that stage in 
September was a young kitten, had been hysterical the whole evening 
and was constantly trying to get out of her hands. 

"At the time she had also rejected eriticism of her decis/on to die it 
pink, saying she had been told by her vet that It was aetual/y beneficial. 
She said The pink c%ur was especia/ly chosen for its heaUng 
properties and also strengthens the cafs hair. My vet told me it was a 
beneficial addition for him'. 

"Buf the animal aetivists said that as soon as the media fuss died 
down she quickly lost interest the wh ich remained pink. 
According to the aetivists, it had continued to liek at fts fur, 

It ehem/eals that led fts 
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death Among those that eritieised her was artist Yuri Kuklaehev who 
deseribed the stunt as and eruel, 

'And there was even an online the 
of the animal The 

from the local government 
now has 

Nana, with some remnants 
claims is the grown-up kitten 

but there has not 

'She said that she was horrified realised that 30, 
had that she goes 

nrrYRr)ig,~r.~ r.t::;ummn the were unfounded. 
ol/,orl"hrlr!1/ who pWDII~:nea 

This the other side the story, was sent out even 
at no stage did either CEN any of its clients 

f'r"""n'Cl"nt from Elena Lenina for a correction or t'1"riti,-",ti 

sense the out the 
BuzzFeed assertion, was, if overcautious. It was 
decided that as she was now something, this should be 
reported, and was passed on ",,,,-,n'Tilrln to the clients of the 
agency, 

BuzzFeed may have implied that the agency did nothing to 'restore' 
the woman's reputation, but in fact the agency had gone out of its way 
to publish her side of the even though there was a lack of 
concrete evidence that she had anything to complain about BuzzFeed, 
in its eagerness to look for negative news about CEN, might have 
wanted to believe that the story was made up, and wanted to take wh at 
she said on face value, but in wh at was provided from Elena Lenina, 
there was actually no evidence to back up her claims that the kitten had 
survived. 

She had posted pictures online showing off what she said was the cat 
and said she planned to sue the media that said it had died. But she 

never took any legal action or contacted the media in question. 
And in the court of public opinion in her native Russia, It was clear 

that unlike BuzzFeed, many people in her homeland disputed the fact 
that the pictures she showed were of the cat in question, 
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March 1 

The alleged to the cat therefore aroused heated passion, and 
debate, and It's exactly wh at a good tabloid story is designed to do. Gan 
animals be fashion accessories? How far ean you go in treating them 
like that? What rights does an owner have over their pet and where are 
the boundaries? 

As Michael leidig said: "We don't choose the topies that go viral, they 
choose themselves. This was already setting the agenda in Russia, so 
we did not make It up, alt we did was put It on the international stage:' 

With regards to the hate campaign against Elena, It was already there 
and very present in her horne country, where the real impact was being 
feit. The international eoverage played IIttie to no role in that, but more 
importantly, If she really had a complaint, she could have at least 
registered it by calling GEN or its elients, 

When GEN sent out an update printing her side of the story, media 
clients called and asked If the first story was wrong, The GEN reply was 
that Elena said It was, but that there was no proof other than what she 
was saying and the pictures that she claimed to be of the same cat 

The end decision from those conversations was that unless she called 
to complain, It was not worth a follow up, She never ca lied , and 
therefore her side of the story was in most cases never published. 

Some media did take the logical step, opening It up to debate as to 
whether the kitten was still alive and not, like BuzzFeed, simply 
swallowing without question wh at they were spoon-fed by the kitten's 
former owner. 

One of those that benefitted from using It as a debate was the US
based examiner,com that correctly realised It was also a good Idea to 
put the question out to the public, 
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Under the headline: Lena Lenina says dyed pmk eat is alive 
and weil? You deeide.. the article then went on to outline the 
arguments for and against. It said: 

"Lena has demanded an from the Daily Mai! and the Metro, 
and has threatened to sue, claiming defamation of character. 

"How da we even know this Is the same eat? The way we could 
know this for sure would be a DNA test, wh/ch isn't to 
happen because the dead cat would be lang gone, and It would be 
fruitless to do a test on a cat Lena is the same cat. 

"Another thing we have to look at is the size of the cat. The cat in the 
released photos is much targer. A kitten from last year may have 

grown some, but would it have grown that much? 
"It would be easy for Lena to have 'faked' a new cat in the pink. The 

cat in the photo above could have been dyed, then most of the dye 
washed off. Take a good look ai the above photo. Why is the 
bottom half of the cat pink? 

'This article by Nutrimaxorgamic on halr states the following: 
'Para-phenylenediamine*' Japan Poison Information Center notes that 
almost all hair colour contains para-phenylenediamine, lethai dose of 
this is 10g, It is easily absorbed trom skin and fung. This chemical is 
harmful ir swallowed, inhafed, or absorbed through the skin. This is 
reason why the user shoufd wear gloves and goggles to protect 
themselves. However, the scalp is also skin, therefore, the chemical still 
gel absorbed into the interstitial fluid and bloodstream'. 

"So even If this poor kitten hadn't licked off the dye. the dye could still 
have proved fatal when absorbed through the skin. 

"As for Lena, she says no contact was ever made by news media, 
and it turns out the pink cat scandal had already blown over in Russia 
after Lena went on local TV to prove she didn'( kill her cat. 

"A petition online started by animal rights activist to press animal 
cruelty charges against Lena gathered more than 30,000 signatures. 
Now it appears there isn't a dead cat for any charges to be filed against 
Lena. 

"News reporters can apologize for the story, but Ws doubtful any 
would find much sympathy for Lena, who thanks to the pink cat story, 
has reached worfdwide farne. 

"We also can't apologize for the stupidity of wanting to dye (whafs 
supposed to be a beloved pet) pink to match an outfit to attend a sodal 
gathering. H 

alive-and-well-you-decide 
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The debate was mirrored in Russian media and there remained a lot 
of doubt, with most claiming it was a cover up from the actress, 

So in summary GEN did not make the up, It was out 
in Russian media, As soon as there was doubt, GEN put out a 

follow up response to the story with the claims made the actress, 
and with no complaint from Elena to either the agency or any of its 
customers - It seemed that there was very little need to argue either 
way that the animal was indeed still alive, 

Elena did not see the need to take it further, and would 
she need to? As the examiner wrote she was a woman who thanks to 
the eat story, has reached worldwide fame', So one wonders, jf 
that is the case, have BuzzFeed been so keen to her 
cause? 

Sex Tape Teacher 

Another of the BuzzFeed claims, similarly lacking in any evidence that 
GEN had got it wrong or made it up, was about a sex tape with a 
teacher and a pupil. 

Under the headline: "Schoo/boys Pom Lands Teacher In 
Trouble" the story started off dA female Argentinian teacher who had 
sex with a 16-year-old pupil is facing the sack after the student secretly 
fook a video of hlmself after getting her to turn round, 

In the video, the 16-year-old boy who was wearing a soccer shirt is 
seen smiling enthusiastically and giving the camera the thumbs up 
symbol before panning around to show he is havlng sex wlth the 
curvaceous Lucita Sandoval, 26, 

Later on It seems as If the teacher realises the boy has been filming 
her but she is tao carried away to do anything about It and afterwards 
he had told her he had deleted it. But that was not true and Instead he 
had shown it to pals.' 

GEN never received a complaint about the story from a media client 
or from those that were involved in the story, and the first indication that 
there was even a problem was when Alan White wrote a question to 
GEN and its clients, He said: "In November 2014, there was a story 
about an Argentinian teacher, apparently named Lucita Sandoval, who 
was alleged to have featured in a sex tape showlng her having sex with 
a 16-year-old puptl (e.g. 'Boy, 16, seeretly films sex wtth teacher then 
uploads It to WhatsApp', Metro, 3 November 2014). This story was 
widely pieked up in Britain. The Daily Mirror and Metro, the Daily Mail, 
the New York Daily News and others paired it with an image of the 
woman posing pools/de in her bikini whlch was ered/ted to CEN. Buf 
before it was sold to English language news sites, it had already been 
debunked a loeal paper in Nuevo DIario on 22 Oetober. 
As BuzzFeed News at the time, the video didn't show an 
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remein 

so, 
befieve 

the women in the video wes teecher, but she wesn't 
dei Estero end doesn't appear to have been cel/ed 

Sandoval. Some of the sites their artie/es, but some 
inaccurate to this Were both the end the 

GEN? Did GEN have the to distribute 
for and If so from whom did GEN 

Did you know that the had been debunked? If 
to this hoax? If not, do you 

to disseminate this without 

however. the with the BuzzFeed I.IU"",UUI 

that on the face it seems is that once 
that they have in their hands to indicate that the 

story was a other of course than more online research done 
someone else. In their desire to rubbish the GEN story, they 

latched onto another online report saying it was a fake, 
but in fact neither nor the other reporters or indeed anyone else 
has been able to prove it. 

This story was published in a wide range of publieations throughout 
the Hispanic speaking then 
are these reports still online? 

With regards to the video being 'debunked' from loeal newspaper 
Nuevo DIario in Argentina, the only feason why the newspaper claims 
the story was a fake is beeause areader said a video with a similar 

Argentina: http://www.diarioveloz.com/notas/134390-las-fotos-hot-lucita
sandoval-Ia-profesora-que-se-filmo-teniendo-sexo-un-alumno 
39 Argentina: http://ar.noticias,com/actualidad/video-de-una-maestra-que-tuvo
relaciones-con-5-alumnos,html 
40 Argentina: 
http://www.novargentina.com/nota.asp?n=2014_11_1 0&id=39674&id_tiponota=1 0 
41 Argentina: http://www.diariouno.com.ar/policiales/Una-profesora-de-Lengua
se-grabo-teniendo-sexo-con-un-alum no-de-Santiago-del-Estero-20141 030-
0139,html 
42 Mexico: http://www.excelsior.com.mxlglobal/2014/1 0/29/989578 
43 Mexico: http://envivohq.com.mxl2014/1 0/31/la-maestra-que-tuvo-sexo-con
alumno-de-16-anos/ 
44 Mexico: https://eldia.com,mxl2014/11/04/lucita-sandoval-lIega-facebook.html 

Honduras: http://www.elheraldo.hn/mundo/773416-217/maestra-tuvo-sexo
con-su-alumno-y-grab%C3%B3-un-video 
46 Mexico: https:lleldia.com .mxl2014/11/04/lucita-sandoval-llega-facebook,htm I 

Peru: http://peru .com/actua I idad/internacionales/lucita-sa ndoval-verdad
maestra-grabada-su-alumno-noticia-340817 
48 Argentina: http://ar,noticias,com/actualidad/video-de-una-maestra-que-tuvo-
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woman but a different name was a porn website this 
video had been upioaded months eariier. The Nuevo Diario reader 
was also Facebook friends with a woman who said appears to be 
the star of the video, and alerted the paper to her 

No names were and the fact that this different person 
to be the same person does not mean that she is the same 

person. 
As the above show, the woman was and still is named in 

the loeal press as Lucita Sandoval and the that is 
GEN is also the same that is the loeal media when they 
broke the story, and it remains the same the story that is still online, 

It is true that some loeal papers that it be fake - but 
irr"''''"II\l with no more to their arguments than from those who 
were still that it was true, In fact what is abundantiy clear is 
that this is not that has not been proven to be false, but 
more importantly, most of these speeulations including that on 
BuzzFeed 52 came about after GEN published its story, 

of the untrue was made on the 
October and not on the as claimed in an email 

addressed to GEN, The reality is that nobody has spoken to the 
named, or the girl in the photographs if is the same person, or indeed 
any other person that has to do with the story to prove it is a 
hoax, 

Again, as with the other BuzzFeed allegations thefe had been no 
eomplaint fram those the story was about to either GEN or its clients, 
and in this case the first time the agency even heard it was an alleged 
hoax, was when the BuzzFeed questions arrived. Yet given that it was 
and still is so widely reported in Spanish language media, is there any 
reason to doubt it? GEN gave the woman the chance to reply by 
traeking her on social media. Although there were many profiles, many 
of them probably fake, but if even one were to be real, she had the 
chance to reply, 

As anyone in the business will tell you, sending a picture like that out 
worldwide and getting the wrong woman would very likely mean that 
she or someone that knows her would recognise her. 

http://www.nuevodiarioweb.com.ar/nota/locales/562190/confirmado-ni
maestra-capital-ni-santiaguena-video-hot-fue-bajado-portal-pornografico.html 
51 EI Nuevo Diario is a Nicaraguan newspaper, with offices in the capital 
Managua, 
52 http://www.buzzfeed.com/ryanhatesthis/the-Iucita-sandoval-sex
tape#,tqpBxq9yM 
53 http://www.nuevodiarioweb.com.ar/nota/locales/562190/confirmado-ni
maestra-capital-ni-santiaguena-video-hot-fue-bajado-portal-pornografico,html 
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Yet she has not tried to contact anyone who published the material 
a teacher accused of such an act with a reputation to save would sue 
and demand corrections if the BuzzFeed version of the story was 
COfrect So in essence the CEN was a faithful report of the events 
that were all over media. 

some those were taken down but 
nel::es;salrily because of the fact that be fake, as OIlLLr-"''''''J 

but because of their content. 
others are still online. A from anyone involved in the story 
was never made to CEN, apart from BuzzFeed, and the debate among 
local media claims each other amounts to more 
than with neither side any hard evidence. 

Sex Holidays 

The ca se the Chinese to fund 
her around the country in 
and a night of passion was another 
targeted by BuzzFeed. 

Under the headline "Bed the story went as foliows: 

'-'_\J'P;>'C_nlr! girl who is funding an epic trip across China by offering 
to bed a different man in every city she stops in has created asensation 
on the country's social networking website Weibo. 

"The - named by some Weibo users as Ju Peng from the eastem 
city of Shanghai - had posted an online ad looking for 'temporary 
boyfriends' who must be 'good looking, under 30, taller than 1.75 
metres and, of course, rich' 

"Ju says 'They will fund my transport to their city and all my expenses 
while I am there and they need to be generous .. 

"She adds. 'In return, they get a wh oie night with me, my undivided 
attention, and a chance to show themselves off in the company of a 
truly beautiful girl. ' 

"Ju says she has already travelled alf over eastem China this wayand 
wants to see the rest of the country but does not have enough money to 
fund it herself. 

"She said, 'It is sort of like hitch-hiking. Ws nothing to be ashamed of 
"But critics say the deal is nothing but prostitution and have called for 

the ad to be taken down. 
"One Weibo user Hsin Tao said. 'If she was taking cash we'd all know 

what to caff her. This is a disgusting way to carry on' " 

In Alan's email of allegations he detailed BuzzFeed's objeetions to the 
saying: "On October 2014, a story appeared about an attractive 

Chinese woman who was a night with men 
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exchange for them helping her travel around the country (e.g. "This 
Chinese backpacker is sex. The catch? You have to pay for her 

280clober The New York Dally News and 
The Dally Telegraph credited their of the woman to EuroPics, 
CEN's sister agency The as reported Shanghai Daily on 29 
Oetober 2014, was that It was a hoax to promote a app ealled 

whieh the paper said had been banned as a result. After the 
story was proven to be a hoax, your Austrian Times site 

JrI/lcm:.n a story about the It reported that Chinese officials 
were angry about the viral widely on Chinese 
social media sites and also reported in Chinese media and 
international media Once CEN discovered that the had been 
debunked, did you inform those who the Did CEN 
have the rights to distribute and offer these photographs safe, and If 
so {rom whom did CEN obtain these rights? 

Tostart off, this story as touched on briefly at the start of this 
had appeared in pretty much every Chinese newspaper. So again it 
was not a story that CEN made up. 

CEN was apparently one of the first to report the original story in 
English and made it go viral. Once it was clear that that it was a PR 
stunt, it would be incorrect to say that CEN did not report the update. In 
fact when CEN discovered it had been a very well-orchestrated con that 
had also fooled most mainstream Chinese media, CEN se nt out not just 
one but two updates. 

However, this should not be a surprise to BuzzFeed, who, having 
been a CEN customer at the time, were sent the original and later both 
updates. And as they admitted as weil, they had seen that it was 
published on 13 web site that CEN manages, the Austrian fimes. 

So where did the story and pictures come from and wh at checks were 
carried out? 

For the original story, CEN staff looked at many different Chinese 
media and then went to the Youjia website, which is a clearly 
professional dating site, with properly checked and genuine dating 
offers. The picture of the woman as used in Chinese media was there 
and it was obtained by CEN's Chinese organisation with perm iss ion 
from Youjia. They were happy for the images to be reused and 
confirmed that the story was true. 

Michael Leidig said: "The fact that the firm made it up in order to 
attract publicity is nothing that CEN as a foreign agency could have 
known about, especially if local media did not uncover the scam. The 
managers said it was true, and it was reproduced in good faith as such. 

"The next day when the truth was found out, as mentioned above, 
CEN sent out an update that was also reproduced in our in-house 
media which revealed it was a PR stunt, and also told its clients as 
much sending out an updated 
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Ukewise, CEN also informed clients later still, in a second follow up, 
that the Chinese government had banned the entire company. 

That story is reproduced here: 

"Chinese leaders have moved to ban a eompany that tried to promote 
its app for singles with sex stories that China's reputation 

'Chinese offieials have been infuriated about some of the 
storfes that have been and an to find 
out the source of the material. 

'There were about the viral story 
on Chinese social media sites and also reported pvl'pn","/a/1I 

Chinese media and international media for tr::<vp"l!nrt' 

'The media Ju described as 
woman from the eastern of was 
across China by to bed a different man in every 

'The had allegedly an advert on her aceount on China's 
social media site Weibo for who must be 

under 3D. taller than 75 metres and, of course, rich' 
"But the girl's Weibo profile was actually fake and had been created 

app developer Shanghai Zhangyi Network Technofogy Company to 
promote thelr Youjia app about sex and relationships. 

"On her account they also posted a message to potential boyfriends: 
They will fund my transport to thelr city and all my expenses while I am 
there and they need to be generous. In return, they get a who{e nlght 
with me, my undivided attention, and a chance to show themselves off 
in the company of a truly beautifuf girl. ' 

'The advert and the girts profile and pictures generated huge traffic 
on sodal media both in China and abroad, with heated arguments 
about whether what the girl was doing was immoral or not. 

"But Chinese officlals ordered police to track down the girl and when it 
became clear that the account was a fake, to find out those behind it 

'They then revealed that it had been created by the Shanghai-based 
app company to promote fts Youjia app, which was already enormously 
popular with registered users somewhere in the 30 million mark Buf the 
app has now been shut down by the State Internet Information Office 
who banned its sale nationwide after it was found to be behind the 
publicity stunt. 

'The company was also found to be behind another viral romantic 
love story, intriguingly titled 'Sex in an Excavator' where a 21-year-old 
man and a 19-year-old woman who also met through the app -
decided to have sex while waiting to be rescued from an earthquake in 
Shanghai's Putuo Distriel. 

"Both storfes the internet were carrfed 
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'The Information office said in statement The company crossed the 
fine for promotion. contained fake and unethical content, , It 
added. 

'The firm admitted to of its and 
activities, and to resolve the matter wlth the 

in the hope of allowed to restart ooencltlo,ns 
app has 30 million users, most of them 

The app offers sex and a 
for men on how to seduae young women 

The fact that the was on CEN's own online media 
and was republished clients like the shows that CEN 

on an that it was used. 
The bottom line is that if CEN thought the story was fake as 

BuzzFeed suggests it NEVER have used ,t as the next question 
would be "then who is the And then the next question would be 
who is going to pay her compensation for the slm to her reputation." 

The boUom line is that it was not a story CEN made up, It was a 
np'I/QIOnlnn story where there was a claim, then the news it was a PR 
stunt, an then the news those who made the claim had been punished. 

Sashimi Tapeworm 

On 24 September CEN published a story that quickly went viral 
entitled: "Sashimi Fan Infected With Parasites," 

It started off: "A Chinese man who went to the doetors eomplaining of 
a stomaeh aehe and flehy skin found that his entire body had been 
infected with tapeworm parasites after eating too much sashimi. 

"According to doators at the Guangzhou No. 8 People's Hospital in 
eastern Chinas Guangdong province, it is likely that some of the 
uncooked Japanese delicacy of raw meat or fish favoured by the patient 
had been contaminated with tapeworms' eggs. 

"As these x-rays show, finy but visible parasites had infected most of 
his upper body, irritating his skin and other organs. 

Unlike their earlier complaint, BuzzFeed seems to accept that the 
story is correct, but says that the pictures are fake. But as with the 
earlier complaints a look at the facts shows this is based on 
assumptions that have no relationship to any hard facts and certainly no 
basis in medical knowledge. 

Alan White was actually the author of a BuzzFeed version of the 
Sashimi tapeworm story using CEN material that was published on 
BuzzFeed on 25 September, and later updated by him to say it seems it 
was a fake. 54 
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CEN found on numerous sites in China before writing an 
version. All these still eite Sashimi as the cause and use 

the same pictures as CEN. The agency also looked at broadcast media 
reports that BuzzFeed would find difficult to process using 
Translate. 

In one report Doctor a neurosurgeon at the 
",nt1rirmt1 999 Brain in mandarin Chinese about 

the problem (1 There is also the who speaks from a nn<:n,:y:;>, 

bed (2:00). He said: didn't think there was a problem with 
sashimi, so I ate more and more, and now I regret it because I have this 
infection." At about the 3:25 mark of the same news report Doctor 

out the x-rays on his wall and says that the white spots are 

further confirmation was that both the 
and the words were correct, this report has an explanation from 
Doctor Huang Huicong of Wenzhou Medical University 61 who says that 
the x-rays are real, and that the spots are real. The spots he says are 
cysts that form after the tapeworms die and calcify in the human body. 
The worms cannot be seen x-my when alive because they are of the 
same density as human flesh. 

Doctor also says that it takes about six months for the dead 
tapeworms to calcify, and that the condition, cysticercosis, comes about 
after eating not only uncooked meat, but also fish. The condition 
apparently takes more than 10 years to manifest itself. 

CEN staff then spoke to doctors at the Guangzhou No. 8 People's 
Hospital in eastern China's Guangdong province to confirm that some 
of the uncooked Japanese delicacy of raw meat or fish favoured by 
patient T ain Liao had been contaminated with tapeworm eggs. 

The CEN story originated from a radiologisfs sodal media post, 
offering the news and pictures. The images which belonged to the 
hospital were offered for free as early as September 19, 2014 - from 
where they were very widely used throughout Chinese media. 

http://gd.qq.com/a/20140919/009313.htm 
56 http://www.appledaily.com . twlrealtimenews/articlefnew!20 140921/4737271 

http://news.life.com.tw/?app=view&no=52053 
58 http://hk.on.cclcn/bkn/cntlnews/20140922/bkncn-20 140922035209453-
0922 05011 001.html 
59 http://www~999brain.com/en/ 
60http://www.bayvoice.netlb5/news/chinasociety/20 14/09/21/%E5%90%83%E 7% 
94%9F%E9%B 1 %BC%E7%89%87%E5%AF%84%E7%94%9F%E8%99%AB% 
E9%95%BF%E6%BB%A 1 %E8%BA %AB%EF%BC%9F%E5%9B%BE-
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In China they still continue to be used, and there is not any doubt in 
China that the pictures are correct. Backed up by medical confirmation 
and with permission to use the pictures from medics, CEN ran the 

So even BuzzFeed admits that the story was Chinese 
and doctors still say the pictures are but without any medical 

to the contrary BuzzFeed is content to say that the pictures are 

CEN and Chinese media used he therefore admits were 
not the same as those in the BMJ report showing an infection 
from pork. And if the previous BMJ article and the current one used 
different pictures then what is the reason for the questioning? 
The pictures were clearly recent and of the incident in question and 
were available from the hospital that had distributed them to the media. 

Because the same condition can be caused either pork Of fish, 
regardless of the source of the contamination, it follows that the 
condition and the pictures of that condition that they create in the 
human body is going to be the same, 

That means that Alan, who according to the information about him 
used to be an English teacher and then a TV development producer, 
looked through the internet and found something in a medical 
publication that was NOT the same image, but merely a similar image, 
and showed an infection from pork rather than fish, and on the basis of 
that and without quoting any doctor Of asking any medical professional, 
feit confident to write that the CEN pictures were fakes, 

You Have To Be Kidding 

On 17 November CEN se nt out a story entitled "No Kidding - Baby 
Goat Has Two Heads" It said: 

"Chinese farmer Xu Jinkui, 43. was not kidding when he said his goat 
had given birth to a kid with two heads. 

"Incredulous neighbours who turned up to see the spectacular mutant 
discovered that the baby goat did Indeed have two heads, albeit with 
just two ears and three eyes, and predicted that the hideous looking 
creature would not live long. 

"Xu said told me to leave it to die, but couldn't do that. 
asked the vet and he said wouldnt live either, but the mother 
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didn 't reject It and I gave it a bit of extra milk occasionally and instead of 
it seemed to da weil. 

fact the kid is now weil on the way to he>c'nrrlJnn 

on the farm Sanhe in 

30cm 
obvlous in terms behaviour as a result of 

rllcoh,'IIf\/ although anyone that comes here can see straight away that 
Ws a mutant. I have had a lot of visitors, and some pretty blg cash offers 
as realise Ws going to live but /'m not interested 
in It. later, but now Ws fun to have around' " 

appeared tao good to be true, 
and so they contaeted a manipulation expert. Based on his 
report they filed a question to CEN saying: 'The goat picture that 

"finrot""r{ appears to be a either a digital or aseries of 
selectlve enhancements. What steps did CEN take to the 
provenance of this 

First of all the story was widely reported on Chinese media and 
was covered to such an extent that there was little doubt that It was 
true, and although CEN dld not to the farmer because he was 
fram a remote loeation, the agency was lucky enough to see several TV 
reports with video to eonfirmed that it was obviously correct and offered 
quotes fram him. 

The fact that the story Is legitimate could have been known even if 
only based on the fact that the original story was from Xinhua News 
Agency, Thls Is China's offidal state press agency - funded by the 
government and run by the government. To say they faked a story as 
insignificant as this one according at least to CEN's Chinese staff "really 
defles alllogic" There is no motivation for them to fake It or indeed any 
need to fake i1. All reports confirm the farmer's full name is Xu JinkuL 

To back up the truth of the CEN and the Xinhua story, there is even a 
vide064

, and the goat in the video is the very same goat as the one in 
the Xinhua story. And while the faking of pictures might be a possibility, 
the faking of a video is another story altogether. Not only is it extremely 
unlikely, in this particular case it would be pointless. Far more likely, as 
CEN said all along, is that the story is correct 

The analysis of the Chinese media shows that the CEN story, as It 
appeared on the Croatia Times, Is not only accurate and in accordance 
with the original Chinese reports, including the breeder's name, 
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loeation, and the deseription of events, but that GEN was also the first 
to report it in English. 

In their BuzzFeed further adds: alt seems a little curious 
that a Xinhua who claims to have seen the goat in person 
didn't the farmer to talk, but agency based in Vienna 
somehow did. the in aremole rural 

lfflfnlJf1flV a six-hour train ride from How did you manage to 
contact him? 00 you have any documentation that shows how the 
agency did so? 

The video above on 9 November however shows that 
the fanTler did talk. In fact this video the BuzzFeed SCElPUCISITl 

was one of the many TV reports where the fanTler was interviewed. 
At 0:22, for example, he to the goat and says: "Here is one 
mouth, and here is anothec" 

At 0:33 he talks again, didn't buy it goat]. I had a female 
and fed (raised) It 40 then It gave birth the goat]. 

didn't notiee [the heads] during the birth, then I saw two mouths." The 
news report says: "Mr Xu says he and his family take very special care 
of the goat They feed it milk with a bottle. Mr Xu says that even though 
the goat has one bOdy, it can feed through both mouths." At 1:12 Xu 
speaks again, saying: "Irs drinking through two mouths." 

Once again, the refore , It seems there is nothing to suggest that the 
GEN story is a fake, that the pictures are a fake or that any of the 
details were made up. 

Small Details 

The next batch of five stories have been condensed into one with a 
common thread. It is a thread in wh ich BuzzFeed is essentially 
demanding that GEN and its clients answer questions about obscure 
details. In every case BuzzFeed admits that the stories are correct, but 
because they cannot find a small detail in earlier reports from the 
country of origin of the news, they suspect that this information was 
invented. 

As an example in a GEN story about a thief in Paraguay who broke 
into people's homes by pretending to be a baby, complete with nappy 
and lollipops, BuzzFeed admits the pietures and everything about the 
story including the man's name, age, geographical location and the 
circumstances of his arrest were correcL He did wear a nappy. He was 
photographed in a nappy while being arrested. And he was sucking a 
lollipop. 

Yet Alan White still wanted to know about local woman Lara Orta 
Ornelas, 59, quoted in the report who said she was surprised the thief 
had taken so to catch. 
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In his email Alan White notes: ''A Spanish-Ianguage report trom four 
earlier says that the thief pretended to be mentally iII, but no more. 

Ms Omelas' appear when the makes its way the 
t:na/t~;h-;SDEtakma media - don't appear to be in any of the uUClfIl:>lI

reports. Oid you have a local reporter who spoke to her? 00 
you have any documentation that shows how the agency obtained 
these 

In a similar vein. BuzzFeed tracked down 
a CEN copy of a story fram that 

Austrian fimes. about an underwear thief who 
around a block of flats in '",,,.,,,,,,rll'O 
his neck after residents laid a trap mnnWfrJn 

Alan writes conspiratorially: 

from its own 
also found on the 

"was forced walk 
hPl.nnjinn from 

the sources was a quote that in the press 
from a n Alan accepts that all the details of 
the ca se are correct, but doesn't believe the spokesman quote is 
real because it was not in the Spanish source copy. 

In a third story, BuzzFeed pleads the ca se of an aunt who castrated 
her young nephew when he interrupted her in the bathroom in China. 
BuzzFeed again accepts in the story as correct but 
doubt over the reliability of quotes fram a police spokesman and a 
hospital spokesman simply because they could not find them printed 
anywhere else. 

In a fourth story about an Indian man who allegedly had his penis 
chopped off by a crowd after he was caught trying to rape a girl, there 
was a quote from a local and police spokesman. Again, the story and its 
pictures were correct in thelr entirety, but Buzzfeed could not find which 
local media CEN had 'copied' the quotes from. 

And finally in a fifth story BuzzFeed highlights the case of a Chinese 
man who had his penis chopped off twice by his wife where BuzzFeed 
was unable to find a hospital spokesman quoted in any other online 
report. and therefore suspects that CEN made It up. 

The common thread through all of the above as mentioned is the 
suspicion from the BuzzFeed authors which includes the UK 
investigations unit and the head of their Canada operation that if 
something written cannot be found on the Internet, then it must have 
been made up. It strongly implies that the way the BuzzFeed newsroom 
works is to do exactly that, recycle material endlessly from the Internet 
However that is not the way journalism works. Articles from reliable 
online publications can always be a starting point for any report, but for 
a news agency to be able to have any credibility. it needs to develop 
those stories. 

Especially in the age of Google translate, it is not enough simply to lift 
and what has been in whatever language. That 

cases the above at sources that cannot 
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found with an online search. That means watehing television 
news reports and these to enrich content It means 

to the local radio. It means looking at sodal media 
where content is and at the whim of the account 

or in the case of so me countries at the whim of censors. And It 
also means sometimes up the That might mean 

ca 11 medics or the fire or 
n"\lOlrnn"ol~t officials or a hotel or to where an ineident is 

or indeed anyone of a number of that know 
ef\rnoj'h,r", about a story. In the Internet age numbers and 
emails and social media contacts have never been easier to find. 

101""'"'''"1'1,''' on the country, this direct contaet may or It 
may and if it does then it is clear this will not be 
'Ioeal media' where is for 

But that is not all. Also erucial is ti es with local joumalists who 
have access to sources their area and who are offen more than 

to out and offer a in the direction. In many 
eases the advantage of to CEN for the local media is that a story 
they want to cover or even an that is simply not appearing in 
their own publieation can be put under the spotlight elsewhere, and by 

it to the international media via a trusted partner like 
whieh are not regarded as competition, it gives them an opportunity to 
do the story citing international media as the source. It is an example of 
the sort of international cooperation among colleagues that is constantly 
taking place across borders and where it helps to make sure stories are 
covered even when publishers on the face of it might be reluctant to be 
the one to break the story. 

In a further CEN story about a wife that discovered her husband had 
cheated on her with her twin sister, BuzzFeed believes that a quote in a 
story was fake because the witness quoted and identified 'reads like Ws 
being spoken by someone interviewed on a London street' 

However. it doesn't take into account the fact that all CEN content is 
originally gathered in a foreign language, because the agency normally 
doesn't work in English-speaking countries, and this therefore needs to 
be translated into English. How that information is structured in English 
depends very much on the person doing the translation, and if they 
happen to be somebody who writes in a very colloquial way then you 
will end up with a quote that sounds like lt was from someone in a 
London street. It does not mean the quote is incorrect, lt is simply the 
way that the journalist chose to present wh at was said. 

On this story, BuzzFeed also wanted to know where the names and 
ages came from, and the answer is that it came from our bureau chief 
in Asia and in the absence of anybody saying they are incorrect, lt 
seems that the CEN bureau chief got and were "r\I"raf'TI\! 

identified. 
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Snow From Yesterday 

As weil as access to over 8,000 CEN articles BuzzFeed has 
also been all over the Internet for artlcles about CEN content 
and also at the news media sltes that are the 
agency, like the Austrian which are often referred to in its report 

One of the interests the BuzzFeed team for the Austr/an Times 
be the fact that there were stories on this web site 

which would not have been included in the news feed. This 
because the Austr/an Times is a media in its own and 
whlle certa!n stories are of interest Austrian readers and 
international the vast are not. 

many of the stories on the Austrian Times were 
written for Austrian Times readers, and never published else. 
The Austrian Times started as a almost a decade ago as part of 
an experiment in online publishing. It was an experiment that did not 
work but the was alive with the occasional stories written 
trainees who would spend the in the office to show off thelr skills, 
and at the same time have something published at the end of 
Anybody that proved capable of writing a story during thelr trial shift had 
a chance of employment In the main newsroom. 

It was a project that attracted no income after It was mothballed In 
2012, and It was slmply used to showcase the work of staff. The fact 
that it did not have any income meant that It did not have any budget 
other than a small amount used to keep it posted on a local server. That 
includes not having any budget for pictures, and therefore the fact that 
an Austrian ski resort known as Saalbach-Hinterglemm had covered its 
hills in snow that had been set aside and stored at the end of last 
season was possibly iIIustrated with an old photograph 65 is not really a 
surprise. As stated with no budget for pictures and access to archive 
pictures and free pictures from the Internet including press 
photographs. 

But whatever is used on the Austrian Times is absolutely no indication 
of what was sent to clients. For the record, in this particular case the 
plctures were press photographs, they did show the area where the 
snow was belng taken from and they did show the snow depot to 
iIIustrate where the snow had come from that was being used on the 
slopes. On this occasion, If the picture was an archive picture, then 
responsibility would lay with the local tourism board that issued it. 
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At the start of this book we had a situation where BuzzFeed was 
reporting that 11 of the stories they looked at were 'complete fakes', 8 
more were 'suspect' because added extra detail that had not been 
reported in other online media, and 13 others could not be verified. In 

the report said, only nine were 'mostly true'. 
So far however ALL of the stories that have been have been 

praven to be true at the time of and one was later 
praven to be a fake which was that of the Chinese hitchhiker. 

On the other BuzzFeed have offered 
eonerete to say the raised were fake. All that the UK 

team has been able to offer and the 
of the put forward others without any 

even one ease to baek them up. 
In fact there are four stories still to be dealt three of them 

this ehapter and the fourth about Justin Bieber and the bear which is 
dealt with in another 

Of the ihree stories, one was a that had already been published 
elsewhere, that CEN nonetheless in good faith, fram a 
reliable source, although lt turned out to be a complete fake. The 
second had an incorrect photograph but again was a completely true 
story. And with regards to the third one, the agency has never had a 
complaint, and the pictures are correct, but BuzzFeed disputes the 
ownership of the pictures, and indeed CEN only has the word of 
BuzzFeed that some of the details are ineorrect as the person they say 
is the real owner and organiser has never been in touch. 

The first and only story that BuzzFeed cited fram 8,000 which they 
had at their disposal to review was a story about a woman who caused 
a car crash in Vienna by sunbathing with her bottom out of her window 
on a sunbed. 

It ended up viral because a local newspaper in Austria offered to pay 
money to reader reporters in exchange for a good picture and a few 
details as a picture caption. This is cheaper than using real reporters 
and photographers, but as this example demonstrates comes with its 
own risks. 

In theory, it should have been easy for the newspaper to realise that 
the powerfuI images accompanying the story were archive photographs 
lifted from the Internet However, this was not done, and the fake story, 
the only praof of which were the fake pictures, was duly published in the 
Austrian daily Heute. 

This was then published both online and in print by Heute, where it 
quickly went viral in the German language media and indeed mayn 
other places Quoting Heute. And that was how it ended up with CEN. 
The agency buys in very little content fram non-media professionals, 
and typically when anything fram non-mainstream media 
was checked 
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software like These work by scanning millions or possibly 
available on the Internet and looking for a 

AYlrA,nAI\/ efficient software and in many cases will 
reveal if a is for the first time. 

However, at this time, CEN did not routinely check images that were 
obtained when they had been published in other media where 
the mistaken was that it would have been verified. 
CEN has excellent contacts with in many of the countries 
where It is based and that is also the case in where it was 
PO:SSIIOle to obtain the a newsroom contact 
and to get a full report 

it later became clear that Heute had not done any 
at all, the story was completely made up and the 

paper deleted its version and it with an version 
which admitted had been had been conned. As a resutt of this 

up, it became standard at the agency for all content 
into the system fresh to be checked using search to make sure It 
was original. 

However, this dld not out in the second story where there aiso 
turned out to be a problem with a that involved a Macedonian 
man that chopped off his penis and threw it in the after his 
girlfriend told him it was 'inadequate' 

Although all images from external media were routinely checked, at 
this stage CEN was still ta king material from its own staff where they 
had supposedly already checked it and verified it was genuine. As staff 
members they had the ability to upload images directly into the CEN 
system, and as a resutt the picture of the Macedonian man which was 
published in local television two days before it was se nt to CEN also 
turned out to have been an archive picture which the Macedonian 
media then claimed was the real image. 

This image was obtained by CEN from its correspondent in the 
region. He believed it to be genuine as it was in local media where he 
had been assured the picture was a genuine picture, 68 and on that 
basis he passed it on. The story itself was 100 percent correct, all the 
information on all the details were accurate, but the image was in fact 
one that was recycled from an older image that depicted a different 
incident involving a Chinese man. Again, as a result of this experience, 
images are now routinely checked from CEN staff as weil to make sure 
there is no archive footage being included in the output 

66 https://www.tineye.com/ 
http://www.heute.atlleser/art23650.1030078 
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did lose thelr 0 Therefore once It seems to co me down to 
question of detaiL 

So the end of the with at least four staff and months of 
BuzzFeed have to prove that two stories were not correct as 

published but were correct at the time of CEN publishing tham 
(the Chinese and the naked sunbather), and that had 
already been other media so CEN did not make them up, 

And they also found that a third had an incorrect 
Macedonian else it is mere 

without single hard fact to back it upo 
Out of 8,000 stories over the course of the year, Internet 

research, the of experts to CEN and using 
staff all over the world to look at CEN content, and even r""r'H","..,n 
alleged debunkings other media watchers, BuzzFeed publishes a 
story alleging that CEN, a rival in the provision of viral news, is the King 
of Bullshit News, 

Based on this evidence put together a scenario of how this sad 
state of events came about said, "deeided to play the 
online game, as he saw He launehed websites such as the Austrian 
Times and Groat/an Timeso He cast his net far afleld to Ind/a, 
and Latin Ameriea, scouring for images and posts on socia! networks 
that he eould weave a story around in order to hit up old clients with a 
new kind of eontent. Ws paid off, many major news websites are regular 
clients, One major British publisher buys multiple CEN stor/es every 
day, sometimes more than 100 a month. At f50 per story - whieh is 
what BuzzFeed News was eharged before it severed fts relationshfp 
with CEN - that amounts to a sizabfe ineome stream. H 

What BuzzFeed would have known if they had really interviewed 
anybody in the British media was that viral content, or is it used to be 
known quirky news, has been part of the CEN output since it started 
operating in 1995, One of the agency's first viral story was about a 
Romanian man who had stolen the toUet from a train complete with sink 
and toilet bowl, and then been eaught when he rang to complain that it 
did not work after fitting It into his horne, Apparently, he had not realised 
that running water was aprerequIsite, 

It means the agency has had 20 years to get it right, and in 20 years 
there has been not one court case against the agency where it was 
taken to court over the fact that it produces fake news as BuzzFeed 
alleges, 

Charity Work 
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When BuzzFeed started to look at the work of Central 
News on the Internet, they wem probably initially only looking at the 
tabloid news re ports , but it must have become apparent that 
there were many other areas where the agency had become involved in 
nrr,,,::,,hTC to do with 

The reason is that the 
of the National Association 
for It means at areas where there is a need for 

and to fill that need, 
ov,'rYlnlo in the ideas he was a network of 

in media matters to work far freelance 
,rn"I",t" and small news discount rate, Another 

service was an automated copy checker that was to 
identify usage of a freelancer's material online, 

also set up an on li ne for freelance journalists and 
agencies to find work, an online and video for 
agencies and freelancers to content to media and he 
attempted to create a distribution service to email as a way of 
delivering copy directly to news media clients, 

The key point about all of the above is that the services being cmated 
were free, They wem aimed to help freelancers and news agencies to 
do the job of concentrating on creating good news and not having to 
worry about many of the other aspects of working as a journalist without 
a fixed employer. Writing a story might take a day, selling it can 
sometimes take a week, Some of the ideas above and others not 
mentioned like the journalist contacts book worked, others did not for 
many different reasons which are not part of this narrative, 

And joumalismwithoutborders,com (JWB) was one of those ideas that 
only partially worked, The basic principle is that with the vast amount of 
information on the Internet, and the difficulty of finding out wh at was 
true, there is a lot of possibility for fraud in fundraising. And because 
journalists often work on stories where they know whether it is true, 
there was a possibility of linking the journalist with the charity 
fundraiser. It meant that the person written about really did stand a 
chance of getting something positive out of their contact with the media, 
and although the media working with JWB were paid nothing from the 
donations, at the very least it meant doing something for those where a 
reporter may weil have had an intense relationship if only for a few days 
and really did want to help, And if you want to be cynical it always 
meant there was a good follow up, if nothing else, 

The basic principle was that a qualified news professional who had 
worked on a story that fitted the criteria of JWB would provide a free 
illustration and a story, This would then be distributed free to the world's 
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media, and anybody that wanted to get involved in the story in some 
way could contact JWB where charity workers would be able to obtain 
the contact details for those written about, and arrange for those 
wanting to help to to those in need. 

was obviously a lot more than 
money was wh at was needed It was not the case. 
And on the one hand the was a success, with the CEN stories 
whieh were donated to JWB deeen! amounts of money for the 

were written about However, this was not always the ease, 
and It seemed to be the occasional story where there was 
interest, even if sometimes the amounts raised were four figure sums. 

In theory though, while the idea was and in it did work, 
the problem was that the the editorial side 
that evaluated news and the whieh dealt with the 
assistance could not be carried out. The project was 
simply taking too much time away from the agency work. 

As an example, CEN offered a story about a young Chinese 
woman that needed a cancer with pictures that showed the 
tumour that she suffered from had left her with a similarity to one of the 
Avatars from the James Cameron film. ls tabloid but It is 
tabloid story where a joumalist will write hoping It will make 
difference. 

None of the CEN clients wanted the story, and the only place it was 
published was on the JWB website where It ihen quiekly went viral as a 
free story, attraeting millions of readers and a substantial amount of 
money for the young woman which was then wired to China to pay for 
one of the three operations she needed. But this story which was 
offered for free like many others turned out to be a vast amount of 
administrative work for CEN. As an example, the charity side of the 
organisation wh ich has an existing track record in fundraising revealed 
that it was not possible to simply transfer a large sum of money to the 
girl or her parents. The reason was that having collected it, there was a 
responsibility to make sure it was spent as promised. That meant the 
money could only be transferred to the hospital. But the hospital was 
not allowed to accept money from abroad to pay for an operation. 
These and other problems eventually meant that JWB was wound 
down, and then when the charity partner whieh is an Austrian charity 
started operating permanently fram abroad in southern Sudan, 
communicating over what was being raised became almost impossible. 

Eventually around 12 months aga the project was mothballed, with 
the page still live, and the bank account was placed into the hands of a 
media lawyer in Vienna who agreed to work for free to manage any 
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donations. In that time there has been one story that raised a small 
sum, but other than that and the 

ettE"ctlvelV on hold. It needs a that to deal 
the administration behind the idea, and be easier for 
freelancers and to copy, 

Michael said: "Of all the related that BuzzFeed could 
have chosen that I have done. shame that chose to target 
the JWB one as it has now the JWB work. Even 

wem offered the chance to co me and look at the books to make 
sure that was in order, did not" 

Of course, chose not to reveal that had been offered 
this which had been made in order 
not smeared in the article that were to run on CEN's 

news. The response to this was to black out the part of the letter 
from the CEN where wem offered this and 

to the black had been put in because it was something 
that was nothing to do with their report, 

In fact that was not true. because JWB was stili mentioned in the 
report and the reason to cover up this part of the letter was 
because it quite that if wanted to they could have 
had aeeess to the books, and have then decided for themselves 
whether anything im proper had been carried out 

Instead, they chose simply to mention JWB at the end of their expose, 
which was of course areport in which they alleged that the vast majority 
of what CEN produeed was untrue and therefore to eondemn by 
association, They wrote: "Leidig is the owner and co-founder of CEN. 
He is also runs a charity called Journalists (sie) Without Borders, which 
claims to provide money to the needy sources featured in CEN's 
storfes. It soHeits donations on CEN's site via PayPal that it says it 
redireets to people featured in the artieles who may be in need of 
medical care or finane/al support. " 

Leidig said: "It was a cheap shot that really undermined any 
opportunity to re-Iaunch JWB by saying on the one hand that our stories 
wem fake, but then emphasising that we were soliciting money for 
those fake stories via PayPal. The reality is that they did not have to 
rely on what we said, they were offered the chance to look at the books, 
but they chose not to take up that offer and instead to simply delete the 
paragraph where the offer was made." 

At the point in the story where they explained why part of the letter 
had been blaeked out, BuzzFeed said: "This section of the letter relates 
to questions that did not appear in the final published article." 

See Appendix 
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But it did appear in the final article, and the that 
deleted from the GEN was the deniel of the 

It said: 'As to your about Journalism 
our e1ient has you details of those 

about its finances can be addressed, Mr 

"n/VlC,/rH,fln, for 
ideas, Whilst JWB has to raised 

which our e1ient still believes and 
but this time end energy from 

see the books course were never made, after 
the offer up that there is 

hide, therefore what would be the up the 
better delete the fact that the offer was ever made and 

the Viennese the has confirmed that 
were never contacted BuzzFeed look at the 

books, 

Wikipedia 

The final at GEN and its owner was an about 
and frequently updated Wikipedia page", 

It says the page "describes someone who cares about accountability 
and the importance of erediting original sourees: Leidig is also a 
eampaigner for greater support for journalism whieh he deseribes as the 
coa/face of democraey, He has campaigned favour of more 
responsibility {rom search engines like Goog/e to give cred;t to original 
souree material and also for payment for originators of news, argulng 
that If the journalists a/l go out of business nobody will provide the 
eontent worth having, ' The sole link in the above passage goes to a 
story on the Austrian Times - a website owned by Leidig, Many of the 
key edlts and contributions to Leidig's Wikipedia page are by a user 
ca/led Bylinebandit, who is also a major contributor to the page for the 
Austrian Tirnes," 

In the world of online media the importance of Wikipedia cannot be 
underestimated, If you want to research somebody, or something, 
Wikipedia is often the first port of call and a more than useful way of 
deciding where to go from there with an investigation, 

In an ideal world joumalists and media organisations like GEN would 
probably be expected to make a donation to the Wikipedia foundation to 
encourage its work, but in with the rates paid for news and the 
pressure on time it are able commit 
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Wikipedia by free conte nt on issues where GEN staff 
had been involved - had first-hand of what was 
and written material they could share. These were 
news stories that could be added to the resouree, but also 
so me stories where it was noticed Items were rni""iY,,, 

the course of was 
small mistakes in content and indeed 

fraud. In order to contribute 
an account the 

name was selected, an expression eoined to refer to 
news editor from years who had been a GEN dient and 

his own name on agency eopy, a which had 
"nrl1Al·h,r,n of a joke in the office. 

"This was not an altem pt to benefit in any way. It was simply an 
A)(,')AflmiAnt to be part of the and to see what 
would happen the idea were to be the idea 
whieh as far as can reeal! started around 2012 and was 
eancelled the same year died mainly because Wikipedia was offen 
rejeeting the edits on the grounds that they were copyrighted. 

What this meant was that Wikipedia was finding the place where the 
GEN reporter published their original story, and then wrongly assumed 
that the copyright lay with that publication. Instead of simply being able 
to insert already written text, it meant that it needed to be rewritten, and 
this proved too mueh work. 

The year 2012 was also the year that Miehaelleidig took a sabbatical 
from the main agency and concentrated entirely on developing the 
agency's news websites. The alm had been to see whether advertising 
and sponsorship could be attracted for websites like the Austrian Tirnes 
or the Croatian Tirnes. It was supposed to last a year, but by 
September it was clear that there were no signifieant sums to be made 
despite significant traffic that the sites were attracting, and the project 
was put on hold. 

One of the difficulties had been that advertisers have /ittle interest in 
small websites or tab/oid conten!. leidig said: "We had some good 
stories and some good local traffie, but It just wasn't enough. We didn't 
have a budget for advertising ourselves or anybody working on 
boosting the page rank in any other way than by simply doing 
journalism. And local news traffie was okay, but never significant 
800sting readership by using some of GEN's own co pies also did little 
to help, because while viral news brings in readers in vast numbers, It is 
not the sort of conten! that advertisers want to be associated with. We 
would contact people who were interested when they heard our 
numbers, but not interested when saw the content and the profiles 
of the readers. This is clearly a lesson BuzzFeed is also 
whieh is we are now so into 
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Somewhere between the start of 2012 and the cancellation of the 
attempts to seil advertising and for the Austrian Times 
and other media grau ps, realised that one of the main nrn!')!Amc: 

was that an agency well-known to media partners was not 
helping when it came to with advertisers, It was discussed in-
house and one of the staft to same of the agency's 
work, which included entry for Michael 

He said: HThis carried out a short interview and 
entry which was submitted the agency 

pa~)sword for no reason more sinister than the fact that the 
reporter did not have her own to hand, 

Hit is correct that once It had been looked at 
and modified on 20 SAntp,mt1Ar 

fram one other almost two years ago, it was never looked at 
It therefore hardly the BuzzFeed allegation of lf",ru".fmrv 

updated' if it has not been looked at for years," 
Or at least it was not until now, when somebody has 

in to add that Michael Leidig has been accused of making up news, It 
now says in the top fine: HIn Apri/2015 he was accused by BuzzFeed of 
tRhri",~fin[, quotes and details from multiple GEN stories, 

The [1] then conveniently links to the following useful note 'The 
King of Bul/sh*t News" BuzzFeed News, 24 April 2015, Retrieved 24 
April 2015," This was exactly the same day the BuzzFeed report was 
published, It will be interesting to know who was so keen to highlight 
this fact by updating the Wikipedia page which had apparently seen 
little change by linking to a story that had only been published at the 
very end of the 24 April, and therefore could only have been a few 
hours old. 
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Chapter3 

The Microsoft Factor 

tend to the inhabitants of those 
as barbaric, sex-crazed, weird, And offen are 

inaccurate or fa/se, 
- BuzzFeed article on CEN. 

On 24th April 2015, the editor of the UK media magazine the 
Press Gazette, Dominic Ponsford, was a lead on a story that he 
wanted to get out the same He was allowed to see a letter 
circulating around several Fleet Street offices that gave an insight into a 
row going on behind the scenes between a traditional UK news agency 
(GEN) and the online newcomer BuzzFeed fram the US that had 
recently opened up an office in Britain, 

The original of that letter had been signed by the lawyer for the British 
firm and delivered to Alan White, identified in the letter as BuzzFeed's 
breaking news reporter. It had then been shared with GEN's Fleet 
Street clients, and now as often happens with legalletters, a 'Ieaked' 
copy had ended up in the hands of Press Gazette, 

According to what he later published, the Press Gazette editor had 
asked GEN and BuzzFeed for a statement before publishing, GEN's 
managing editor Michael Leidig replied to his questions, BuzzFeed did 
not 

Instead, BuzzFeed later published wh at turned out to be a 6,958 word 
piece making various allegations about GEN. Under a sensational 
headline, they wrote about how a 'small British news agency and its 
founder fil/ your Facebook feed with slories that are wonderful, wacky 
and offen wrang' 

It explained how GEN would send news items worldwide but mainly to 
UK media, who then published them and paid a set fee, 

Quoting anonymous sources 'too scared' to speak out, they explained 
how news desk staff on papers that were GEN clients wanted to reject 
the material because it was, according to the anonymous source, 'utter 
fucking shif. Further anonymous sources would have loved to speak 
openly to BuzzFeed, but could not as their 'bosses would kill them' 

For added effect BuzzFeed used a sub headline branding the whole 
business an secret', and drove home more anonymous 
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sources who complained had 'raised the issue several times' with 
thelr news desk, but that CEN's stories in so no one 
seems to Gare that much' 

It seemed an open and shut case, BuzzFeed had been threatened 
with action and like a free press had declded to 
that to the truth as it saw it And not? 

The use of crude among what to be a 
would have of course underline 

credentials, it did not matter to BuzzFeed that it 
was from an anonymous source. 

The Press Gazette report that was balanced the BuzzFeed 
8I1isg,:!Ucms might have still been top on the search but 
was out-of-date as soon as the BuzzFeed report ran. 

But there was one about the Press Gazette story that was very 
and It was to be found in the comments. A user named 

'Mark' decided to post a comment that went as folIows: 
tactics to a rival - poor show. BuzzFeed should be ashamed of 
ftself, as should Held; who took over investigations there 
March. There are far more things for you look info if 
want to be considered a serious unit." 

The Heidi the user called 'Mark' was referring to was Heldi Blake. ST 
is the Sunday Times, and since leaving there at the start of the year she 
has been head of the BuzzFeed UK investigations team that organised 
and carried out the report into CEN. 

Heidi Blake is not just any journalist, she is an award-winning 
journalist, and also a previous customer of CEN both at the Sunday 
Times and later at BuzzFeed. It is correct that her name did not appear 
on the story by her team, but for the user Mark who is nothing to do with 
CEN she was involved. And for Leidig, who had worked with her on at 
least two investigations where CEN was a contributor to the work of the 
Sunday Times Insight Team, It had her trademark entrapment 
journalism tactics all over i1. 

He said: "I never met her when we worked together as my office is a 
1,000 miles fram hers, but I spoke to her on the phone and we 
exchanged emails. My main Insight contact was a friend I had worked 
with when we were on a regional daily together in the early 90s, who is 
just one of the many Sunday Times editors we have worked with over 
the years." 

The fact that CEN works with many other departments at the Sunday 
Times can be demonstrated in its invoice records that show that in the 
last 10 years it has notched up hundreds of published works, although 
in the 10 years to that when budgets were higher It was much 
more. 

where she 
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but the second was an idea I had put up about trafficking in children, 
and had for some time with my Insight contact. 

walked out a few months before it turned into a disaster and 
half the truth ever came out It was because didn't approve of the way 
the story was tackled that I walked, but she me next 
time we would do it nrrmtoWI\/ 

"Thai next time was when offered her a story about 
Microsoft. had asked her if she still wanted ideas for <nu,"""rt'O:tt 

She said yes, and asked me to send them to her BuzzFeed email 
account which she said was After that, 

further attempts to reach her, she never contacted me 
24 April, I was woken a call to say that Heldi and her 

team, the same team that I had to work with on the Microsoft 
corruption story, had written an article about not about 
Microsoft, but instead involving GEN. 

"To say was stunned would be an understatement, anybody who 
knows the freelance and agency business knows that you don't turn 
down work without a good reason, but the last time GEN had worked for 
her we had done just that, and toid her we could not go ahead with the 
child trafficking because what she wanted to da didn't do justice to the 
story. 

"Her team's report on GEN was full of half-truths and innuendo, mixed 
in with a sprinkle of anonymous sources who were being used to 
criticise GEN ironically for using anonymous sources. Of course, 
GEN's sources often have good reason to be invisible, working and 
living in parts of the world where being journalist is dangerous, where 
neither law nor free speech are much respected. They certainly aren't 
copying photographs of cute kittens from a cosy office in London." 

leidig added: "I have to say that I don'! believe the Microsoft offer was 
the reason we were turned over by Blake and her crew, but did it playa 
part? All / can say is possibly. Of course it was only very recently that it 
emerged BuzzFeed had been manipulating its own content to keep 
advertisers happy, and It was only right at the end of that row that the 
name Microsoft was exposed as one of the firms that had benefited." 

Leidig added that had he known BuzzFeed were to be linked with 
manipulating their feed to appease advertisers he would probably not 
have offered the story, but that he had focused less on the organisation 
and more on the person with whom he had an established relationship. 

He sald: "I thought I had a relationship with her where we could talk 
openly about investigations and it was clear where the boundaries 
were, but with the benefi! of hindsight can see I was wrang." 
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At this it would be wise to offer brief item of h",,'kn,rnt 

a few scandals involving BuzzFeed that are the 
the way the BuzzFeed CEN story f10\.I01l,>n">f' 

from 

content from "f)/'Yln,ofif,rw<: 

The article continued: 

t!tled 

company 
BuzzFeed wrifer Johnson was accused 

multiple instances of plag/arism Two anonymous Twitter users 
chron!cled Johnson attributing work that was not his own. 
aceording to Wikipedia, had liftred] from other reporters, 
Wikipedia, and Yahoo! Answers, all without eredit 

"BuzzFeed editor Ben Smith initially defended Johnson, calling him 
'deeply original writer', Days tater, Smith acknowfedged that Johnson 
had plagiarized others' work 40 fimes, announeed that Johnson had 
been fired, and apologized to BuzzFeed readers. 'Plag/arism, much 
less copying uncheeked facts from Wikipedia or other sources, is an ael 
of disrespect to the reader,' Smith said. 'We are deeply embarrassed 
and sorry to have misled 

"In total, 41 instances of plagiarism were found and eorreeted. 
'In April 2015, BuzzFeed drew scrut/ny after Gawker observed the 

pub/ieation had de/eted two posts that eriticized advertisers. One of the 
posts criticized Dove soap (manufactured by Uni/ever), while another 
eritieized Hasbro. Both eompanies advertise with BuzzFeed, Ben Smith 
apologized in a memo to staff for his aetions. blew Ir,' Smith wrote 
Twiee in the pasf eouple of months, I've asked editors - over their 
better judgement and without any respect to our standards or process 

to de/ete recentfy published posts from the slte. Both involved the 
overreaction been with 
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deleted posts, Arabelle Sicardi, 
company found three additional posts 

advertisements Microsoft, 

The therefore, of the aliElgatlOfls 
be viewed in a somewhat different 

was BuzzFeed what It 
plagiarising copy without but even more "'I'1rr",nn 

a 

the 
of 

was about to expose a major BuzzFeed advertiser, is not to 
prove whether BuzzFeed would consider a deal to curry favour and 
more another media scoop about 
but it is possible to prove that the email was se nt, and that numerous 
calls were made afterwards to Heidi Blake to ask the 
was a runner. She never answered any of those about the 
Microsoft for the offer to be sent in the first 
and the 

When news and freelancers pass on a story to media 
clients, if they are writing about something straightforward like green 
puppies or pink kittens lt is normal to deliver a finished text, have 
to trust that the elient will pay on publication, usually from a rate card 
and for a standard fee, 

There are always difflcult customers like BuzzFeed that do not follow 
the rules by not saying what they used, not paying for what It is obvious 
they used and did not attribute, and even when a rate is agreed will 
always come back to negotiate it down to an ever lower level. 

Occasionally though it is not possible to just send a story off and work 
to the rate care, and the Microsoft story was a case in point. 

The reason is there will be expenses, and a fee to be negotiated 
based on how much the media group values the news Item, In addition, 
and more importantly, Microsoft is a powerfuI firm with top lawyers, and 
as a freelancer or small agency, work on the final stages of checking is 
usually done with a big media organisation and their own trusted legal 
staff, 

If a legal case comes, there needs to be a team there to fight it 
without having to worry about the bill - as long as the groundwork is 
done properly and It is elear It was an honest attempt to put the 
spotlight on something, 

Even if there is a fine as a result of a court case, It is usual for the 
publisher to pay It, unless the contributor lied or attempted to do 
anything other than honest journalism, Then of course it would not 
be a financial that was risked, it could also be 
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So there are lot of reasons stories are offered to a 
commissioning editor like Heidi Blake, Such editors have little so 
the CEN Microsoft story was offered as a few lines as the first 
stage of It It is normal that a reporter will not pass on 

l'()mnni",,,,in,nirll1 editors do not have time for 
n""r.rrl",,,h is that a freelancer or will 

send an offer with to a flavour 
is available, The a condensed outline is also 
due to the fact that at the other end there is no way of knowing who 
read the email. and freelancers da not have a 
nrr''''','''''' of in offers and then without 

pO:5sllbilllty and it is wise to be discreet 
Senior staff a desk such as the features editor or news editor 

- or in Heidi Blake's ca se editor will have 
"''''''''0'',,"''''' check theif email when are not available, and they will 

up anything At the time of asking CEN to send her ideas 
for she was also on a book 

So It is almost certain that the email sent to Heidi about Microsoft 
would have been seen others, It was a standard article offer and 
was followed afterwards several phone calls to try and gauge the 
interest. And although BuzzFeed has a poor reputation for hard news, it 
was elear they wanted to try and improve that by apparently investing in 
quality joumalism, so it was logical to give it a try, Plus the fact is that 
CEN had an established relationship with Blake who had said she was 
in a position to commission work, 

The Microsoft story had been pieced together over a few months, 
meeting contacts in seeluded coffee shops in Vienna to follow up leads, 
and was backed up by leaked documents that showed Microsoft had 
hired a lobbyist to persuade an Austrian pollt/clan to damage the 
reputation of their rival GoogJe, Ta da so, the MP was asked to table a 
parliamentary question that put Google in a negative light 

The story essentially concerns one of Heidi Blake's special/ties: 
lobby/sts using their influence to get corrupt politiclans to da what they 
want by paying the money from a wealthy elient Despite the fact 
however that it was the sort of story she had covered at Inslght, 
BuzzFeed and Blake appeared not to want to discuss the subject any 
further. 

The story was not only offered to Heldi. After her it was offered to 
three other publications before it found ahome, ineluding a UK 
magazine, a UK daily quality newspaper and an American anti
corruption news website. 

Michael Leidig said: "In 
told her that the 

feit was not UK-based 

between Heidi and 
was and the 
valuable feedback that 
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freelancer decide whether it's worth offering the story or 
dropping it and offering something different 

Hlf It was too US based for UK media, then a US media group like 
BuzzFeed might seem the choice, but after Heidi's refusal to 
offer any It was offered to the group. Shortly 
before the article on BuzzFeed was published, they confirmed that 
were interested in and wem It in thelr editorial 

BuzzFeed revealed the agency had 
news, would be fair to assume that had 

their minds and this was the reason that 

HThe reason for the interest CEN is of course that 
Microsoft is a and a name and lt role in the 
Ilves of almost everyone on the I write my stories on a Microsoft 
computer using a Microsoft word programme, research them using a 
Microsoft browser. I discuss the details and do interviews on their 
Skype service, and on this I even se nt emails to people with 
Microsoft Hotmail accounts. If I can't trust them then its best to pack up 
retire." 

the relevance the CEN 
staff found that Microsoft has been fined in Europe in the past 
and It was now spendlng a fortune to make sure that similar fines ended 
up being levied on its rival Google by European legislators. 

Microsoft have a lot of money to heip the EU put the boot in, spending 
more on lobbying in the EU than any other European company, and it 
has founded or funded wh at has been described as a 'cottage Industry 
of splinter groups' The most prominent, the Initiative for a Competitive 
Online Marketplace, or ICOMP, has waged a non-stop public relations 
campaign promoting grievances against Google. ICOMP hosts online 
seminars, panel discussions and news conferences. It even conducted 
a study that suggested changes made by Google to appease regulators 
were largely window dressing. Microsoft also has links in varying 
degrees with the three initial complainants that sparked the antitrust 
investigation into Google. 

As Danny Hakim from the New York Times wrote: "The two 
companies are the Cain and Abel of American technology, locked in the 
kind of struggle that often takes place when a new giant threatens an 

In 2013 Microsoft had a 732 USO fine for the (accidental) removal of the 
browser ballot screen post Windows 7 SP1 update. Prior to that in March of 
2004 Microsoft was ordered to pay 794 USO in alandmark anti-trust case and 
was ordered to create aversion of Windows without Media Player. And in July 
2006, Microsoft was fined 448 failing to proper documentation 

that was outlined lhe March 2008. 
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percent in many countries, even 
America. Microsoft is fts best to create nrr1nll"m'.'" 

ien years ago Microsoft was a 
he added. 'Now they are the underdog'." 

The most interesting part of the New York Times story though was 
elose to the end where says: Microsoffs have 
spread thelr wfngs widely. Burson-Marsteller, a relations firm, has 

worked for Microsoft and ICOMP." It meant that while the UK 
said the story was too US and the UK paper that 

was too old, in fact the story linked Burson-Marsteller with 
something which was very curren! and very 

Leidig said: "The CEN story we were offering was old in the sense 
was from 2007, even if it had only now gone to prosecutors, but 
according to the New York Times 2007 was a pivotal year in starting the 
current Microsoft anti-Google campaign," 

The paper wrote that Alan Watson, a member of Britain's House of 
Lords who retired from Burson in 2007, had been approached the same 
year about taking on a new project "What we want to do is create a 
type of trade association," Watson said he was told at the time, 
"Microsoft is going to be one of the main sponsors," 

The trade group, ICOMP, would largely take aim at Google, he was 
told. Watson is now ICOMP's chairman. 

Leidig said: "It is the sort of information that helps to let you know the 
value of what you have in your hand. I was convinced that the story had 
worth, and was trying to find a place to put it. 

was aware later that BuzzFeed had been accused of deleting 
negative posts about sponsors under pressure from its own business 
department, but never really paid it much attention. To be honest I 
assumed a post meant a comment by areader, and It only dawned later 
that 'posts' are wh at they call their version of news, means the 
allegations against them were much more serious than initially 
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sponsors under pressure its own business department - and of course 
that Microsoft was one such sponsor. Posts that were deleted were for 
Qv,~,"""lö critical of the game whose manufacturer Hasbro is 

BuzzFeed advertiser, and Dove soap, whose parent company 
Unilever is also a BuzzFeed advertiseL And after that was it 
revealed that another of the clients that benefited from this service was 
Microsoft, 

The row was over the fact that a post on BuzzFeed fun' of 
Microsoft's Internet browser was deleted 2013 based on a 
"'''',''''r,I<:>,''' from BuzzFeeds chief revenue a memo 
from BuzzFeed editor-In-chief Ben Smith, 

Microsoft had been seeking to Internet 
as its browser battles Firefox and other rivals, The 
company is a new browser, under the code name 
Spartan' for the Windows 10 release, 

GEN as outlined never sent its full Microsoft story to 
but she had to know if she wanted to follow it through or not 

The story wriHen here in full had the headline: "Austrian Politician took 
money {rom lobbyist to derail online ad-market PYflf'>r'''fTln 

rn "CH"" "nre " And the full story was as folIows: 

member Austrias and the Soc/al 
Democrats is being investigated over suspicions he was bribed to derail 
Google Inc, 's acquisition of web advertising company DoubleClick in 
2007, leaked documents from the anti-corruption task force 
show, 

'Leaked emaiislinksoftwaregiantMicrosoft!nc .• Goog!e.sciosest 
competitor for the acquisition and fast-growing onfine advertising 
market, directly to the case, 

"The papers are from Vienna's Public Prosecutor's office and show 
that Kurt Gartlehner, the Socia! Democrats' spokesman for 
technology, received 3,600 EUR a month, or at least 99.600 EUR in 
total, from a local public relations firm, whose owner has since been 
prosecuted on several counts of bribery and corruption He is also the 
Austrian representative and partner of UK lobbying agency and PR firm 
Burson-Marsteller. 

'The now 62-year-old Gartlehner has said he provided PR firm 
Hochegger with advice on wind farm projects in countries such as 
Romania, LaMa and Hungary 

"In reality, investigators believe, he used his pull as parl/ament 
member to secure Hochegger access to poliey makers and to try to 
sway Austria's stance on Google's DoubleClick acquisition 

"Google landed a deal to US-based Doub/eGliek billion 
the Microsoft and 
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who also nnJ'ontl::'/ fast-track into the 
f::::<,t_rwnl,Alirlrt web ::>rI"e>f"t",,'nn 

'The deal was from relevant antitrust 
among them EUs antitrust at the time, 
Commissioner Neelie Kroes, The of whether the combined 

and Doub/eClick would wie/d a cOJ77oellt!OI1-n'anlD€mrta market 
dominance, was, however, also 
state nar'limne/7ts. 

November 
1-f',()nl'1m'!/ Martin Bartenstein. 

local EU-member 

the Gart/ehner that the of 
Doub/eClick 'raised the question as to whether there not be very 

concerned with the freedom of information 
this takeover'. 

the interests of Austrian consumers 
enormous amount commercial 

information about its users and their eonsumer "went on. 
"In the quest/on, Gart/ehner demanded the minister reveal whether he 

was aware of the above, and whether he was prepared to take a stand 
aga/nst the merger on EU level, 

"Gart/ehner also requested to know whether the national eompetition 
regulator had or wou/d have been involved, and if proper eonsideration 
had been to the potential on the Austrian 
economy. 

"Sensitive email correspondence from the investigation now suggests 
that the parliament question was closely co-ordinated, If not dictated, 
Hochegger's firm on behalf of Microsoft. 

'The correspondence reveal that Gartlehner was prepped extensive/y 
the PR firm on arguments against green-lighting the merger before 

ask/ng the question in parl/ament. And when he finally received a 
written answer from Minister Bartenstein's office, It was prompt/y 
passed on to Hochegger by an employee at Gartlehner's parllament 
office, From here, the minister's written answer was swiftly shared with 
one of Hochegger's most prominent international customers, namely 
Microsoft Inc, The recipient of the information was Thomas Lutz, head 
of PR and Corporate Affa/rs at Microsoft Austria, 

"Gart/ehner last year withdrew his name from the general election 
end/ng a political career, a decision, it has since 
become that coinc/ded with 

Gartlehner. 
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fafsifylng documents (hat cover up the extent of his with 
Hochegger. 

"Peter Hnph,ofY"or in the Austrian PR- and 
One clients was the 

Austrian telephone monopoly Telekom and in of 
2013 the lobbyist was jailed for two years after he was convicted for his 
part Telekom Austria directors the share 
one of several major scanda/s he has been involved in. 

"During his questioning, when became clear he was not 
escape he started details of his other business activities 
10 co-opera te with prosecutors. the business secrets 
revealed was the relationship with Gart/ehner, 

"Leaked protoco/s show that told 'I met him 
in the Viennese restaurant Fabios [a upper elass restaurant in 
the heart of Vienna, known for its VIP cHente/el and we agreed to a co
operation that meant between May 2007 and December 2008 would 
pay Gartlehner's Austro-consuft via my firm Valora a payment 
of 3,600 EUR (2,850 GBP) gross ' 

"Valora, like Hochegger, has been named in several corruption 
investigations as it was the business venture had with 
former Austrian finance minister Karl-Heinz Grasser 
communicatlOns consultancy' to elients. 

"Prosecutors have traced paperwork alleging that some of the money 
paid through the books of Valora stemmed from varlous projects such 
as wind farms in countries like Romania, Latvia and Hungary 

"But investigators from the Austrian anti-corruption squad the BAK are 
convinced the projects served mere/y as cover for the real 'producf 
purchased by Valora, In reality, Hochegger bought access to 
Gartlehner's po(itica( connections and use of his weight in parliament as 
his party's communications and technology spokesman, A copy of a 
BAK report from 2012 states that the money was 'primarily a so-called 
sweetener for Gart/ehner, who was the end beneficiary of the 
payments' 

"It gave Hochegger, according to the report, 'access to opinion 
leaders with relation to te/ecommunication themes within the SPOe 
po/itical party'. It added that the regular payments had established a 
base which Hochegger was ab/e to capitalise on, 

'Gart/ehner has strongly rejected all allegations and maintains that the 
payments re/ate exclusively to advice over wind energy farm projects 
provided a real service. Hochegger's firm managed to make nearly 3 
million GBP turnover because wind energy project, , he said 

"Hochegger, however. has said 'If Gartlehner had not been the 
telecommunications spokesman, he would have been completely 

for 
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"It would have remained a question of ba/ancing the ward of a 
convicted criminal against that of a respected politician had it not been 
for the email correspondence obtained anti-corruption 

"The correspondence covers email contact between Gartlehner and 
Hochegger between 2007 and 2009. 

"The contents confirm the SUSpICIC1n 
both directly and to material provided 

"It shows that m autumn 2007 a person at Hnrn<ONr,"r 

firm had Gartlehner material about the DIi'm(IBD 

fusion of the online company DoubleCfiek with ,-,,-IV<..""'. 

that was the Austrian and partner of 
I"",nu"'''' ageney and PR Burson-Marsteller, whieh in turn had 

Microsoft the USA to 

intervention, Gartlehner raised the 
matter as a on November 15. 2007. 

"Gartlehner has sinee denied that the was nrr1rnnu::>rY 

with and on behalf of Microsoft 
The reason for the question was C'r.rY>ol'hin"., 

the SPOe about information wr·nnt'\lr,,.,,, 

controversial topfe EU wide .. 
"The email traffic between and Gartlehner shows a broad 

spectrum of questionab/e services Inc/udlng making connections on 
behalf of Hochegger al/ the way through to direct po/Wea/ intervention 
on his behalf It ine/uded sendfng out press releases which were clear/y 
in the Interests of Hochegger elients, or raistng matters with key SPOe 
political figures ranging from the powerful mayor of Vlenna Michael 
Haeupl, through to trade union figures. Paperwork from the Telekom 
Austria trial revea/ an extensive number of meetings between 
Gartlehner and Hochegger. Gartlehner is formally investigated over 
suspicions that he fa/sified evidence in an attempt to cover up the 
extent and nature of his relationship with Hochegger. However, he is 
not belng investigated over accepting payments on behalf of powerful 
lobbying interests. Prosecutors have not yet brought formal eharges 
aga/nst Kurt Gartlehner. The investigation is still ongomg. n 

So that was the story, written but until now still not published. 
Ironically of course, one of the reasons that such exclusive content is 

hard to publish is Google, so it is ironie that if this story does now get 
discussed and published Google, that has done the least to support 
independent journalism, will be the one to benefit 
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CEN has been a 

vast sums 
spent on 
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Chapter4 

An Insight Into CEN 

<>U;4I..1t'<>,,<> that an 

and fabrication. 
- BuzzFeed article on CEN, 

varlous other community 
journalists and agencies is that in 
information about the way the business works, 

and the 
freelance 

nrr""rlori a lot of 

Together with the fact that CEN had a business model that worked, 
meant there was the to eombine this business with the 
other eommunity projeets to ereate a new opportunities, not just for 
CEN but for other eontent providers, 

This eame together as a eoneept whieh ineorporates more than a 
dozen individual projeets into one, all aimed at easing the way eontent 
from media professionals is supplied to media publishers, 

The projeet was put together slowly over 2013 and at the end of the 
year was taken on board as a potential by an investment bank in 
Vienna that attempted to attraet funding, Although initially there was 
little interest, eventually the projeet managed to find suffieient baekers 
and at the end of April 2015 the first payment was due to be made so 
that the projeet eould launeh. 

That payment was never made, and sinee then negotiations have 
stalled. The suspicion is that the BuzzFeed article may have played a 
role in putting an end to the future of CEN's f1edgling projeet to promote 
independent journalism. 

The BuzzFeed report so widely repeated would have been seen by 
the bankers negotiating the projeet and the investors, and if so would 
eertainly have made them nervaus, 

These are looked a! later bul include the likes 
Journalismwithoutborders.com, NAPApool platform 
JPRS - !he Journalists and Photographer's Rights Society. Community 
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BuzzFeed were certainly aware that the investment was about to go 
ahead, the business plan was sent to many potential partners and it 
came up in discussions at the start when their reporter Alan White was 
still pretending he wanted do a on the 
investigations unit 

If anything, instead of that request for a in publication 
for an exclusive later, the BuzzFeed team had rushed even 
their report out 

Of course, the to the agency's main business had 
been done since the about fake stories wem sent to 
CEN's main clients. And BuzzFeed knew that 

In fact, in any on an or individual the 
main damage usually comes as soon as ihe caU is made by the reporter 
to check the story, and that call is made before anything is published. In 
an age where there are so many ways to information, the 
reporter's question is usually very quickly spread among those most 
closely connected to the case. 

And so was with the BuzzFeed report. when BuzzFeed had 
contacted the agency's main clients. BuzzFeed's man in the firing line, 
Alan White, had put the same allegations he put to CEN to the ",r"~nr'\I',,, 
main customers a week earlier, albeit in the form of questions. 

It is a Httle known quirk of laws on libel (printed falsehoods) and 
slander (spoken falsehoods) that while a person can be taken to court 
about almost anything if the other side feels offended and has the 
money, a press card is an instant get-out-of-jail-free card to say 
anything to anyone as long as lt is phrased as a question. 

It does not matter whether that is to ask a person's employer if there 
is truth to the rumours they are a child molester, tax dodger, having an 
affair or taking drugs. With a press card, it is possible to put this sort of 
material to anyone, regardless of the consequences for those under the 
spotlight. 

There is a good reason this is allowed, if a journalist wants to write a 
story, he has to be able to check i1, and that means he needs to be 
allowed to ask the question that might land anyone else with a libel or a 
slander writ. But it is a powerfuI tool in the hands of anyone that wants 
to abuse it In Austria, caUs to press departments of local firms to ask 
about a person's Nazi past are usually enough to leave the accused 
instantly isolated. In the UK in the hyper cautious post Leveson77 era 
that can be turned around from asking the public about Nazis, to asking 
the press about areporter making up stories, And it is only because of 
a relationship going back two decades and the fact that CEN was able 
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to offer assurances of the truth of its copy that meant the business did 
not dry up in the wake of Alan White's enquiry, 

As theMai! put it in their reply to the BuzzFeed aIlE,Q<3!tlons: 
"News organisations around the world all work with numerous 
news agencies to stories that can be taken on trust because the 
agency has researched, sourced and edited the 

"Our agreement with each of these aOl3nC:les 
to be accurate, 

disco ver this not to be the ease we will 
::tNYH','im,rtfll and advise the ageney who is rt:H"')f'1n",ihlD 

The word of course is mrft::>r,t::>nIlt::>ntlll/' 

And as the CEN letter put 
was with for viral news claim 
doing a story to expose their rivars alleged \Am"nt1_r1ru 

As the letter from the CEN lawyer put it: "CEN BuzzFeed's 
main for viral news content in the UK market, " 

On the face of it, of course, there seems liUle in common between the 
two, BuzzFeed, wh ich was founded in 2006, has 200 million monthly 

visitors, 50 which are 18 and at the 
end of last year it raised a further 50 million USO from the venture 
capital firm Andreessen Horowitz, more than doubling previous rounds 
of funding, It has about 900 staff and Canada was BuzzFeed's seventh 
international territory with other locations in the United States, Britain, 
France, Brazil, India, Germany and Mexico, 

Balanced against that, Central European News has been in existence 
for 20 years, It is owned Michael Leidig, but because it has no 
advertisers, it is free to do the news it wants without outside influence, 
The number of editorial staff hovers usually between 10 and 15, and 
most stories are simply sent to clients that have asked for the daily 
feed, and who can publish what they want and pay based on usage, 

Where they are rivals is over the production of viral news, that is a 
very visible part of the CEN output, 1t goes around the world and is 
repeated multiple times, but it is not the only thing CEN does, 

According to Leidig: "For starters, there is also a quality news division 
that is still very much alive and still working for the likes of the BBC, and 
has not been closed as has been suggested so the firm can go into 
wholesale fakery, 

"CEN's quality news, like our tabloid feed, is mostly based on good 
old-fashioned journalisrn, BuzzFeeds investigations editor Heidi Blake 
knows that because of our previous work together." 

One of those stories resulted the Austrian MEP Ernst Strasser 
for bribe-taking, Heidi and frlmed hirn while 

offered i00,OOO-euro 
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(81,000 GBP) annual payment in exchange for influencing EU 
legislation in the European Parliament 

On this occasion, CEN and its staft were employed to research 
Strasser and others by Strasser was the one to be 
jailed. Siovenian MEP Zoran Thaler had and Romanian MEP 
Adrian Severin was from the centre-Ieft Socialists and 
Oemocrats bloc but remained an WlrlpnpnrlA,nf 

MEP. 
An like that on the face of It involves little more than 

simply saying to the person 'do you want a little cash do 
something a bit If a front page that could 
go round the world. 

Of course, in It is not so easy, involves a lot of time and a 
lot of money simply to get to the where the question can be 
posed. That might mean setting up fake webpages, fake identities that 
will stand up to scrutiny, and most importantly, a lot of time building the 
connection to slowly gain the trust of the other side. 

A case like the Strasser one a fake lobbying firm would have 
been months of work for Insight, tens of thousands of pounds to set up, 
and a fortune in travel to meet the MPs that did not say yes, and 
therefore did not end up in the spotlight. 

An organisation like the Insight team do not readily details of 
what they are doing to outsiders, but as it was a job outside of the UK in 
Europe CEN was given the call. 

CEN had to arrange photographs of their properties and as much 
detail about their financial arrangements and property as they could 
find. And they had to provide illustrations. Everything was carried out 
discreetly and delivered to deadline. 

The artiele was published, and afterwards CEN carried out follow-up 
work. An Austrian newspaper that was being sued for example for 
repeating the Sunday Times story needed help in verifying details from 
London. CEN passed on updates from local media and court press 
releases to Insight, and followed the court cases that eventually saw 
Strasser jailed. 

But despite its credentials, Central European News' big weakness 
against an attack like the BuzzFeed report is that it does not have 
media of its own, or at least not one with any significant traffic. It 
publishes its news via other media, and if they no longer trust what ,t 
writes, its business vanishes. 

As Michael Leidig said: "BuzzFeed clearly have an agenda. With so 
little being done now in the way of investigative journalism, It is a 
tragedy that BuzzFeed - that agreed to pay CEN 50 USO for a package 
of words, pictures and video, then asked for a reduction to 35 USO, and 
then did not pay even that - should use so man power and time 

leaked documents, 
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insider, no official probe or victim. It was a from-scratch look into the 
way we worked that to my mind could have been motivated 
another 

"Stories are growing up the like weeds. You 
need to reach down and to those and 
to push to create a story when there is none is a disaster when 

think how many other far more worthwhile stories could have been 
covered than whether a kitten was or green had 
been bom. 

"BuzzFeed need to accept when read this that 
and move the effort have put into this 

that neither will we, but every 
this goes on is another where proper is not being 

this whole business so much time and resources are 
devoted into the of two news organisations that 
might have been able to use that time, and money, to make the world a 
slightly better Win or lose this battle. it will not any 
satisfactjon to anyone here 8t GEN." 

Many of the commentators underneath the BuzzFeed article 
out that jf, like you so little for news, you 

to blame. 
Jane Hobson, wrote: get monkeys. 

a story does not cover the cost of production of either the words 
or the pictures. What the heck did you think you were getting for that? 
Ws organisations fike you that are kill/ng journalism and 
photojournalism. Quality costs for a reason. And the people who create 
that quality work are freelance. So yau are making professionals 
redundant, wh/Ist alfawing the unprofesslOnal ta relgn. Shame on yau. " 

A powerful argument, although of course GEN maintains that its copy 
is not rubbish, and there are dozens of systems and checks in place 
between the story being submitted and finally being se nt in the GEN 
feed, and that includes using journalism in making calls and research to 
develop its article. 

But a look at the GEN books however shows an interesting twist on 
the comment from Jane. BuzzFeed says they can identify a list of 10 
stories which they published from Gentral European News, which they 
then listed for readers to check. 

The reality is that even when BuzzFeed told GEN they had used copy, 
they did not want to pay. And now in thelr own online artlcle they have 

78 BuzzFeed pay 50 GBP or CEN depending wh ether was the 
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handed the 

ofthose 

The others 

Winter 
Russian 

Bear Attack 
A Man In China ktnn""cpn 

Justin Bieber Hirlot(me 

Ended 
Parasites After T 00 Much Sashimi 
The Unluckiest Man In The World Set His LAJllöLlö 

Fireworks Man/age Proposal 
A University Student Died At A Bank After For A 
Fourth Time In 10 
Boy Shocked Electricity He Has Superpowers Like AII",nn.",tn 

Russian Footballer Hires Muzz/ed, Bear Für Son's 
Birthday Party 

In addition, CEN identified other stories that we also invoiced them for 
after publication wh ich they never paid either: 

Possessed Girl Shown Being Taken To Hospital 
* Clumsy Chinese Man Explains How Private Parts Slipped Into Pipe 
When He Fell 
Shrink Wrap Coup/es To Preserve The Essence Of Being In Love 
Bust Breasts Need To Be Reduced Says Culture Ministry 
Mutant Rat Chases Swiss Family Out Of Their Kitchen 

* River So Polluted It Catches Fire 
* Forgotten Chinese City Becomes Diving Paradise 

And in addition to that, there were hundreds of articles that CEN 
would argue are its copyright, because they were found in obscure local 
media in a foreign language or fram other sourees, and CEN worked on 
them check them, find the that an 
intemational audience are 
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clients who published them, In many cases these were then taken 
BuzzFeed who pu! nothing back into the communal pot, but had the 
clicks in return, 

In total CEN has enriched the BuzzFeed with hundreds 
stories, to date, have for tWQ, 
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Chapter 5 

An Insighf Info BuzzFeed 

the blame for the fact that GEN has been able to eireulate such 
dubious storfes does not rest with Michael alone: He was able to 
build his business beeause news were so eager to 

what GEN had to seil, that their readers would up 
these lurid tales of and 

- BuzzFeed artiele on CEN. 

When the BuzzFeed story broke It seemed to the casual 
reader to be a damning indictment of the way the agency worked. And 
while a very small number of peopte got in touch to say they feit the 
article was clearly with an agenda, there were many more like Filip 
Struharik who clearly feit that it had weight, and who feit that the 
research and insight offered the BuzzFeed journalists was careful 
and balanced. 

It was billed as areport by BuzzFeecfs UK investigations unit, which 
we already know is headed by Heidi Blake, and three other's prepared 
to step in the firing tine to help BuzzFeed with its story. 

The first of these was Craig Silverman, who according to BuzzFeed 
News is an 'award-winning journalist for his exposes of rake news'. He 
is also the mastermind of a web site that 
claims to be a campaigning attempt to expose false stories in the news, 
and constantly looks to expose the wrong doing of BuzzFeed rivals, but 
not it seems an expose of BuzzFeed, which at the time of publishing 
remains absent from his campaigning site. 

According to BuzzFeecfs own PR blurb, Silverman became famous 
on discovering that the now infamous Justin Bieber ringtone story was 
'a CEN fake' In the follow up BuzzFeed article that has put Silverman 
and the others that worked with him on the map, BuzzFeed re ports that: 
"Since writing this artie/e, Si/verman has been appointed as the 
founding editor of BuzzFeed Canada". 

Interestingly, in a different report, an interview with Silverman in the 
Globe and Mai! carried out before the BuzzFeed report was published, 
It reveals that Silverman's hiring by BuzzFeed 'grew out of reporting he 
did with the British division of BuzzFeed about an Austria-based news 
ageney that has been the souree of numerous fake stories', 

His hiring was announced on 24th April, the same day the 
BuzzFeed GEN files were but the Globe and Mai! writes that 
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their interview was carried out 'this week before BuzzFeed announced 
his hiring on Friday'. 

What was meant in that interview, carried out a week by the 
rI'r',nn'mn he The only he did about CEN 

of Bullsh*t News· was an that was 
for the Institute. If that was what he was referring to, then 
did he not admit he was also for BuzzFeed at that time? 

In his article he wrote the fnllln'A!'jnn 

"Bear attack foiled 
check" 

Silverman 
Published 20142:42 

A 

the span of about an hour, on the websites of The 
Week, Elite Daily, the Dally Mirror, the New York Post, Mediaite, an 
ABC among others, 

'Here's how the New Posfs story 'Even bears can't 
stand Justin Biebers music. A fisherman in Russla was being attacked 

a brown bear and death when his Justin Bleber ringtone 
went off and sen i the beast fleeing into the fores!.' Animals? Check A 
strange and amazing turn of events? Check Justin Bieber angle when 
he's afready in the news for a run-in with Or/ando Bloom? Check Too 
good to check? Check 

"But next thing you know, NPR's 'Morning Edition' covers It, and 
ends up in a Seth Meyers monofogue: 

"Here's the issue the first story of the bear attack was published in 
Russian /anguage publication Pravda back on July 31 - and it says 
nothing about Justin Bleber. 

"At some point in maklng the leap to Engllsh. someone added a detail 
to the story that transformed it Into a viral hit. According to Google 
Trans/ate, the original Russian version said the bear was scared away 
when Igor Vorozhbitsyn's phone began speaking out the current time, 
So, yes, the phone apparent/y scared off the bear mid-mauling. Buf no 
BIeber. 

"Dld Vorozhbitsyn change his story in a subsequent interviewend 
realize It was BIeber el/ a/ong? 

"Or dld someone insert a seemlng/y fa/se Justin Bieber angle Info the 
story? 

"Point of Bieberfication 

http://www.poynter"org/news/mediawire/261 
biebers-m usic-a-story-too-good-to-checki 
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"The bear-and-Bieber stories all carried the same pictures of 
Vorozhbitsyn. had the same quotes of him explaining that his 
granddaughter had put the ringtone on his phone, 

quote the same 'wildlife "Sometimes a shock can 
stop an angry bear in its tracks and that ringtone would be a very 
Jn€~XDeC,[ea sound for a bear, " 

thanks for that to round out the 
anonymous wildlife expert with no credentia/s! 

"The symmetry in the storfes is because they all used the information 
contained in a single English language report from a site cal/ed the 
Austrian Times, Ws led a Brit named Michael Leidig, who also owns 
the Gentral European News agency name is listed in the domain 
owership [sie?] records for the sites, as weil as for GEN's affiliate 
agency, 

"After the Austrian Times/GEN published the story, it to 
MailOnline, 

'Once Mai/Onfine had It, the story was off and running, Bieber and the 
bear was the real deal, and everyone wanted to plant a flag on it As of 
fhis writing, MailOnline's story has racked up over 13,000 shares, 

''[he images are the first clue as to where the story rea/ly came from 
Mai/Onfine clted GEN as the copyright holder of the image it used, But 
the Austrian Times story credits Pravda with the image on fts story, A 
search on the Pravda webslte tumed up the original article with its 
images and Bieber-Iess reporting, 

"So how did the Austrian Times leam of the Bieber angle that Pravda 
apparently missed? 

"No answer from Austrian Times/GEN/EuroPics 
cal/ed the offices of the Austrian Times and first asked to speak with 

David Rogers, who is the only person /isted on the site, (He is both its 
ombudsman and its primary sales contact) 

spoke with a woman who said Rogers was not in the office, When I 
asked about the story, she sald she would follow up with thelr office In 
Russia to get the details and would call me back. I asked if their office 
there typically rewrites things from wires and local press, 

" 'A lot of storles are found on the wlre or in local media but also {rom 
local interviews on the ground, or we speak to the reporters who wrote 
them; we speak to police to get things confirmed, ' she said. 

"I cal/ed her again later that day to ask If she had news trom the 
Russlan office, and she said they are offen hard to get a hold of. She 
never got back to me, 

"I also cal/ed and emailed Leidig, owner of both the Austrian fimes, 
GEN and EuroPics. A man who answered the phone at the GEN office 
said Leidig is on vacation in Romania, 

who has lived Austria for some time, says nothing about 
GEN websites, he has extensive 
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Wikiped/a page, In the sect/on about CEN, lists MailOnline as one of 
its clients, that and much of the page itself offers no citation for 
the claim. 2013, a book about Ponzi schemer 

aChievements, the Wikipedia 
page includes this passage: also a for greater 

for which describes as the coalface of 
favour of more from 

credit to source material and 
of news, that if the joumalists 

will the content worth 
an article on the Austrian 

Times, Stil!, one would hope is therefore eaming some revenue 
from the story and that CEN and the Austr/an Times UIL,,,f\r;;V 

from its site. (I contacted Pravda to ask about the images and the story, 
but have not yet heard 

"For their part, the Austrian Times, CEN and EuroPics have stopped 
to me, After rece/ving no information {rom their Russian bureau, 

senf a detailed email Thursday with questions about the Bieber 
version of the Pravda story and fts use - and poss/ble resale - of 
Pravda images. No has replied or retumed my calls, 

'Meanwhile, the irres/stibly Bieberfied version of the story continues to 
spread. Entertainment webs/tes and news organizat/ons give it the 
quick rewrite treatment and link to each others versions, completely 
obscuring the dubious origins of the story, 

'Too good to check, and now, suspect, too entrenched to ever be 
really corrected. " 

On the face of it a good debunking, but like the other BuzzFeed 
eritieisms does it really stand up to serutiny? 

One of the obvious eriticisms is where the article says the Bieber 
article publieations "quote the same wild/ire expert saying, 'Sometimes 
a sharp shock can stop an angry bear in its tracks and that ringtone 
would be a very unexpeeted sound for a bear'. " 

Silverman adds sareastieally in the next line: "Hey, thanks for that too
perfeet quote to round out the story, anonymous wildlife expert with no 
eredentialsl" 

But on the too perfeet quotes used by BuzzFeed in its own story to 
baek up the claim that all CEN stories are not trustworthy, or rather 
"utter fueking shit" to quote BuzzFeed direetly, he has said very little. 

In its article about CEN, Silverman and the BuzzFeed team wrote: 
"BuzzFeed News spoke to staffers from multiple British news 
organisations, a/l of whom expressed sceptieism about the ageney's 
output, although none were willing to be quoted on the reeord, One 
person, who works on the desk of a major British publisher and 
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that thelr 'bosses would kill them', 

"The anonymous do not trust a bit of what 
send 

For BuzzFeed, however, making up or rather, as say, 
anonymous sources to BuzzFeed is the same 

for the course, It is even enshrined "The BuzzFeed 
.'it::;.nfii'lrrf<z: And Ethics GUiden

, 

says: 
writers should to 

i'lrll'AAtr1n to let them be anonymous, .-":-IHP,r.« 

souree is anonymous and include an ov,,,[,,,,n,,,,fi,,n 

the reader will understand, When PO"SIl)le, 
sources with thefr editor; very extreme ease, 
whieh ease the editor-in-chief and executive editor for news should be 
eonsulted to We don't number of 
anonymous sourees to a One well-placed 
anonymous souree is worth more than four anonymous sources 
who are a/l repeating the same rumor. 

It is worth that this guide to ethies and editorial standards is 
clearly in a dusty part of the BuzzFeed website where few of its 900 
staff bother to go. Such a glaring error as to say'One well-plaeed 
anonymous source IS worth more than four anonymous sourees" is 
clearly a non sense that should leap out at any journalist. 

But putting that to one side, according to BuzzFeed's own guide, it is 
perfectly OK to have anonymous quotes to help along its stories about 
CEN or others, 

And the anonymous source then added that they have "raised the 
issue several limes with thelr news desk, but that CEN's stories 'bring in 
clicks, so no one seems to care that much' " 

Despite the use of anonymous sources in his report about anonymous 
sources, it did not deter the G/obe and Mail fram describing Silverman 
as a 'Ieadlng warrior against take viral content', One would assume that 
such a warrior would of course bring out the sword of truth to campaign 
against anonymous quotes, but only it seems when it comes to the 
quotes of others. 

The Globe and Mait report on Silverman continued: "Last summer, 
BuzzFeed and many others fell for an item published by Central 
European News about a bear that attacked a Russian man and was 
scared off by his Justin Bieber ringtone, In areport for the Poynter 
journalism institute, where he is an adjunct member of the faculty, 
Silverman, aufhar of Regret the Error: How Media Mistakes Pol/ute the 
Press and Imperil Free Speech, traced the tao-good-to-be-true story to 
a newspaper, which made mention Bieber" 
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If he was working with BuzzFeed at the time, Silverman's contact with 
GEN when he did his expose made no mention of his future 

as the correspondence to his 'investigation' 
iIIustrates: 

From: Graig Silverman lf!l>':!fI!~1I\Ijt!!l~1!J11JJJJ~1!11!:!!LJ'dQL!1I 
Sent: 07 August 201417:07 
Ta: GEN Online Desk: 

Helfo all, 

I'm fo/lowing up on this correspondenee, and the three conversations I 
had with people at the Austrian Times/EuroPies/GEN office. As I noted 
on the phone and in the emails below. /'m trying to determine how this 
story from Pravda dated July 31 about a bear attack evolved to ine/ude 
a mention of Justin Bieber: !1!1Q,~'l!!1:'l"'=~~:=:.='=c=.~~.~= 

The Bieber reference first appeared in your Austrian Times: 

Your story also includes an image used in the Pravda report, and those 
images and the details of the story are subsequently credited to GEN 
on a var/ety of US and UK news webs/tes. 

As noted below, I'd like to have a response from you to these 
questions: 

• How did you gather the bear attack information for your story? 
• Gan you explain why your aceount differs from Pravda's regarding the 
ringtone? 
• Did you pay to license the images from Pravda? 
• Is MailOnlfne a GEN elfent? 

I plan to publish my story today by 2:30 pm ET (Ws now 11am ET), and 
would appreeiate a response before. I understand Mr. Leidig is away, 
but as I'm sure you'lI appreciate, Ws not possible to wait two weeks to 
publish. f'II also have a comment from Pravda for my story. Thank you. 
Best rc""",rrl" 
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He never did the comment from Pravda, or from the Fisherman, or 
from but that does not seem to matter in Craig Silverman's world 
where online research is, it seems, all that is needed to check if a story 
is correct 

Incredible though it may seem, but there are a generation of 
journalists like Silverman and Alan White that do not realise it can still 
be true just because you do not find it online. 

As Michael said about the Silverman Bieber article: "As he 
pointed out I was in Romania, and the time had returned 

he had already published. Yet in the article he wrote, a professional can 
see that he had never spoken to the Russian man, had never spoken to 
the joumalist who wrote the original Russian story, and had never 
spoken to the police, rescuers or indeed anyone else involved. 

"CEN did speak to the paper to get permission to use the picture, and 
we did speak to the police. 

"With no complaint from anybody other than Silverman who based his 
investigation purelyon a quote in an online newspaper, we 
decided to ignore it 

"There were other considerations, one of those being that journalists 
end up with enemies, and if anyone wants to try and damage what we 
do here, they need to know who we are and what we are. If they build 
that on stories like this by Silverman which seemed to me at the time to 
have nothing to back it up, they are going to weaken their case." 

Was the story true? CEN had a Russian freelance correspondent that 
was employed to find out what the ring tone was and sort out other 
maUers such as getting the illustrations. As far as the agency is 
concerned the correspondent was a reliable contributor, and if it was 
wrong, it would have been a first 

Looking at the items written after the row broke out, where the 
fisherman was again interviewed by Russian media, the likelihood is 
that the CEN story was wrong. But based on wh at Silverman did, there 
was nothing at all that indicated the story was a fake apart from one 
translation of an article from a Russian paper - and there was no 
original reporting that brought him any results from the fishermen, the 
newspaper or from CEN. All refused to talk to him. 

Michael Leidig said: "Someone could go to the fisherman now and 
ask him if it was true, and get an answer. That will prove it one way or 
another. But it will not change the fact that if Silverman is right, he was 
simply lucky, as he didn't have a single fact in his article from anyone 
thai counted to prove his case. Right or wrong, stories based on wh at 
you find on li ne are a way to go forward. 
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'The way the recent BuzzFeed artiele was repeated worldwide is a 
elear of why the Internet can be a dangerous place to look for 
information, as it's fu!! of a lot of misinformation and anybody using It to 
prove a needs to tread 

"We did not the artiele as it seemed weak and with little 
substance, and we assumed that if anyone ever tried to use It 
us it would be an easy one to take Of course, we did not realise 
the next time referenced the artlcle would be Silverman 

else is known about Silverman other than the fact that the 
story on CEN story made him and it has been great for his 

As noted above the story has gone worldwide, 
praise for Silverman for his work CEN, Many admirers like 
the reporter Struhitrik from 1771-"'a.r; have been rewarding him 
with free plugs not just for his fight fake news but for nrr,":"~t,,, 
like his books, 

In his article urged journalists that want to know how to spot a 
fake to use one simple step to check up the authenticity of material. The 
instructions for journalists, he said, may be found in an excellent book -
the 'Verifieation Handbook' edited Silverman, which 
helpfully provlded a link for and the note 'now ava/lable for downloading 
here' 

The Globe and Mai! artlcle in which Silverman gushed about his 
campaign against viral news went on: "Part of his foeus at BuzzFeed 
will be helping the site expand fts fight against fake news, Last year, 
Silverman launehed Emergent, a projeet designed to fight the spread of 
viral news, It was a site that debunks stories, again using algorithrns, 
which means a formula to analyse online content, but he admitted this 
week that he has put It on hold as it apparently does not work. The 
reason, as any journalist could tell him, is that the only person that can 
really tell if a journalist is making up a story is another journalist 

In the BuzzFeed artiele published on 24 April he points out: "A list of 
those stories we have been unable to verify has been added to 
Emergent, and we will update them If fresh information comes in." What 
he did not mention at this point was that Silverman is the owner of 
Emergent, or that it was no longer aetlve, at least in debunklng stories. 
But as a hall of shame devoted to posting stories of BuzzFeed rivals 
and ralsing questions about their credibility - it was clearly perfeel. 

True, it was referred to that Sllverman Is the owner of Emergent in the 
7,000 word artiele above that few people commenting wanted to read, 
but in the footnote at the bottorn that plugged Emergent it made no 
reference to his vested interest in the site, and nowhere did it mention It 
was a dead project It is strange, as usually he likes to plug his pet 

There are many sltes where he waxes about the 
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technology behind Emergent, and indeed, it seems to be turning over 
impressive traffic on the back of the BuzzFeed link. 

Of course, the fact that it does not work is not very often ",,,.n"Anari 

at least not by Mr Silverman. 
He also does not mention that he has not many 

in fact there are 61 stories on the site, which is slightly more 
than the 41 items about CEN that he claims that looked at 

Of the 61 items, none of those are BuzzFeed stories, but there are 
stories from UK tabloids like The Of MailOnline. 

The MailOnline stories inc!ude ones like this: "The woman behind the 
DC Collector YouTube channel 

is a former pom star" The viral debunker has said that 
has so far not been verified, but if you go to theMail link 

you an interesting paragraph the story: the New 
York Times and BuzzFeed website to establish their identity 
though they were able to Florida as the loeation of those 
behind the ehannel whieh is nothing to do with Disney itself. Buf Dally 
Mai/.eom has been tofd the identities of the pair former neighbours 
and a close friend - and has used ava/fable property reeords. " 

So the Daily Mail had got an exclusive that BuzzFeed did not get 
using real journalism, and as a result someone, seems Silverman, 
was tasked with the idea of debunking it As at the time of writing this, 
Emergent had failed to do so, 

It is also interesting to note that when he did his story on Justin Bieber 
and the bear, he only asked four questions, and one of those was '/s 
MailOnline a GEN client?' Of all the many media that republished the 
Bieber story, the MailOnfinewas notthe first and notalone, so one 
wonders why the MailOnline seems to be of such interest to Silverman? 

The high-tech online tool of warrior Silverman in one case only -
makes a point of highlighting that one of the stories it is working on was 
picked up and republished by - yes - MaifOnfine. In none of the other 
61 items is the re-publisher named. In his story about GEN from 24 
April he writes: "GEN fists MailOnline as one of its elients." 

His enthusiasm for singling out the MailOnfine is evident in both of his 
CEN stories. In the Bieber article he writes 'In the seetlon about GEN, It 
fists Ma/IOnline as one of /ts efients,' and in his BuzzFeed CEN expose 
he mentions theMai! 20 times, with sentences like CEN 'content is 
often frequently in the Most Read section on theMail Online', The Mail 
even ends up as a sub-headline in the story, and another item on 
MailOnline from CEN had been "shared 40,000 times" 

htlp:!!www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2958242/Brazilian-former-pom-star
Diane-DeJesus-mystery-figure-5m illion-year -Y ou T ube-sensation-DC-T oys
Collector.html 
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In his CEN exclusive of 
reveal that the site 
not mention that he is 
rtP\lplnntnn the idea. 

of April when he conveniently does not 
no in use, he also does 

for an investor or a to in 

find out that bit of information, i1 was necessary to go to an article 
on where he worked and where it states: 'The 
real-time rumour tracker founded 

Silverman has gone dormant since fts 
interview 

I-nl<>r,n<>,"J after he 
which sprung with the Tow Center 
Joumalism, has been at a standstill for about tvvo weeks. 

It goes on: "Meanwhile, the future of remains uncertain. 
And towards the end: 'That doesnt mean the site is rn'TIn/At", 

however. Silverman is and says the 
data gathered is available at no to anyone who 
wants It (NB: That means 61 He plans to leave the site up for 
the immediate future before a final determination of fts fate. " 

Apparently, he had tried to bring to BuzzFeed, but the viral news 
outlet decided against it, because 'the technology it's built upon 
doesn't mesh weil with that of BuzzFeed's'. Of course, it could also be 
to do with the fact that as mentioned, if you want to take journalism 
apart, you need to do journalism. 

As an example, still online on Emergent and marked as unverified is a 
claim that "IBM will cut more than 110,000 jobs this week" the original 
article was published on 22 Jan, so a week later if there were no job 
cuts it was false. If there were job cuts, It was true. Three months later 
however Emergent is still not sure if it's true or false. So much for 
algorithm journalism. 

Silverman gave an interview with a friend of his called Matthew 
Ingram on the site Gigaom. Unlike Silverman, who failed to declare an 
interest when plugging Emergent, Ingram correctly admitted at the top 
of the interview that he and Silverman were friends. 

To quote the article, he wrote: "So how does Emergent work? 
Silverman and a research assistant comb through soc/al media and 
news websites using a varlety of feeds, alerts and filters, and then enter 
claims that need debunklng into the database and assign what 
Silverman calls a 'truthness' rating that marks each report as supporting 
the claim (I.e. statlng It to be lrue), debunking it in some way or simply 
repeating it. At that point, an algorithm takes over, and watches the 
URLs of the storfes or posts that Silverman and his assistant entered 
into the database to see whether the content has been changed - that 
is, updated with a correction or some evidence that suggests Ws true or 
false. If there's evidence, status the claim is changed, but 
that decision is made 
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According to Michael Leidig: 'The idea of course is ridiculous 
, .. ,,, .. ,,,,,..,,,,,, of what algorithm he uses. his own admission in his 
article about GEN, the Intemet is full of nonsense. who is a 
news knows that you cannot check a story 
Internet research Instead, it has to be done by back to 
bastes and doing the story with internet research as an aide 
The real work is on the on the doof. and 

at material like court papers, company and if 
POssflble trusted contacts. Yet his entire career in 
seems dedicated down fellow 
internet research," 

The article then goes on about the fact that fans of his work can 
continue to follow It over at BuzzFeed and says: "One of the things 
know for sure is there are a lot of over at BuzzFeed who are 

and verifying things," 
It in that case be worth that the story about 

Bieber that BuzzFeed and Silverman were so keen to expose was still 
on thelr site, uncorrected, even as rushed to publish their own 
report about and it was corrected when their 
readers f1agged it up the same day, Under the headline: Russian 

Says His Justin Bieber Ringtone Saved Him From A Bear Attack" 
the site has now added: CORRECTION 

As BuzzFeed News has reported elsewhere, it tums out that the 
phone wasn't playing a Justin Bieber ringtone. April 24, 2015, at 8:33 
p.m. 

To quote the great 'warrior' himself at the end of his now famous 
Poynter article: "Too good to check, and now, I suspect, too entrenched 
to ever be really corrected." 

On Emergent, Silverman's own page, it correctly says that the Bieber 
story is a hoax, writing: "Reporting by Emergent's editor revealed the 
hoax. The story of the bear attack was true, but the detail about a Justin 
Bieber ringtone was fabricated," 

So Silverman may claim that there are a lot of people over at 
BuzzFeed who are checking and verifying things, but Emergent, it 
seems, is not one of their sourees. 

His pointing out that Emergent was the place where he had put the 
CEN stories to be checked also raises the question as to why a dead 
site is being plugged by Silverman, the champion of press standards. 
Gould it be that he wanted to keep it up there for a possible sale? 
Gonsidering that he is at the same time putting the boot into a 
BuzzFeed rival, it is surely important to be especially cautious and 
declare everything? 

Af',rnrrlrnn to BuzzFeed's own editorial standards policy, under the 
of Interest and Disclosure" states 

'is this a conf/ict interest?' Readers are also a 
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good barometer for this; take a moment to consider whether the reader 
would see a eonfliet of interest. Writers and editors should diselose If 

have a finane/al or stake - is the a frfend or 
other? Have you disclosed this? - in the issue are 

l-.'an","'a"0 should not have a ftnancial stake in a company in 
the cover, Cheek with your editor about whether 
disclosure is enough, or whether the should be 

This however then raises the additional that while reporters 
should not have a financial stake in the industry they are 
BuzzFeed can have stake in the coverage of rivals in its own 
business? 

So we have Silverman and we have Heldi 
background behind the whole story and who gets looked at 
in the chapter on the child trafficking investigation. 

What about the other two campaigners for better journalistic 
standards from BuzzFeed that we know were involved? 

One of them is Alan White, mentioned already for his many emails 
complaining that he could not find CEN material anywhere else and 
therefore suggesting it was fake, He is clearly a student of algorithm 
journalism as advocated Silverman where you only need to look 
online to debunk a story, But what else is known about him? 

Although not claiming to be an award winning journalist and award 
winning author like Silverman, he boasts of being a journalist working 
for Private Eye and the Observer, Times, The National and the TLS. He 
has posted 1,400+ stories on BuzzFeed at the time of looking at his 
page, 

He began his GerBer as an English teacher and worked as a TV 
development producer before becoming a journalist, and as weil as the 
impressive line-up of publications already mentioned that he works for, 
he is the author of two books, The Shadow State (to be published in 
2015) a study of government outsourcing, and One Blood (under the 
pen name John Heale), a 'critica/ly-acc/aimed investigation of British 
street gangs' 

And although he boasts about working for many of the same worthy 
publications as CEN, on BuzzFeed's own site, looking back over only 
the last two pages available of his work it is clear his articles include 
such worthy journalistic ideals as: 7 People Who Got Unspeakably 
Homy Due To Game Of Thrones,' and of course the classic that will 
make his Oxford university and City Journalism College professors 
proud: '37 Things That Will Make You Grin Uke A Buffoon. ,82 
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In the two pages, which includes around 40 stones, he does include 
the occasional decent story, two in although both of which 
were pUblished him in a reduced form 24 hours after GEN gave them 
to the world, 

One was a story about a politician 
insulting T-shirt, and the other about a 
crime gang owners were arrested. 

These were the GEN Stories with 
stories with times: 

next to a child with an 
that also gave up when its 

times and the BuzzFeed 

7, 2015, at 6:25 p.m. 
5, at 11 :40am. 

Gould it be he has an axe to grind about the fact that his stories had 
gone viral 24+ hours earlier via GEN? If the snapshot of his work is 
anything to go by then it is possible. BuzzFeed may be a big noise in 
America, but in the UK it is having to play second fiddle to the content 
GEN was generating, at least if Alan's efforts are anything to go by. 

GEN staff did not find one story in the two pages of his feed that the 
agency had deemed worth doing - but they found two GEN stories that 
he had lifted from somewhere else, and of course not paid for. 

Alan White was the front man for the BuzzFeed report, Graig 
Silverman only revealed his role at the date of publication, and Heldi 
Blake not at all. But as the online commentator Mark polnted out earlier 
on Press Gazette, her absence only made her all the more 
conspicuous. 

Whatever you may say about Heidi Blake she is a good reporter, and 
she would have seen the warning signs all over the BuzzFeed hatchet 
job a mile away. Graig Silverman may claim to be an expert in viral 
debunkings, but it seems the lure of the glory of breaking this big story 
was simply too much for the 'great warrior against viral news". 

But looking at Alan it is clear that he was perfectly chosen as the man 
to step in the firing line, as if what he has written is anything to go by, 
he has Httle understanding of the way the business works. 

Being a teacher and a TV development producer before moving into 
journalism may have left him off to a slow start but It is also interesting 
that he mentions he studied at Oxford. 

Arecent article by a British 
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of course is Oxford and Cambridge, and Oxford was where 
Aian White who also seems to suffer from an odd lack of curiosity was 
also from. If he was more curious he might have wondered why there 
was not any mention of CEN's investigative work in his final report or 
indeed any mention of the positive work of CEN that he would have 
found in Press Gazette? Why did he think his award loving 
investigations boss did not put her name on the article as weil? Does he 
really believe that it's OK to move from writing about orgasms watehing 
'Game of Thrones' or grinning like a buffoon to a hatchet job on a rival 
without anyone noticing? 

And finally, we come down to the third man, Tom Philips, who claims 
to have bravely made a stance against tabloid fakery now he is working 
for BuzzFeed. We could find very liUle about him of any significance 
apart from the fact that he has taken the occasional snipe at tabloid 
rivals in his writing. But what more do you need to say, he is somebody 
who was happy to work for an employer and 10 years later when he 
finds hirnself working for a rival suddenly finds the courage to reveal the 
shocking details of the rival's business. 

He was quoted liberally in the article revealing details of his time 
working at a London daily when he had to deal with CEN copy. 
According to the BuzzFeed report he had apparently stopped the usage 
of CEN copy on journalistic grounds. The BuzzFeed News report says: 
"Tom Phillips was a news editor at Metro in the UK in the mid-to tale 
2000s, he regularly used CEN storfes, before stopping when he 

became their nature." 
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According to CEN's records there was never any stoppage or even a 
slow-down in the usage of CEN content There was never any 
(Y"'l'1n'OlinT about the standards, and if it was such a big issue, did 
he not contact the Media Guardian, or Private or the Press 
Gazette? They are always for about media fra ud sters. 
did it beeome an issue on whieh he wanted to make a stand when 
he was taken on at BuzzFeed that had an 
down rival ",,,.C>n,'d/ 

as mentioned did not include of Heidi 
BuzzFeed itself says the story about CEN, Michael 

his employees was a Silverman and the 
investigative news team' The UK investigations team is a team of four 
headed by Blake. 

As Michael Leidig said: "The first thing I asked myself is: 'why was her 
name not on the story?' the fact that It was clearly a long 
project in wh ich It was inconceivable that she was not involved as 
department head, and she had the legal letter sent to her prior to 
publication, she was not bylined? In she was not publicly 
involved at any stage despite the fact It is inconceivable that she was 
not aware of i1. Of course, to make the caU to check details as she could 
have done would have confirmed her involvement in the BuzzFeed 
report, and for whatever reason that seems to have been something 
she wanted to avoid. 

"Instead, she ignored my calls and emails and the legal letter and sent 
the author of stories like '17 People Who Gof Unspeakably Horny Due 
To Game Of Thrones' to try and worm his way in here. It was an 
attempt at ambush journalism that has to go down as one of the 
saddest in the history of undercover work. thought he had fallen off his 
seat when he asked for a date to do a puff piece on our 'great' agency 
and our award winning investigations, and we told him to get lost. 

"Did she worry about speaking to me and send the inept Alan White 
because she knew the first thing I would say on tape and on camera is 
'can we go ahead with the Microsoft story?' She knows as weil as I do 
that a freelance or agency can't usually offer a story twice, in case you 
end up with two ordering it at the same time. I would have asked for an 
answer. 

"Or did she suspect me of leaking the details of the child trafficking 
story that went so badly wrong? I have no idea where it broke first, but I 
am sure if that is the case that they may not say where it came from, 
but will confirm it was not trom me or GEN." 

Leidig believes that the probe into the started 
before Blake joined BuzzFeed, a "U;'IJ",'V' 
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many interviews in his campaign against fakes, but the question 
remains as to wh at happened to the offer of the Microsoft corruption 
story, who saw that email, and why was she so keen to not be 
associated with the report even she must have been Inti,m;~tA,lv 
involved? 

Heldi Blake likes the not exactly that fits in weil 
with being an undercover reporter and posslme one of the reasons she 
left the Sunday Times. She won three at the British Journalism 
Awards. 

She in entrapment journallsm, but it's not the only thing 
she does. Her recent investigation into the FIFA Files where the Insight 
team of Blake and Jonathan Calvert obtained hundreds of millions of 
secret documents was a classic example of old-fashioned 
journalism that justified an award. 

But the projects that made her famous were her entrapment probes. 
There are cameras to record the interview in wh ich the unwitling 
suspect boasts of theif connections and abilities, and recordings of 
telephone conversations to prove the point. Based on what we know 
she likes awards, and a name, so why would she have stepped aside 
and let her underlings share the glory? 

In their own press release announcing her appointment BuzzFeed 
said: "BuzzFeed News announced today that It has hired Heldi Blake, 
who has won multiple joumalism awards and is currently an assistant 
editor at The Sunday Times, to build and lead an investigative team In 
the UK. H 

It went on: "In London, Blake will initia/ly lead a team of three 
reporters on ground-breaking untold stories that combine the best of 
traditional reporting with the too/s and philosophy of the social web. 

"Blake will also work closely with Luke Lewis. Editor-In-Chief of 
BuzzFeed UK and the growmg London office. " 

And it continued with a quote from Blake: "I couldn't be more excited 
to be joining BuzzFeed News to lead a brand new investigations team 
in London after three wonderful years at The Sunday Times. Ws a 
chance to combine the fear/ess and forensic reporting that makes Fleet 
Street great with the vibrancy and techn%gical bril/iance that marks 
BuzzFeed out as a defining news organisation of the 21st Century. 
BuzzFeed News has assembled a worfd-class investigations team in 
the US whose outstanding reporting is already blazing a new trail for 
joumafism in the digital age. The London-based team will join them in 
rooting out corruption, holding power to account and breaking seismic 
stories for a ballooning global audience. Ws a watershed moment for 
investigative journalism in Britain and /'m thrilled to be part of It." 

That as we now know started with the investigation into CEN. 
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As Michael says: read that interview and thought It would 
mean a chance to something new, I didn't realise of course that this 
would mean to take down CEN, 

HAs far as am concerned we may be the first viclim of thelr 
in\i'estig:ati<ms unit but will we be the last? to our feed 
and then a year iater that material 
claim got 11, It should raise serious LjU"'''''lIUI 

BuzzFeed with news, Who will be the next agency or 
freelancer that And what will be the reason then? 
argue did not take note of the Microsoft memo, that 
or that It was not even delivered, but cannot 
slories sent to their news queue that then the 
same BuzzFeed InVeS1t1qcnlC,n 

To to find CEN copy is not true, In 
journalism, the end is often seen to justify the means, and deceit and 
subterfuge may be acceptable when It comes to criminal 
enterprises, But with so little at the end of such a long investigation did 
the BuzzFeed CEN report really the deceit? 

HAnd if everyone gets wiped out where will news come from? 
BuzzFeed? Is that the future? Will there simply be BuzzFeed style news 
organisation feeding on themselves in an ever smaller ekele generating 
mindless cliek bait with sensational headlines and Httle er no content? 
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Chapter6 

And Finally 

re cent years, GEN has became one of the Westem media's 
nmn::<J'1I sources of and stanes, 

often bizarre, gruesome, or ideally all three , 
- BuzzFeed article on CEN, 

BuzzFeed started ta king GEN news items after them 
in 201 Despite their later denial of being a customer, in that time, 
upwards of 8,000 emails with GEN material eomplete with confidential 
notes on sourees to editors, video links and pietures have been 
.;:>UIJI-"'<:>U for the BuzzFeed news queue and therefore were available for 
the Heldi Blake-Ied UK team to read, This includes 
warnings on possible areas of the veracity of sources, and 
other confidential notes. 

As a eustomer, they also had the right to ask about any story, and 
they did with phone calls and emails. This gave them further valuable 
insight into the way GEN operates, 

As Michael Leidig sums it up: "Over the course of a year we ean 
prove wlth email traffie that numerous BuzzFeed staff reeeived all of our 
new items, Those would have been available to anyone in their news 
team that aceessed their system," 

BuzzFeed would probably have had liUle detail about GEN prior to 
2013. With no visible independent online presence, It works B2B, 
supplying news and information to professional media outlets. 

And although BuzzFeed deny it, GEN and BuzzFeed in what they 
produce are very clearly rivals, They look for the same news content, as 
demonstrated by Alan White's recycling of GEN news 24 hours laier. 
The only way the two dlffer is in the way of publishing. And as a result 
there was on the face of It no reason for GEN to say no when BuzzFeed 
eontacted them and asked for content, there would have been no 
reason to suspect that it was for any reason other than to republish. 

As Leidig adds: "Our business is not selling adverts to Microsoft, or 
doing high profile PR campaigns disguised as news, it is purely about 
providing content to our clients, It is enormously liberating as a 

do whatever you think of our 
enrunrln viral news before 
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organisations who then publish lt first We also do award-winning 
investigative journalism, and we do campaigning journalism, and we 
fight for the rights of freelancers and other small to 
build projects helping freelancers to connect and to get published. 

"And most of all, even though that heard of us through 
BuzzFeed may be surprised, we believe in the profession." 

Most people will know news wire like Reuters or 
Associated Press, but few - and that includes an American news 
organisation like BuzzFeed would be aware that there is also a 
flourishing market for small like GEN across the UK, 

They grew out of the 
rr.t·ro',nr,nrlont", - in every town in 
most major world where there were not staff correspondents 

in place, or freelancers like these became the 
backbone of the British newspaper industry. They dug, they found the 
nuggets, and polished them and sold them on for shining display in 
newspapers and magazines. When staffing roles were cut back ever 
more as the financial pressures grew on newspapers, the importance of 
agencies like GEN grew. Initially each agency was unique by its 
geographical location, but later some of them started to specialise. An 
agency located near one of the big UK football clubs might have started 
focusing purelyon sport, whereas another agency in the home of the 
Royals in Windsor might have begun concentrating on the Royal family. 
Some of those agencies like South West expanded to become 
organisations in the UK with editorial teams to rival the national 
newspapers they were supplying, while others like Barcroft or South 
West or Splash have expanded beyond the borders of the UK to 
become truly international news organisations. 

Leidig said: "GEN has always been a small player for many reasons 
with what some might say is a 20 year unhealthy obsession with quirky 
news, but 18 months ago this section of our business started to expand 
rapidly. There is enormous interest in quirky news if you have 
correspondents around the world capable of delivering quality conte nt 
Having been in operation since 1995, we have an established 
relationship with many UK newspapers. 

"Our agency has always produced viral news, which was then known 
in the print business as quirky news, and in broadcast journalism as the 
'And Finally' news, designed to leave the viewer or listener with a smile. 
It is one of the reasons that we have buHt agiobai network of 
correspondents in a business that invests all of the profits back into 
journalism. 

"On the viral news that we generate, the product now is not much 
different to what It was 20-years-ago to the reader. In fact, the 
difference is that we now cover the entire world, whereas before we 

concentrated central and eastern 
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"But the way that news is gathered has changed so much that it's no 
recognisable. It was a business model that worked in 1995 

because in this nrc._lnrornOT 

the process of out in the same way as 
cut back on district reporters in the UK. That was leaving them with 

little or no coverage from countries for stories that were not up 
Reuters or Associated Press. 

"With staff on the ground in countries in central and Eastem 
we could fill that gap, for the Indeed at that time, it 
was the papers like the fimes and the or 
broadcasters like the BBC, that had real and a for 

news. 
"lr()nl,,.,"'IIV the quirky news for which we have now come under 

fire, although it has been present in what we do, was far from 
being a big part of our business for most of the time. It is rAr"t::l,nl" 

something that was tacked on because we could no 
news. 

"For sure the biggest income especially in the early days came from 
working for the Guardian, and Sunday Times - which 
was later to providing content to the fimes and 
The Observer was also later a elient 

"In the news business in which we operate we supply clients that have 
a elearly defined market, but the type of journalism we do is ac ross a 
spectrum that is as broad as our elient base. It might be an in-depth 
look at a business for a specialist trade magazine or a human interest 
feature for a woman's magazine, it could be an undercover 
investigation for the Sunday Times insight team or research for a TV 
documentary, And it could equally be hunting down Nazi war criminals 
for the Sun." 

Organisations attempting to run so called 'quality' and 'tabloid' 
journalism in the same stable quickly came under fire. The public 
perception might be that the Times publishes only law reports and The 
Sun only topless models, when the truth is that a balance of light and 
heavy stories can be found in all broadsheet and tabloid newspapers. 

Andrew Phelps from the Nieman Journalism Lab once pOinted out 
that one of the most popular online sites, Gawker, seemed to contain 
two opposite types of content ranging from Chinese goats on the one 
hand, and real journalism on the other, 

He noted: "Half of the people think Gawker is diluting its high-quality 
material with Chinese goats; the other half think Gawker should stick to 
Chinese goats and stop trying to do real journalism." 

But the reality is that an ability to write across a broad spectrum can 
only benefit a writer. To criticise a tabloid journalist, you need to be able 

tabloid as because then can you 
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understand the demands, the and how to areport 
that meets the standard, 

Tabloid media has suffered in recent years with 
and sensationalist PR but the 

is that It should also be about on the in 
about the story of whether it is 

correct - and in many cases in the ball on a 
that otherwise never have been noticed. 

T abloid media also deals with serious issues of course, but ::ltt,pmntc: 

to them in a form where are to bother to read them, 
the of women, children Of an im als, for These issues am 
dealt with every CEN and unlike many news media are tackled 

both a tabloid and a news feed. 
When It comes to any issue, tabloid writers are the SWAT 

team that kick the doors down and in with all and 
writers are the forensic team move in to make 

sure they nail the bad guys. 
leidig said: "When the alm of any Is the need to inform, 

educate and entertain, I would argue that to write for The Sun you need 
to be able to entertain, but to write for the Financiaf Times Of the Times 
you learn about informing and educating, But understanding of the 
entire spectrum actually helps to do all three. Many broadsheet 
journalists would benefit from being able to tell their lengthy and 
sometimes dull stories in the form used by the tabloids, and likewise 
tabloid wrlters would benefit sometimes from using facts that are often 
far more sensational than the tabloid buzz words they are encased in. 

"As for CEN, variety has always been a strength. But as with Gawker, 
now our Chinese goats are being used to destroy the rest of wh at we 
do instead of to strengthen 11." 

Unlike the public, the media professionals CEN works with such as 
the desk editors judge It on wh at It delivers, and there is a maxim in the 
business that you are only as good as your last story. Get It wrong and 
you will not be asked again. 

CEN does not only deliver copy that can be cut and pasted to the 
page, the newspapers and magazines of the world also contact CEN 
when they do not have somebody in the right place at the fight time, 
and they want CEN to provide freelance cover. That might be a football 
match, a visitlng celebrity, arequest at the local version of Companies 
House or something more complicated like unravelling a family tree. 

It has the advantage that CEN staff never really know who they are 
going to be working for, or what they are golng to be doing from one 
day to the next And it has the advantage of creating a journalist really 
capable of producing content that matches the BBC definition of what 

,rn'~IIc:m is all about - to to educate and to entertain. So with 
outside the media business aware wh at CEN does, and 
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new clients added all the time, eSloe(;lally as contacts moved from 
one paper to other, it was not a when in December 2013 
BuzzFeed became a elient and for the first time the 
extent and breadth of what GEN was 

The person who contacted the agency was Matthew who had 
worked with Gentral News at AOl and in the three years had 
been, to his email, a fan of Its content. As he wrote to the 
GEN picture desk at the time: HA quick note to let you know that I'm 
moving on from the Picture Desk at UK/AOl UK. It has been a pieasure 
working with you over the last three 

He asked to continue rA,..<>l\/lnfl the GEN news when he was at 
BuzzFeed, but after Items, 15th they were 
haggling about the The orders dried up, but as was not 
cancelled the feed continued. 

The BuzzFeed elaim therefore that they only managed to find 41 
stories to investigate is entirely disingenuous, and the wording is 
one of many exampies of the way BuzzFeed news attempts to 
manipuiate the facts. They wrote: HBecause BuzzFeed is no longer one 
of GEN's it has sometimes proved impossible for us to verify 
absolutely that a particular story has been circulated by GEN, as 
opposed to just the pictures on which fts credit sits ... " 

As mentioned, emails in the GEN database prove this claim to be 
untrue. They show that GEN were sending every story written complete 
with video and pictures as requested to the addresses requested by 
Matthew between December 2013 and the end of 2014, and that it 
continued after that to some isolated addresses like 
rlQIDE!!lli!!!!1~@1:lyj~~QJ;Q!!1, when he asked to be taken off the feed: 

F rom: Richard James [mill1!Q;II~;;m;LJ.g[l!!;~f2l;I~;t§~'&I::1fDJ 
Sent: 12 February201512:17 
To: QIJ!!lli'!J:9IQ~~2QYj::Qirn; ==~=~==.:;.= 
Subject: Please remove me 
Hi there, 
Please can you remove me from your mailing list 
Thank you, 
Richard James I UK News Editor I @richjamesuk 
BuzzFeed: The Soda I News and Entertainment Gompany 
19-21 Hatton Garden, london, EG1 N 8BA 

And the agency's former friend and 
Mathew Blake was also still the 

regular customer 
sent a note on 
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2015 enquiring if GEN could confirm ownership of a set of 
With hindsight maybe the enquiry was not so innocent. 

So BuzzFeed teils the world are not a customer, but negleets to 
mention that after GEN in 2013 wanted to be a customer, 

had for a year received every story the ageney ,."",,,,,,r·,,,tc.r! 
1771'-",a.rl teils the world they found hard to down wh ich 

stories were from GEN: "BuzzFeed News - contrary to the claim made 
in the letter Is no one of GEN's clients, it has sometimes 
proved for us to that a story has 
been eireulated by GEN, as opposed to the on whieh fts 
ered!t we believe that both and story 

the firm 's Invariable have re/led on 
similarities between the copy on the sites and other 
published versions of the or on the fact competfng news 
organisations have produeed near-identieal stories, featuring matehing 
quotes and details, aeeompanied by pietures eredited to GEN. 

So BuzzFeed claimed they were not a eustomer glossing over the 
fact that they still had all the stories as if were a customer. They 
still continued to publish the stories they were sent as if they were a 
customer as weil. And they still asked questions as if they were a 
customer. In fact, the only difference between BuzzFeed and GEN's 
other customers was that they no longer paid for wh at they used, and 
instead said they were sourced fram a GEN elient that had paid for 
them. 

BuzzFeed may feel accepting a praduct, using it and then not paying 
for It by saying they took it fram someone else does not make them a 
customer. But there are few others that would agree. 

In addition, the fact that those stories were sent to BuzzFeed makes 
the sentence above about how hard it was to track GEN copy and 
pictures seem rather flawed. They wrote: "We believe that selling both 
picture and story together is the firm's invariable practice" In rea lity , 
they knew It was the firm's invariable practice because they had the 
stories in their system, pictures, video and text all packaged together 
into one. It was complete with confidential editor notes and attached 
pictures and videos. 

It is also unclear why it then "proved impossible for us to verify 
abso/utely that a particu/ar story has been circulated by GEN"? 

*** 

One of the reason the BuzzFeed report was so damning is that it 
implied such a high percentage of the GEN material was fake or 
embellished. But how many of the GEN stories are suspect in say the 
8,000 news and items that BuzzFeed were sent? Glearly it 
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would be too much to check every one from scratch, but there are 
formulas that can be used to make adecent estimate. 

As any scientist will tell you, in order to answer a question like how 
many of the 8,000 storles that were sent to BuzzFeed are cOfrect, you 

need to take a sampie of 41 and carefully check that number -
as BuzzFeed did. If you one is fake then the chances are 

that the percentage is across the entire selection. So one fake 
story in 41 (2.4%) from a random selection of 8,000 will mean 195 fake 
stories in 8,000. But in BuzzFeed's random selection, there was not 
but 11 that were 'comp/ete fakes', 8 more were 'suspect' because 
added extra detail which had not been reported in other online media, 
and 13 others could not be verified. Only nine were true' And 
that means none at all that were completely true. 

So 11 stories out of 41 is 26.82% wh ich would mean 2,145 stories 
were complete if the percentage was applied to the whole 8,000. 
How believable is it really that 2,145 stories were fake? Can It be true 
that an agency generating that volume of untrue news would not have 
been caught out earlier? These stories were published and republished 
all over the worid, translated and retranslated hundreds and sometimes 
thousands of fimes. 

Of course the formula does not work if one does not take a random 
selection, and instead selec! only the stories where internet research by 
others has already Identified a potential problem. 

CEN for its part was unaware of the BuzzFeed probe as it continued 
to deliver its material to the online site, and at the start of April 2015 the 
agency received a caU that many politicians and business leaders have 
received before them offering something tempting. 

In a summarised form It boiled down to: "Hello Mr Leidig, Alan White, I 
am from BuzzFeed News, I have to say you have a great agency and 
congratulations on all the work you're doing. I think it's fantastic the way 
that you manage to fund serious investigative journalism from a tabloid 
news feed, love to fly over to Vienna to meet you to do a focus on your 
agency." 

The answer was a clear no, but the request was repeated in an email 
se nt as folIows: 

From: Alan White [mailto:alan.white@BuzzFeed.com] 
Sent: Donnerstag, 02. April 2015 10:02 
To:=~=== 
Subject: Follow up interview 

Dear Michael, 

Thanks so much for your time enjoyed "hoff,inn 

and would be to continue aur conversation 
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The idea behind our piece is to explore the challenges of reporting in 
the digital age in depth. and how the appetife for quick-fim viral news 
ean end up serious oxygen I'm 
interested in the way you manage that mix, because our ehaf made It 
elear to me that you're trying to do important, cha/lenging tnV'eSlrla;~tiL'A 
joumalism whi/e at the same time producing a very high va/urne of 

viral or tabloid stones. tm mterested that balance 
works. and /'d love to talk to you about It same more. 

was especially struck your mention of your lengthy invesl'iQcltion 
info child trafficking and your fai/ure so far to secure funding for It, and 
also the mention you made ofwomen's rlghts in Turkey and child abuse 
in China - these are the things that the current onNne ecosystem 
seems to make It harder and /ess rewarding to do, CEN seems to be a 
really Interesting example of quirky stories from across the world 
and tum/ng them around quickly for a Western audience, and then 
using the proceeds you to fund more substantial 
investigations, " 

He then mentions that obvlously there are pitfalls in fast turnaround 
news stories which occasionally do not work, and repeated his offer to 
fly to Vienna despite the fact that the one of the last jobs CEN did with 
BuzzFeed they had wanted to pay 35 USD instead of 50 USD for a 
story, 

The call requesting an interview was taken by Michael Leidig, who 
said: "It never figured in my imagination that Heldi Blake was using the 
same tactics you would expect for a child molester or a Mafioso or a 
corrupt politician to try and gain insight into what we do, 

"What did occur to me was that the person writing the email didn't 
have any understanding of the basics of journalism. He asked for the 
interview, and the instant reply was no, Because BuzzFeed had asked 
to become a customer and was being se nt all of our news for months, I 
made a few extra off the record comments and I found these quoted 
back at me in his email. 

"Off-the-record is in practice the point in an interview between a 
journalist and the possible subject of a story where they get to say 
something without worrying that it will be quoted back at them. In 
practice that often means something along the lines of 'I have no 
comment to make, but off the record, I will sue you if you write anything 
bad about me' 

"However it can work weil with established contacts, so when you go 
to a connection who knows you and trusts you, you can say: 'Off the 
record, what's going on here?' It allows a contact to give a reporter an 
idea if they are on the right track or will need to go in a different 
direction, without the risk of 
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"So when I told Alan White I was talking off the record, did not 
expect to be back in an email to expand on those 
comments, 

the 
interview request, I don'! know 
away with the 
.,mT,.r;rnl~nT victims," 

had further calls from Alan White to resurreet the 
Vienna interview, before finally his cards in a 4,000 word 
email on 16 He said: "It was clear that CEN had been the 
of an in depth into every aspect of our work, and 
now at the last in us a chance 

Selected extracts include: wanted conf/rm as a result of our 
BuzzFeed News is now to an art/eie whieh 

proposes to report that your news agency, is respons/ble for the 
circulaUon of a of stories that have subsequently been proven 
false either in or in their Am'Ir<>I'\! 

"As have mentioned understand that you are 
this viral content for sale in order to fund your laudable investigative 

such as your report into the issue of child trafficking in 
and am keen to reflect this fact in the art/cle, 

"In the course of our research, we have uncovered numerous 
substantive inaccuracies and distortions in CEN content which has 
been sold on to other out/ets around the world We intend to report on 
this pattern as a matter of legftimate public interest and cancern, and 
would be grateful for your response to the points ra/sed below. 

It then lists the items that were later published in the BuzzFeed article 
and concludes: am interested In writing a nuanced and balanced 
piece about the pressures of running an online news organisation in the 
viral internet age, and I am keen to understand the ways in which GEN 
helps fund your in vestigative joumalism, " 

Michael Leidig said: "There is not really any reply that you can make 
to an email like that T 0 my mind it was written by an organisation that 
had an agenda, and that was to attack what we do, If you answer them 
and point out their examples are flawed, they will only find out more. In 
addition, to explain where and how we managed to get the stories that 
were constantly beating BuzzFeed would be to reveal the secrets of 
how we worked to a competitor, and that was not anything we could do. 
Legally though we had to reply, otherwise It would have meant they 
could write wh at they want and we could not easily complain 
afterwards. 

"I could not have claimed I did not see the email, It was sent to the 
firm's UK address, had been emailed to and then sent to our 
clients as weiL 
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"One of my former colleagues now living in France even got a call 
with the same attempt at She cut him off when she realised 
the the and then calied me to ask if I was 
aware were varlous about 
CEN. I asked her to send me an immediate memo while it was fresh in 
her mind and was shocked the contents. 

This is the memo: 

2015 
At 9.49 am GET on 1 2015 

from the number +39 075 572 
the ward under the number. 

A man introduced himself me (I didn't catch name and didn't 
note it down). He said he was from BuzzFeed whieh he asked If I had 
heard of. It rings a vague bell so said yes. it be a elient 
had dealt with in the past. 

He said he was doing areport about stories that go viral on soclal 
media and that in his research he had eome across my name as belng 
one of the founders of GEN. I corrected him saying I had not been a 
founder but had worked there right at the beginning. 

He said he realised that at that time (he gave me the year 
soeial media didn't exist but it was around the birth of the Internet 
and he was interested in how we worked 

In no particular order, details I remember him about GEN: that It 
was founded by Mike Leidig and Tom Hag/er, that there were very few 
of us ar the beginning with me working full time while Mike and Tom 
eontinued part time with Blue Danube Radio. that we also had a 
translator (I didn't mention Lizzie by name). that we basieally seoured 
Austrian news for items whieh might be of interest abroad (the only 
example I gave him was the Austrian law on men doing housework), 
that we had little eompet/tion back then beeause only Reufers had an 
office in Vienna and one of their three members of staff was 
permanently ar the IAEA 

I believe I said we had same stringers in other centralleast European 
countries. 

His fine of questioning then shifted to the veraeity of GEN reports now, 
I immediately said I was only prepared to talk to him about what I saw 
when I was there and was not in a position to eomment about anything 
sinee lieft. 

He persisted, saying they had looked into a number of stories and 
found them to not stand up or that perhaps the pieture was real but the 
story eonneeted with It wasnl repeated my refusal to eomment on 
anything sinee I had been there. 

He also said GEN was nrr".,,,rm,n 

seemed rr.,mnlat.Ail/ 

India Ghina that 
He 
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asked me whether, based on my of working with Mike 
thought him of making up stories. 

told him that did not like the direction his were 
that Mike Leidig was a frlend of mine and I did not want 
answer any more of his UUtl0iilUI 

At some point in the conversation Hnl.AI:;:"'rI.<:: the end) he asked how 
I had been with CEN and when months he seemed 

a liftle Ir hadn't been 
This is my best recol/ection of the conversation which took 

five hours aga. 

showed that BuzzFeed were more 
Michael leidig added: know am repeating myself but it seems 
supremely ironie that the last time we and CEN) worked together, 

pulled out of the project because I didn't approve of her trying to 
entrap gypsy families by offering them cash to seil their 
babies. I offered child trafficking to Heldi and the Sunday fimes Insight 
team, it was my idea, and I have been left scratching my head as to 
why somebody that had worked with me on at least two investigations, 
and could potentially have worked with me on any of the stories above, 
for some reason had opted to work on a story about my agency. 

"In a world of journalism increasingly starved of resources BuzzFeed 
could, I believe, have spent its time better in championing those who 
stick up for the craft and its agents, They could have lauded our efforts 
reporting on child slavery, trafficking, refugees, crime, They could have 
joined in with their own efforts. But the reallty It is an organization which 
feeds from their opponents, and they simply do not want to pay. 

"Over the last few months we have done many serious investigations, 
fram Items like how Iran was hoping to set up trade deals in advance of 
having the trade embargo lifted, arms smuggling or the funding of Isis 
terrorists thraugh to a UN probe into the difficulties of a family with a 
disabled child. 

"None of the above stories can be done in under a month, and often 
they don't even get published, But we still do them and send them out 
and occasionally we find one of our contacts is interested. 

"The fact that we do many stories that sometimes never get published 
shows news is at the heart of what we do, and lt is not really wasted, 
The media landscape we used to have is changed forever, and 
something new is going to emerge, and if our agency is at the centre of 
that in doing something, we're going to be in the right place to catch the 
wave, That is why we invest a lot of money on quality in-depth 
investigations, 

"By far the biggest investigation we have ever done has been the 
trafficking of children that Heldi and Insight so spectacularly messed up. 

involves gangs chiidren fram 
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impoverished Eastern 
in the West for 

mostly Roma, families and them 
and even in one 

documented court case, organ n",r,/o"" 

"It arose out of a related inves'tjg~ltjo,n with a former 
Editor who had wanted some for great 

c>\/I"_",,,tr'hir\(1 for a relaunch of the paper 

"At this stage I'm sure Heldi will be the fact that every 
email that comes and goes fram this company is and also many 
of the conversations are recorded, Purely for training 
purposes of course, and to do with the fact that every time 
<:f'lrnc>l'1f'1(ht calls threats about the latest we are ,A/ArLt"'" 

on, the inevitable question from our elient newspaper is 'did you get 
on tape'?" 

Of course GEN don't save all conversations, although 
do all emails. What decides the fate of a recording depends on 
whether it has any relevance to something GEN might be writing about, 
and fortunately the human trafficking story it was actually a two-part 
piece. One of the parts was the eventual story in which GEN wanted to 
publish about the situation with to trafficking in children, That 
was one Heidi knows all about 

But the second part was for the trade press, and was an investigation 
into the difficulties of doing in-depth investigations independently in 
terms of getting a commission or getting sponsorship. It meant that 
Leidig kept not only details of the fact that he had offered the story to a 
huge swathe of media clients, 15 in total, but also detailed notes on the 
conversations and emails lasting over a month with sponsorship 
organisations like the The Pascal Decroos Fund for Investigative 
Journalism. And included in the emails and conversations with 15 GEN 
clients it includes the Sunday Times Insight team - and Heidi Blake. 
GEN offered the child trafficking to them as a follow up to the agency's 
Paul Foot award winning investigation for the Sunday Telegraph on 
trafficking in women. 

Insight was chosen as a possible pi ace for the child trafficking story 
as it always needs new ideas, because as weil as publishing a vast 
number of exclusives, it also has many other ideas going on at any one 
time some of which never end up being published for many reasons. 

The idea was pitched and then resent several times with updates. The 
following is just one of the emails that form part of that correspondence, 
and an important thing to bear in mind is that a spec83 offer is not the 
final story, it is simply an outline of wh at a freelance or agency believes 
the eventual story will be and an idea of what is belng investigated. This 

speculative 
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email was addressed not to Heidi but to a 
said: 

on Insight and it 

"Was to talk to you earlier - and as here is the outl/ne 
of the would like to do about the 
of Eastern Europe. about the black market of with 
children Romania alone included some 30,000 children and sums 
worth a billion euro. 

there are a many children born Romania that fall 
under the radar of offieial statisties. are born to gypsy 
communities where great store is set a woman's and 

have as many ehildren as DOSS/Ole 
/_\J·a.».r_nIR mothers are not even uneommon 

made sometimes before children are even born Roman/an offie/a/s 
treat the as an underelass and bother to apply 

do to the rest of the eountry - offen ehildren 
partleularly remote areas are not even registered they officia/ly 
don't exist - sometimes even born to mothers who officially don't 
exist The dimetor of Bucharest based Caritas Hospital, Dr !-1nnn"'n 
Jansen, admits he has been forced to make sure staff lock up the 18 
persona non grata babies he has in his matern/fy ward to stop them 
fa/ling prey to the ehild traders. He sald: They are a blg problem 
Technlcally they should not be in hospital as they are not i1/, but they 
eannot be evicted as there is nowhere for them to go, They have no 
birth certifieate and no Identity number, and no family fo care If they 
were to vanish. We are hard pressed to fund caring for them and 
certainly ean't afford a security guard as weil, so locking the doors of 
the maternity ward is the only safe option.' He sald he had also asked 
security staff to demand ID papers from alf people leavlng with a baby, 
saylng the extra checks were vital because he could not rule out that 
his own staff might be fooking to cash in on the trade by allowing 
unwanted babies to be removed. 

'These ehildren are worth a lot of money as various gypsy leaders 
discovered after the borders opened - they are first used for begging 
then when they are older the boys are forced into stealing or are 
disabled so they can carry on begging and the girls are forced into 
prostitution or begging - still later they become gang leaders and 
members of the criminal network themselves. When the borders were 
opened these children wem defenceless - there were a great many 
numbers of cases of ehildren being stolen or kidnapped either from 
hospitals or from paar parents - single mothers for example who gave 
blrth and had the children taken away immediately, There was a ready 
market among people in Israel and notably whether mother would 
say that the man was the father the 

But more wholesale h",rIJc,,,,t,nn 
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these chi/dren and the number one destination now is the United 
Kingdom. The UK officials were just not geared up to understanding the 
nature of the problem and as a result It is a for the child 

Chi/dren seized are handed over to social 
services who hand them over to a group of homes 
amongst each other and not coordinated who then hand them back two 

three tater to whlch ever faked relative turns up to stake a claim 
to the child - they are not even sent back to Romania. Even If 
were It wouldn't do any - Romania ever 

these chi/dren up 80 treatment centres, but 
as soon as had EU closed these down That 
means that in the event of any child ever sem 
back to Romania are handed out of the parents with no 
checks and a few later are back on the streets London. 
Romania did ban international but drove the whole 
business underground and meant It is even more lucrative as there Is 
now no off/eial channef or way for that would like for example to 
adopt to get these chi/dren There is also a strong suspicion that with 

Romanians a/lowed to adopt, that the chi/dren are also being 
onto unsuitable parents. Obviously, this is also going on in 

Bulgaria but I have less strong connections there although I do have 
one case of two girls being shipped to the UK that had simply been 
bought off the streets where they officially do not ex/st and were easy 
targets for child traders. Romania's adoption boss Theodora Bertzi, 
admitted: "/ have heard that baNes are fetching as much as 10,000 
euros." She said chi/dren abandoned in maternity or paediatric wards 
were the most sought after because they come with a blank slate no 
questions asked' 

"/ am prepared to invest a lot of my time and the time of my staff in 
this project - but we are looking at a time fine where we probably 
wouldn't see the report before at the very earllest two weeks and 
probably a month - there are numerous leads to follow up although I 
have a lot of material a/ready. will keep costs down to a minimum but 
even if ! don't charge you for the journalistic work I would still need 
around about 2,000 GBP to cover travel and other expenses includ/ng 
hospitality for the various contacts I need to pull out of the bag. The 
story is already there - the question is how much detail of the sort you 
will want including personal tales of peop/e who were fed info the 
network that f can get in the time allowed. 

It is important to say that a lot of the above is based on interviews with 
contacts, not just carried out Leidig but other staff in the CEN 
organisation. Some of it might later turn out to be incorrect, but if the 
basic story pans out the makes spec does 

have 
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said: "Of course a timeline of between two weeks and a month 
was a ridiculously small amount of time and there was little OO:SSllbllltv 

that the deadline could have been met if it had not been for the fact that 
a lot of the work had been done, two years of work in fact 

cncr<"'" deadlines on timeless stories like this can be extended and 
had thai wanted to cover it an extension would 
po:sSII)!e. In addition, we had contacted a number of 

were and on the and 
confident that could deliver the 

"The fee of 2,000 GBP was also a but still a lot for an 
to match. The here had been for us 

subsidise story, but we wanted to make sure the team were 
committed. And that meant them put money could 

afford to waste on the table." 
CEN to get the 

further research on a smaller 
that point started dealing with Heid! 

agree to commission 
"<>rv!ir,,, a fuli commission, and at 

Leidig said: worked with her for some time on the project and 
arranged for my correspondents around the world in relevant countries 
to send a detailed feed explaining how the network worked. One 
attended for a trafficking congress in Romania to get contacts, 
we approached a Romanian investigative unit to make contact about a 
co-operation, and I met a contact from the sodal services that tackles 
the issue in Vienna to get an update. 

"My understanding was that once they had all the reports from the 
team, they needed to get the budget rubber-stamped. In the post 
Leveson era, as the Insight team told me, you need to do almost all the 
work on standing up a story in the first place before you can do it for 
real. 

"The management were not prepared to simply say yes without 
knowing what they might get in advance, and that involved our pre
investigation to test the water. Reports were commissioned from our 
staff in Italy, Romania, Siovakia and Bulgaria outlining what angles 
might be taken and what the realistic chances were of success. The 
decision at the end, however, was that it was tao expensive." 

Leidig added: "I was extremely disappointed when we were told no. I 
heard it first from another Insight editor, but that was then followed up 
with a call from Heidi to apologise. She told me they had decided to do 
it the simple way, which was using entrapment journalism. I told her that 
as a journalist for hire we usually accept most assignments fram news 
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clients, but I her that I had done the same thing she was 
years earlier, and discovered it was just not <:>nlnm,nn",to 

nrV,Jor,.",r.ori families in Romania or 
done dozens of times before me 

and it does not make any difference to :::In',ttntnn 

"The sad fact IS that child Is very real, and 
about, or cares about or indeed ",n',tTntnfl 

occasional sensational ca se like the blonde Greek 
'There was no way I was to throw away a story that was 

out for and It with a 
entrapment I told her that I would be nn,~rntnn 
my work for as had rDlorl,en 

seil elsewhere, but that she 
that worked on the story for her 

also kept the emails confirming my decision to walk and It was 
never the intention to use them to embarrass those who decided 
against using the for whatever reason, and had been to allow a 
discussion in general terms of the of attempting to do 
investigative journalism in the modem world as an independent" 

After GEN cancelled the Heidi Blake had ca lied to 
commiserate and said: had been surprised and pleased when 
Heidi called, I had already told Insight was walking, the call was out-of
the-blue in which she told me she understood my decision not to work 
with them, she respected it, but she couldn't be responsible for the fact 
that the management did not want to spend the money, She said that 
she would keep my number and details to hand, She said she was 
looking forward to working with me on a different project 

"So when heard that she was at BuzzFeed and controlling the 
budget, and had been so friendly, encouraging and genuine it seemed 
logical that she would want to get in touch with me about the baby 
trafficking story, 

"Mistakenly, I believed my warning to her over the child trafficking 
story that had proved absolutely correct after it resulted in a high-profile 
disaster might have given me some credibility with her for doing it 
properly the next time," 

To quote the Media Guardian section of the British broadsheet 
newspaper for the details: 

84 http://www,telegraph ,co ,uk/news/worldnews/europe/romania/1448140/I-know
one-with-blonde-hair-green-eyes-very-beautiful-you-will-Iove-her.-The-price-
70,html 
85 When a newspaper commissions a story they agree turn Ihe 
freelance hands over the intellectual rights payment 

the team 
therefore 
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'This is one of those crazy that can to undercover 
joumalists engaging in a spot of subterfuge. 

"Two Sunday Times Jonathan Ga/vert and 
Held! Blake, set out to disco ver whether it was possible to purchase a 
Bulgarian baby. 

'What was 
as a case of the Mer bit 

case ended up 
station, Nova, and fts reporter, 

down, tumed the tab/es on the duo in 
result is a hilarlous six-minute video, still viewable on 

- in which Veronika Dimitrova thern 
are ('1""""",1"/1/ 

'We are very amused hasn't ever to us before l ' 

said Blake, trying to pass as snm61tni'na 
of a fight-hearted joke. 

"We have found lots women in offered to seil thelr bables 
or act as surrogates for cash How about We are also looking at 

r -'n,~y,~,~ and Ukraine and other countries, says Blake at one 
point in the video. 

"It led to renewed, so tar unsubstantiated, 
face the chop. But It still rumb/es on.' 

that Insight is to 

GEN was told about how the investigation had deraiied by its 
Bulgarian freelance contact so me time before it appeared in the 
Guardian and Leidig rang his Insight contact to discuss it. 

He said: "As soon as he heard my voice he said: 'Leidig, how did you 
find out?' 

"What those who followed the story in the Media Guardian and others 
didn't realise of course was that I had warned Insight not to do it, cr that 

refused to get involved because it was a bad idea. And what they also 
didn't realise was that my Bulgarian correspondent that had told me 
about the story had also offered it elsewhere when I had told him I was 
not prepared to include it in our feed. 

"That other person was Mazher Mahmood, the 'Fake Sheikh' of News 
of the World fame, and he had been spying on the two groups of 
reporters hoping for an exclusive. He told me had seen the advert by 
Heidi and Jonathan, and told Mazher that there was a British family 
trying to buy a baby. 

"So you had the bizarre situation where Heidi and Jonathan were 
inside being interviewed by Bulgarian journalists selling a baby to each 
other, and outside you had a photographer and journalist working with 
Mazher Mahood trying to photograph them. 

7/sundaytimes-
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said: "I spoke only a month aga to a Sunday Times contact 
who knows her, and I mentioned in that she seemed to have 
been rather since joining BuzzFeed News, That silence in refusing 

take my caUs or answer my emails is now no such a 
don't think that Heidi was to take down 

open and friendly when I wrote to rnl'>r"'''TI 

and reminded her that we could still resurrect my child ""tT,"'vor'n 
if needed, 

"On 14 January I wrote to her on Linkedln as I was not sure whether 
she was still at the Times and her Insight team 

message said: New Year and alf that, and 
COI1ar'attliallor,IS on the Read Press Gazette, Child 
Tn::,ffir'kirm is still out there If you are also I have a new 
investigations team with a former Dow Jones I Wall Street Journal 
reporter, The same day at 19,00 she 

'Hf Mike! 
Great to hear from you, I'd love to chaf to you about your 

investigations, Jonathan and are up against a fiendish deadline on our 
book about Fifa just now, but could we touch base in February? 
haven't moved but am accessing BuzzFeed email -

Leidig added: "And that's why on the same day, again on 14th of 
January at 7 PM, added the update on Strasser that had se nt to 
Insight in a reply to her, and started the discussion on whether she 
wanted my Microsoft story. 

"In the news business you don't give all the details, I learned that 
lesson when I once se nt a story to a foreign desk of an unnamed 
newspaper that I discovered routinely harvested any stories from the 
foreign desk and syndicated them, I had sent the story as an outl/ne, 
and was stunned when it ended up being published in an Irish 
newspaper word for word, 

"So my conversation with Heid! did, out of necessity, not have too 
much detail. I started out pointing out that we were already a BuzzFeed 
contributor in an email that went as folIows: 

"Yes, we already do a lot of work for BuzzFeed but not anylhing you'd 
be interested in, Ws the tabloid stories that provide the (unding for 
everything else we do, 

"Mind you I reckon I'm happier with that than taking money for PR or 
marketing firms to include stuff in our news feed. h 

told her that we had often been to do PR work but did 
not name any of those who had contacted and then continued: 
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"What f want to do is deliver finished investigations that we do here 
simply because we are interested in them, like the child trafficking, emd 
to have a network of editors fike you to the items where 

will probably find the most interest Money is not the main 
also to work for free if the story is the right one, at the end of the 

It all to build up a for what we are ' 

!Jarn<,,,,,, it have been a idea to stop at that 
wait-and-see interest, but I believed thai Heidi Blake was <::()''l'1a,I'\()r!\/ 

could trust, if my Insight contacts trusted her than did as 
offered her the story that we had in our caitalCjQule 

would be most mf'>F""tlrll1 

to talk have a on 
corruption involving Microsoft and the former PR agency that used to 
emp/oy the Br/tish justice minister wh/ch is written and ready to 
go - are you interested in looking at It? I have all the leaked documents 
necessary to keep the happy, 

had been plannlng to do it for my frfend at Private 
but he decided the Grayllng angle was too weak He is quite correct of 
course, the only connection really is that !t's the place he used to work 
and I don't think he had anything to do with the Microsoft deal which I 
found out about, 

'Anyway, also happy to leave it until February where I'm sure we will 
have some other ideas and good luck with the book project, sounds 
very exciting can't say that my books have ever been very weil read, 
but I've always enjoyed doing them and I consoled myself with Ws not 
getting there, but Ws how you get there that counts, 

"Pass my regards onto (name deleted), and I will leave you with my 
Strasser story sent earlier this week to the UK media." 

Was she the only one looking at my message or were others 
accessing her email? Was BuzzFeed aware of the email sent to Heid; 
from seeing my email to her BuzzFeed address? Did she ask if there 
was any interest in my idea to her boss or anyone else at BuzzFeed? Is 
that the reason she never contacted me again? Is that the point at 
which BuzzFeed started looking at GEN in eamest? 

Until an insider comes forward it will never be known: But wh at is a 
fact is that I se nt her a story about corruption at Microsoft, she broke off 
all contact, and the next thing I knew her team had tumed us over with 
a 7,000 word mostly inaccurate analysis of our content 

Leidig said: "When heard that she was editor of BuzzFeed news 
investigations, and given her earlier assuranees, it seemed logical to 
contact her to offer her the Microsoft from our agency, 
This year we have looked at dozens of cases of and abuse 
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from our small team that is dotted across the globe. It does not matter if 
it is arms smuggling, sanctions busting or corrupt politicians - we do a 
broad spectrum of news that is offered in strict confidence to our clients. 

"What future is there for the business though if media uses the trust 
that exists with other media to do 'campaigning journalism', as Heidi 
caUs her BuzzFeed reporting, to out a rival? 

"Heidi never replied, the line went dead, and although I called several 
times afterwards inquiring about whether she was interested in 
items from us like the Microsoft story, she never replied. Was she 
annoyed I had reminded her of the child which although a 
disaster was a story I had wamed them about? Could it possibly be that 
she was unhappy about the fact that I had her to 
work with her in trying to trick penniless gypsies into selling their 
children with an offer of an unbelievable amount of money? 

had wanted to approach child trafficking professionally with a team 
across Europe. She had tackled another way, and suffered 
humiliation as a result It is not believable thai she knew nothing of the 
investigation that was then done into CEN her team. The only good 
reason for not taking caUs was to keep herself and her name away from 
what was going on. 

"In trying to find out about BuzzFeed read material about its founder 
Jonah Peretti including an interview with writer Felix Salmon that listed 
ways in which way in which he differs from most other moguls. It said 'If 
you succeed in building something similarly successful as a result, he 
will be cheering you all the way'. That has not been our experience. 

"BuzzFeed and Heidi were weil aware of the attempts to fight for 
causes we believe in. They also read the Press Gazette, yet all their 
quotes from the many articles available were all selectively chosen to 
cast us in the warst light They make plenty of mention of their own 
position, but although their initial email approach showed they knew 
about our other work, and they wanted to underline it, in the end there 
was no mention of our investigations which were being sold to others, 
or published on CEN's own online media or in books. 

"Silverman makes a sneering comment in his first CEN article about 
my 'self-published' book on Bernie Madoff, as if self-publishing a book 
is for losers. The reality is that no publisher wanted to publish a book 
that takes on one of the most powerful financial institutions in Europe. 
The book generated almost a dozen news articles in Austria's largest 
newspaper. I should ask him how many journalists he knows that are 
prepared to take on a Blue Chip firm with top lawyers without a media 
backer? Silverman could also have asked the Madoff Trustee off the 
record for a view on the book if he wanted to sneer at it 

"At lunch with the head of the US investigation into the Madoff case 
he told me: 'Your book came at us like a bolt out of the blue, there was 
so much in many answers that had not ""'"na,,,,,,' 
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to find out about And the thing was the way different 
bits interested different everyone was it, and everyone 
was to talk about a different part' 

recall a statistic fram 2011 around when I was r",~","i"rI 
PR to what we did where it was claimed that the 

7.5bn GBP tumover and 

In the pre-email days agencies and freelancers could dictate copy to 
newspapers using copy takers who were simply typists on the end of the 
telephone. and later aprecursor to emails was created that allowed the 
electronic sending of news known as the mailbox system. The main one was 
Telecom Gold (sometimes also known as BT Gold) that was an early 
commercial eleclronic mai! service launched by British Telecom in 1982. Even 
when email arrived many papers continued using dedicated lines because unlike 
email newspapers could control who had access to the mailbox and therefore 
avoid spam or PR and marketing material ending up in the news queue. As an 
accredited supplier news ilems the news list along with staff 

and mainstream wires like Press and Reuters. 
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Clickbait fs a term describing web conten! that is aimed at generating online 
advertising revenue, espedally at the expense of quality or accuracy, relying on 
sensationalis! headlines to attract click-throughs and to encourage forwarding of 
the material over online sodal networks, Clickbait headlines typically aim 10 
exploit the 'curiosity gap, enough information to make the reader 

without through 
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Appendix A. 

For this interested in more detail on the row between CEN and 
On 23 Michael sent the tnllrnhllnrt 

the Press Gazette as weil as a redacted version thai were an 
their pages on 24 January. The note was an attempt to underline the 
way Google was news cantent creators. 

Doesn't Understand News 

Michael 

registered new 
professional 
a regular basis. 

to find a news artiele on the web has the 
News to find 

the Google news you need to be a 
source, wh/eh means you need to be employing 

and generating a eertain amount of original eopy on 

Google has thousands of registered news sources and its powerfuf 
seareh engines are eonstantly erawling the sites looking for news, 

Ws big business. There is no doubt that for an online news souree a 
Google fisting on the news page means a fot of traffie. Traffie means 
clieks and exposure and that means money, But exaetly how Google 
ehooses whieh items to list is a closely guarded seeret It uses what is 
an extremely eomplieated algorithm, an equation that deeides 
automatieally what news to list based supposedly on who broke the 
news first, how popular the sUe is in terms of traffie and links and 
probably a wh oIe host of other figures that I'm not qualified to talk 
about. 

And even If was, It would be Irrelevant beeause the way the 
algorithm works is, as already said, a closely guarded seeret. 

What I ean tel! you is that It doesn't work. At least not under the terms 
that anyone who Is a professional in the news business would 
understand, And nobody at Google seems prepared to eomment on 
why, 

In 1993 CEN was founded and every day generates news reports that 
are distributed worldwide. 

T 0 put that info perspeetive, on a typiea! day we usually have about 
50 written news ifems, not to mention video and As with other 
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this material is available to the newsdesks on papers all 
world who declde whether to - and pay for the to 

But our material is also in-house online over a network 
online newspapers, and has been for five years. And that 

we know that news doesn't work - at least to the 
frnc.li"fir standards that any newspaper editor would 

even before the advent of the Internet newsdesk whether It was a 
local paper or international would receive a massive amount 

f)f1:fAnf,::>1 stories from from newswires to PR 
In order to be as any or agency knows, you need 
file before else - you also need to be correct and get the 

facts and It needs be weil written. In short - you need to do a 
better job than any rlvals. could fulfil all three criteria then 
you would be home and senf would sail info the news 
agenda and you would be That does not happen with Google 
news. If we look at the Austrian Times news site for example, whieh our 
agency publishes, over November when we started researching this, 
we did not find a Austrian Times story on Google news. Many of 
the storfes were published on the Austrian Times first, and were all 
exclusive stories written professional reporters who are on the 
ground Many were pubfished elsewhere later, but all were published on 
the Austrian Times first. 

When Google were asked about the matter they handed over a name, 
and this is the letter that was passed on to the person who they 
suggested It would be able to help in answering queries. That person 
was Manuela Kager, Designated Press Spokesperson for Google 
Austrfa. 

Not alf of the questions are relevant to this story as they centred on 
our online news projects like the Austrian Times. But quest/on 3 was to 
ask what value Google gives in fts algorfthm to individua/s who are the 
first to pub/ish material? 

And at question 5 I asked whether Google was considering any 
incentives for officially registered and aecredited news suppliers to 
encourage them to eontribute to the global Internet community? 

added "It seems to me that Google news at least gives little or no 
incentive to anybody with an original story to pubfish. 

At this point Manuela Kager made It c/ear that she was not an expert, 
and was simply providing a bridge between us as a reporting team with 
a set of questions and the relevant person within the Google 
organisation. The number of people authorised to answer the questions 
was limited, she said, and the quest/ons were passed constantly up the 
scale which was the reason for the delay. By the time of publishing this 
however now two months later there had still been no reply. 

That was the story then, and three years later 
sees a need invest the media. has not 
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millions to the usual suspects with names that will provide good PR and 
that will help show it does care about news. 

The international head of news partnerships at Google, Madhav 
Ghinnappa, lold Press Gazette that the new scheme was of course 
unrelated to the competition inquiry the company is facing in Europe. 

He said: "It goes way back before that It follows on from discussions 
we have been having since the end of last year with a group of 
publishers who we see as our criticai friends. This didn't happen in a 
week, this has been on for some time. It's about our 
in the news We've always feit we were a positive part of 
thai ecosystem and we want to make sure that continues. 

said in a further statement: "The goal is to support a 
sustainable news ecosystem and promote innovation in digital 
journalism through ongoing collaboration and dialogue between the 
tech and news sectors. The Digital News Initiative (DNI) will seek to 
extend its work to other European publishers and anyone involved in 
Europe's digital news industry will be able to take part in any or all of its 
elements." 

Google president of strategie relationships in Europe Garto D'Asaro 
Biondo said in a statement: the Digital News Initiative, 
will work hand in hand with news publishers and journalism 
organisations to help develop more sustainable models for news. This 
is just the beginning, and we invite others to join us." 

A short while before wrote the Google article ended up by chance 
sitting at a Xmas lunch with the head of Google Austria, and had an 
hour to outline to him why the company was not doing enough to invest 
in proper journalism. I then turned up at a press conference outlining a 
new news related gimmick to ask the same questions, I was offered the 
chance to have a high level phone call with an expert at Google in 
London. 

Either he barely spoke English or It was a bad line, but he clearly had 
no idea what I was talking about, and if anything was an indication of 
how seriously they took the issue. Until the start of last month it seerned 
as though GEN had the chance to do something that might be a step in 
the right direction with its NewsTeam Project, but in the wake of the 
BuzzFeed article that now seems unlikely to go ahead. 
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Appendix B. 

This is the full text pf the letter sent to BuzzFeed. 

Dear Sir 

We am instructed on behalf of our clients Central News 
and Michael connection with your recent 

communications with him and, in in relation to your emails of 
201 We note that you asked for a 

21 April. Given the scope of your questions, this was an 
unreasonable deadline and our elients have not had time to 
investigate the maUers you have raised, some of which relate to stories 
that were published over a year ago, Mr Leidig did not see your email 
of 15 April at the time lt was received, as It went into his spam folder. 
We understand that you have also se nt enquiries to the Mirror Graup, 
and have given them a deadline of 5 pm today. Our elient told you 
today that we would write to you, and we trust you will properly take 
account of our clients' response. notwithstanding the fact they did not 
meet your original arbitrary deadline. 

You state in your correspondence that BuzzFeed News is preparing 
to publish "an artiele which praposes to report that [GEN] is responsible 
for the circulation of astring of stories that have subsequently been 
proven false either in part or in theif entirety" In your questions, you 
assert that our clients are to be suspected of "fabricating" quotes. 
These allegations are highly defamatory of our clients and if published 
are likely to cause serious reputation al harm, in particular in the eyes of 
their customers, As you know, unlike BuzzFeed, our elient does not 
publish news itself, rather it seils material to customers, including the 
mainstream media organisations in the UK, As you also weil know, two 
of our client's customers are Mirror Group Newspapers and Associated 
Newspapers, to whom you have already made these allegations, 
ostensibly in the guise of an enquiry about stories published by them 
which originate fram GEN. 

GEN is BuzzFeed's main competitor for viral news content in the UK 
market. Our elient is not therefore prepared to engage with BuzzFeed 
about the detail of any of your questions as to do so would involve 
giving information about its sources and practices to a competitoL As 
we explain below, it seems that the true purpose of your investigation is 
to fish for information fram our clients, and the praposed publication of 
the allegations is calculated to damage GEN's business, 

Our elient denies absolutely that it makes up false stories or fabricates 
quotes. reHes on trusted contributors source content None of the 
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stories upon which you rely in your provide evidence, or, as 
you put it, to support such claims, OUf elients are not aware of 
any been made either the of the articles or 

its eustomers about any of the stories which you refeL In relation 
to your statement that find "incredible" that CEN quotes from 
sources that no-one does, the fact that have been unable to 
find quotes online does not any basis any that our 
elient fabricates quotes, upon which you base your 

appear to a extent to be based not on proper 
but on information you have found on other 

invesltiacüive sites 
You state that you intend to this as a matter 

public interest and concern" However, there is no evidence 
""",tt",rn" of behaviour of stories, We understand that 

2014, BuzzFeed has a subscriber to CEN's 
newsfeed, In that time, It has therefore received newsfeed for over 
8,000 stories and, of those, you have identified 17 Items about which 
you have raised On any the fact that a 
of stories might mise is not indicative of what you have 
described as "a For the avoidance of doubt, our elient does 
not aceept the claims you make about these stories to be accurate, but, 
as BuzzFeed will itself be weil aware, on occasion, mistakes are made 
or information that is received in good faith proves later to be unreliable, 
in which ease our clients will promptly correet their story. 

You said at the end of your email of 15 April that you are "interested in 
writing a new, and balanced piece about the pressures of running an 
online news organisation in the viral internet age" We do not accept 
that the story that you indieate you plan to write is a matter of public 
interest, nor can you reasonably believe that publishing the artiele is in 
the public interest. There is of course no publie interest in a false story 
and if the true purpose of your article was to write about "the pressure 
of running an online news organisation in the viral internet age", then 
your own organisation, BuzzFeed, is surely the place to start. Your 
proposed article, however, is in fact about a rival organisation and, as 
we say above, the purpose of the artiele therefore appears to be to 
attack or undermine your biggest competitor in the UK market, possibly, 
our elients suspect, to detract from negative publicity that BuzzFeed 
has itself been receiving, relating to charges of plagiarism, copyright 
infringement and, more recently, in April 2015 the suggestion that it 
deleted artieles that critieised its advertisers. 

You were entirely disingenuous in your early efforts to engage our 
elient in your investigation, stating, falsely, that you wanted to write an 
article about the great way the ageney was expanding and "to explore 
the of in the It is now obvious 
from the nature was not the true purpose of 
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your Even though in your email of 15 April you refer to our 
elient's "laudable investigative , and, at the 

to be interested in how our eHent balances 
joumalism whilst at the same time 

of viral or tabloid stories, this, if mentioned in your 
nrn,n""""rt artiele, would not detract from the that would be 
caused were you to that our elient made up stories or fabricated 
quotes, 

As to your about Journalism with Borders our ellent 
has you details of those to whom about its 
finances ean be addressed, Mr is Vice-Chair of the National 
Association of Press with for 
and he is for new ideas, Whilst JWB has not, to date, 

<>,nnltir<!,nf sums, It is a in which our elient still believes 
can be but this time and energy from 

volunteers, 
Our elient's Wikipedia page is entirely uncontroversial and has 

nothing at all to do with your 
In light of what we have said, it will be elear that our elients will take 

very the of any false about and 
alt thelr fights are reserved. 

Yours faithfully 

Carter-Ruck 

ec: luke lewls & Held; Blake 
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